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The Commission's information policy 
by M. Albert COPPE 
Member of the Commission 
On 26 March last the Commission discussed and approved the 
action programme of the Directorate-General for Information for 
1969. I take this opportunity of reviewing the objectives of the 
Commission's information policy, the means used to implement it, 
the main options involved and the ethics of this policy, as outlined 
on numerous occasions to the Council of Ministers and the European 
Parliament. Each year's action programme is, in fact, drawn up in 
line with this long-term policy. 
The obJ"ectives 
The objectives of this policy are twofold. First of all, like any 
institution which has a responsibility to the public, the Commission 
must inform the public of its activities and awaken the interest and 
understanding of the people directly and indirectly affected by 
these activities. This is largely the work of the Spokesman's Group 
which, in permanent liaison with the Commission and the Press, 
ensures in the most flexible way that information on the daily 
activities of the Commission and its members is circulated as rapidly 
as possible. The Commission does however have another and more 
long-term task, which is to prepare the way and provide support 
in depth for the policy pursued by the Communities in accordance 
with the provisions and aims of the Treaties. 
The means 
The means available are those ear-marked for information work in 
the Commission's organizational chart and the annual budget 
estimates. Obviously, they consist of financial resources and staff that 
are both used to operate a largely decentralized machine. There are 
offices in the Community capita.ls and in some non-member countries· 
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(Britain, Switzerland, United States, Latin America). There are vari-
ous divisions, some specializing in individual sectors (information 
for trade unions, agricultural information, information for young 
. people and universities, scientific and technological information, 
AASM information, information to non:-member countries), others 
specializing in different information media (fairs and exhibitions, 
publications, radio, television and cinema, information visits). There 
is also a division which deals with information for the Commission 
and another, attached to the Brussels office, for the review and 
analysis of the information media used. 
The main options 
Three major problems arise in connection with the elaboration of any 
information policy: what geographical area to concentrate on, what 
sectors and strata of society to single out for priority treatment and 
what media to use. 
Geographical area - The world is vast and resources are limited. 
To date, the main effort has been concentrated in the member 
countries, where producers, workers, consumers and ordinary 
citizens are directly affected by the activities of the Community's 
institutions. But much has also been done in those non-member 
countries where the Community has interests to protect or where 
there is a demand to be met, and also in the associated countries, 
notably the AASM. 
Sectors - No sector can be ignored; in practice the information 
offices and the central services are accessible to all and try to meet 
the demand from all quarters, notably from political and economic 
circles in each country. But a special effort has been made at Euro-
pean level to reach certain sectors with particular characteristics: 
young people and adult education, universities, trade unions, agri-
cultural organizations, scientific and technical circles. The press, 
or at any rate the daily papers, are catered for by the Spokesman's 
Group, by the correspondents accredited in Brussels, by the press 
agencies and by the local offices of the Directorate-General for 
Information. 
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The problem in each case is the same; should the aim be to reach the 
masses, the man in the street, or should we aim at the leaders, 
those who influence public opinion? Here too experience has provi-
ded the answer; given our limited resources, information is largely 
aimed at leaders of public opinion and filters through them to the 
social groups in which they work and, more generally, to the public 
at large. Only a few activities are an exception to this rule -for 
example, television progr.ammes, cinema newsreels, participation 
in fairs and exhibitions. 
The ethics of the task 
Must we apologize for using this term? After all ethics, rules of 
moral conduct, are involved. The Commission refuses to use the tech-
niques of the propagandist. Its services, whose activities are prog-
rammed and controlled, never resort to propaganda or, to use the 
jargon of the lawyers and economists, never stoop to the "abuse of a 
dominant position". Their task is to persuade rather than to con-
vince; or more precisely, their role is to organize a vast democratic 
debate both on topics conn~cted with the development of the 
Communities and on those suggested by the various sectors affected 
by this development. 
The action programme for 1969 was adopted and will be implemented 
within this framework. 
The main features of this ambitious but realistic programme are as 
follows: 
(i) Production of information material which has proved its worth; 
magazines in German, French, Italian, Dutch, English (London and 
Washington) and Spanish, to be supplemented from now on by a 
bulletin in Greek; other specialized periodicals; various booklets, 
leaflets and other information material; folders with material for 
teachers; maps, etc.; radio and television programmes, usually 
broadcast by existing networks in each country. 
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(ii) Participation in certain traditional fairs and exhibitions ap.d in 
some large international ones: Kinshasa, Izmir, Teheran and Osak~ 
(1970): 
· (iii) Arranging and organizing information visits for leaders of 
public opinion such as parliamentarians, regional or local represen-
tatives, senior civil servants, journalists, individuals holding 
responsible positions in various sectors of the economy, and so on. 
(iv) Co-operation with trade unions and professional organizations 
in industry, commerce, agriculture, etc., and with the universities, 
institutes of European studies, youth organizations and bodies 
concerned ~th adult education. The programme for 1969 pays 
special attention to information services for young people in con-
formity with the Commission's declaration of 1 July 1968. 
(v) An information drive will be started for those interested in 
scientific and technological problems. 
(vi) Information to and about the overseas associates in connection 
with the renewal of the Y aounde Convention: radio broadcasts, 
organized visits for journalists, and so on. 
(vii) An information service in non-member countries, a flying 
column as it were, to provide quick answers to any criticism and 
allay any fears provoked by Community action. 
These then are the main features of the Community's information 
policy and its action programme for 1969. 
They are sufficiently flexible to allow, if necessary, of adaptation 
during the year in the light of experience, public reaction and devel-
opment in European integration. 
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I. Communication from the Commission 
to the Council on the Future 
Activities of Euratom 
On 23 April1969 the Commission drew up and forwarded to the Council a document 
concerning the future activities of Euratom1 which, in accordance with the Council's 
resolution of 20 December 1968, includes: 
- a proposal for a multiannual research and training programme, presented under 
Article 7 of the Euratom Treaty; 
- underlying principles and criteria for an industrial policy in the nucle.ar field; 
- proposals for new non-nuclear projects which could be carried out at the Joint 
Research Centre. 
There is only a one-year research and training programme for Euratom's activity 
in 1969, the funds for the second half of the year having been blocked. The Council 
has undertaken to approve a multiannual programme before 1 July 1969. 
The programme drawn up by the Commission reflects an adaptation to the state of 
technical and industrial development in the nuclear field in the Community coun-
tries. As a corollary of this development process, which is marked by the gradual 
tra,nsition from research to the stage of industrial maturity, innovational projects 
are being assigned to industry and new technological areas incorporated in the prog-
ramme of action. The Commission views the multiannual programme as being 
dependent on economic and industrial development and regards the Joint Research 
Centre as an essential instrument for assisting this development process. · 
This concept marks the initial stage in the building-up of a dynamic research struc-
ture to guarantee the gradual transition into other new technological areas and to 
enable the Euratom scientists and centres to play a full and comprehensive part in 
the joint research effort of the Six. This necessarily presupposes thorough co-or-
dination of all existing research programmes in the Commumty countries and also 
the gearing of the various national policies to requirements in both the energy and 
the industrial sector. In recent months the Commission has spared no effort, in 
talks and contacts with the competent authorities of the various governments, 
the technical committees and industry, to bring about such co-ordination. It is 
aware that a common research policy can only be achieved if there is an underlying 
political will among all the parties concerned. 
The present research programme is a Community programme in which all the prob-
lems specified by the Council in its decision of 20 December 19688 are dealt with. 
The essential guidelines are as follows: 
1 This document is given as a supplement to this Bulletin. 
1 See Bulletin No. 2-69, Ch. VI, sec. 34 . 
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Nuclear research 
The fundamental points concerning research in the nuclear field are as follows: 
Reactors 
The various projects have been adapted in accordance with their present-day 
significance by comparison with former programmes and are designed to introduce 
a development process which will be gradually continued in future programmes. 
Thus, for example, specific activities which were of decisive significance in the 
earlier programmes and have contributed substantially to the development of the 
nuclear industry but which can now be carried out by industry or have ceased to be 
of an urgent character have been abandoned completely. 
In the field of proven reactors, only measures.aimed at industrial promotion and 
extending the research field have been adopted. Particular significance in the 
programme attaches to high-temperature reactors, fast breeders and heavy-water 
reactors. The development of the Community's own system (Orgel) no longer 
forms part of the programme. About one-third of the personnel is to be used for 
work on the three above-mentioned reactor groups. 
Directly connected with reactor developme~t are the general problems inherent 
in the fuel cycle, i.e. enriched uranium production, natural uranium supplies, fuel 
loading, irradiated fuel processing and activities in the field of plutonium and 
transplutonium elements. 
Basic research 
The main points in the field of basic nuclear re~earch are fusion, plasma physics, 
condensed-state physics and the SORA project (Sorgente Rapida-fast pulsed 
reactor). The results of the work carried out in the first fields so far are fully 
comparable with those achieved by the leading nuclear countries. The close co-
ordination which has hitherto characterized the entire range of activities in this 
field in the Community countries is to be continued, the ultimate target being the 
industrial production of electrical energy on a competitive basis by means of nuclear 
fusion . 
. Condensed-state physics, which is concerned with research into the properties of 
bonded matter. (liquids and solids), has undergone considerable expansion in recent 
years and is of capital importance as regards the future development of new materials. 
In the Commission's view, the SORA project is absolutely essential to performance 
of the work in this field. This fact is generally acknowledged, so that in any event 
such an installation will have to be constructed. The Commission intends to set up 
this reactor at Ispra. 
Profects of public interest in the nuclear field 
These projects include in particular the Central Bureau for Nuclear Measurements 
_ (already provided for in the Treaty), the dissemination and exploitation of scientific 
knowhow and information, and activities in the field of biology and health physics. 
Also of special importance in this respect is the development of procedures for the 
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surveillance of fissile materials. Above all, the Commission is concerned to develop 
reliable, economic and safe inspection systems involving the minimum interference 
with industrial activity. 
Contract work 
With industry adopting research results to a greater extent, capacities are being 
released in the Joint Research Centre the optimum utilization of which has to be 
guaranteed. The existing facilities are henceforth to be made available to interested 
national research centres or to industrial enterprises for work under contract against 
payment. This will serve to avoid duplication of investments and also enable all 
concerned to turn to account, from a scientific and economic standpoint, the long 
scientific experience acquired by the research teams. 
Industrial policy in the nuclear sector 
In its report on the Community's nuclear policy, the Commission has already drawn 
attention to the significance of the nuclear industry for the economy of the Commu-
nity countries.1 To underline this significance still further, it should be pointed 
out that within the next thirty years demand for nuclear reactors on the world 
market will attain a value of. around 100 000 million dollars. The creation of a 
powerful nuclear industry has therefore to be viewed from two standpoints: on the 
one hand, domestic industry must succeed in gaining a foothold on the world market 
for nuclear power plants; on the other hand, our electricity producers must be able 
to generate the energy required for industry as a whole at a competitive price. The 
present situation is unsatisfactory. The reasons for this lie neither in inadequate 
outlay nor in European science's lesser capability. A more important factor is the 
present fragmentation both of reactor constructors and electricity supply companies. 
Compared with the United States, there are in the Community too many firms en-
gaged in reactor construction and also too many reactor types are being developed. 
The aim of the Community's industrial policy in the nuclear field must therefore be 
to set up competitive enterprises and, by stringent co-ordination of construction 
programmes, only to develop such reactor types as hold out prospects of being 
successful. 
In its programme, the Commission has included a number of promotional measures 
as well as proposals for harmonization and co-ordination in this fi~ld, although such 
activities go beyond the scope of a research programme. It nevertheless considers 
that only close collaboration between the public sector and industry can bring 
about the desired success. 
Non-nuclear research activities 
For the first time, the Commission proposes in its programme research activities 
which transcend the framework of the nuclear field, thus following a trend which 
is discernible in all industrialized countries. Failure to appreciate this inevitably 
produces-and has already done so in certain countries-a surplus of research 
personnel in installations that were originally designed to be purely nuclear research 
1 See Bulletin No. 12-68, Ch. V, secs. 23 et seq., and Supplement to Bulletin No. 9/10-68. 
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centres. This surplus nuclear research capacity and the resultant difficulties in 
individual countries have had their effect on Euratom's own position. The Council 
of Ministers too has expressly called for the inclusion of new fields of technology in 
Euratom's programme. · However, the period of validity of the Euratom Treaty is 
unlimited and its scope, as a framework treaty, lends itself to expansion. If, for 
example, activities were to be based only on specific projects having an industrial 
target, this would already result in a contradiction if such activities are limited as 
to time, i.e. cease to be within Euratom's competence on reaching industrial matu-
rity, while on the other hand the Treaty has been signed for an indefinite period. 
The present draft programme first of all makes provision for non-nuclear activities 
in the fields of abatement of nuisances and information science, and also for the 
creation of a Community Standards Bureau. Two factors have dictated this choice, 
namely: 
1. The possibility of carrying out this research in the Euratom research centres, 
which are already engaged on work of a similar nature. (In this connection, mention 
may be made of health physics and CETIS at Ispra.) 
, 
2. As regards environmental hygiene, there is a growing danger from technological 
developments, increasing industrialization and the use of new substances, together 
with the continuous population expansion, to man's health and his environment; 
_ in the case of information science, the increasing importance of pooling information 
on science and technology. 
Community Central Bureau of Standards 
The Central Bureau of Standards is in a certain sense to be compared with the 
National Bureau of Standards. Its task consists in providing, as part of a network 
of voluntarily associated institutes, the technical information required for promoting 
harmonization at Community level of the existing national legislation in the technical 
field. The CBS is to collect all information and process the results of research work 
by the JRC or other Community institutions in order to furnish the scientific data 
required as the basis for such work. In addition, the CBS could assume the task 
of formulating calibration standards on the basis of existing European standards 
or in accordance with specifications received from customers. It would be thus 
primarily an instrument in the service of public and private bodies in the various 
countries whose tasks would not include measures aimed at introducing mandatory 
legal and administrative provisions and measures of public supervision but simply 
provide the possible bases for the desired harmonization. 
By thus entering upon new research activities, the Commission aims to sustain the 
vigour of Euratom research, a condition which is of vital importance for the future 
of any research community. Priority will be given to scientists in Euratom's own 
research centres for the performance of this work. 
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11. Regional policy-= an essential and 
urgent Community task 
The importance and necessity of an active regional policy in the 
Community have often been emphasized. In a speech on 15 May 
1968 to the European Parliament M. Jean Rey, President of the Com-
mission, said that this was one of the three essential sectors where the 
merger of the Executives could provide a fresh stimulus.1 Since then, 
the Commission has carried out detailed studies which it will submit 
to the Council once they have been approved; a general account of the 
various problems raised by the elaboration of a Community regional 
policy was given on 6 May 1969 in Strasbourg to the European 
Parliament by M. Hans von der Groeben, a member of the Com-
mission. The substance of his speech follows. 
The concept of the domestic market and competition policy is fundamental to the 
Common Market. In addition, efforts are made to co-ordinate general economic 
and monetary policy. The structural differences between the Member States are 
not only detrimental to individuals; they are also a threat to the development of the 
Common Market itself. 
A decisive effort to even out regional and structural differences is indispensable if 
a common economic policy is to be at all possible. The Commission's endeavours 
must therefore be concentrated on three points: 
(a) The creation of conditions similar to those obtaining on a domestic market; 
(b) The effective co-ordination of economic control through common economic and 
monetary policies; 
(c) A common structural and regional policy. 
With regard to regional problems, recent developments in the economic, social and 
technical sectors demonstrate with increasing clarity that the regional policy prob-
lems of tomorrow are a matter of concern to all the regions and affect the Commu-
nity's entire economy. 
This has become particularly evident in the recent discussions about the Com-
mission's proposals for reform of the structure of agriculture. The radical changes 
in the varwus sectors of the economy-changes which are not, incidentally, confined 
to the Community alone-affect not only the structure of a few under-privile&"ed 
areas but also the regional set-up of the Community as a whole. The first question 
that arises is whether and how, in_ predominantly agricultural areas (which, the 
Commission calculates, account for about 51% of the Community's area and 28% 
of its population), the probable decline in the numbers engaged m farming can be 
offset by the development of other activities, including those in the tertiary sector. 
But even in semi-industrialized areas (about 33% of the area and 30% of the popula-
tion of the Community), structural change will raise grave problems, depending 
on the current situation and on future prospects. More particularly, it must be 
. 1 See Bulletin No. 6-68, Ch. I. 
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borne in mind that various forecasts indicate that we can no longer rely on a vigorous 
expansion of employment in industry. Consequently, in the industrialized parts 
of the Community,1 too, the problems of reorganization-already significant in the 
past-will be even more serious in the future. Given the Community's foreign 
trade commitments, there will be constant pressure on the various industries and 
the different sectors of the economy to adapt. 
The problems of industrial cha~ge, however, are only one aspect of the transforma-
tion taking place in the economic and social strucfure of the Community. Devel-
opments in the transport industry, such as the growing utilization of large capacity 
vessels, containers, pipelines and fast transport, are another factor. These not only 
have an impact on the economic and social structure of ports and coastal regions 
and their immediate hinterland; they are also liable to change the character of the 
entire territory of the Community. , 
A third problem to be mentioned is the complexity of demographic developments 
in recent years, indeed, for the past few decades; these have increased the importance 
of the cities and led to greater concentration of the population. 
The aim of regional policy, in the overall process of world-wide change, will be to 
improve the conditions in which industry and the population can settle into a new 
area in the light of the general objectives being pursued and with due regard for 
technological and business requirements, human needs, social aspirations and the 
characteristics of the various regions. Since in this process the natural resources 
of the Community are gradually losing in importance, while the abilities of its 
people are coming to be the decisive factor, it is no mere rhetorical flourish to say 
that the individual must be more than ever the focal point of the regional policy 
adopted by the Community; this is indeed a sine qua non if the measures taken are 
to be attended by success. The Community authorities responsible for regional 
policy must be in no doubt that in the process of constant adaptation attending the 
Community's regional policy in the future the public authorities will have to assume 
increased responsibility. When managements have to take their decisions on the 
location of industrial plant, the importance of the natural environment gives way 
increasingly to the factor of infrastructure, and the infrastructure, of course, is 
something within the competence of the public authorities. These decisions, which 
commit the Community's structures in the long term, should not be taken without 
consideration of th~ long-term development outlook in the Community and of the 
indications provided by the science of futurology. . The fact that infrastructures 
cannot be developed by means of a price and market policy enhances the importance 
of the co-ordinating role 'played by the public authorities, and this applies at Com-
munity level too. 
The tommission must accordingly concentrate on co-ordination of the objectives 
to be pursued and the instruments to be used. It must do so in the conviction that 
this is the only way to establish the conditions needed for the implementation of 
common policies and for co-ordination in the fields prescribed by the Treaties. 
In view of the above considerations, the following tasks of the Commission will 
receive priority: 
(a) Co-ordination of aims and means by joint work on development prospects and 
confrontation of aims and priorities. The Commission will have to push forward 
its work in the following three fields: 
1 Some 16% of the area and 42% of the population of the Community. 
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(i) Systematic information, as standardized as possible, on the structures of the 
various Community regions and on the way they are developing; the resultant con-
ditions a-yailable t<? those who might settle in the area; 
(ii) Joint examination of the medium- and long-term prospects for the deve~opment 
of regional structures, especially in the light of the foreseeable development of indus-
tries and their location conditions; 
(iii) Examination of the general lines of policy that could be adopted by the Com-
munity as a whole within the context of international competition. 
The regional policies of the Member States, then, will have to be compared and 
contrasted with each other and with the trends and guidelines just mentioned. 
This will mean: 
(i) Comparing the regional policy aims and priorities accepted in the Member 
States with the joint prospects worked out at Community level; 
(ii) Comparing the steps taken in the Member States and by the Community's 
institutions within the framework of the Treaties with the general lines of economic 
and social policy referred to above. 
(b) Directing efforts towards the solution of problems arising in the various cate-
gories of regions as a result of changes in the various sectors of the economy. 
First of all there are the major structural changes affecting agriculture, but which 
have repercussions which go far beyond the primary sector. Reform of the structure 
of agriculture will be possible only if the Member States, in agreement with the Com-
mission, put the ways and means for introducing agricultural reform on a regional 
basis and also decide on the lines to be followed and the means to be employed in 
regional policy in the endeavour to create the conditions in which new activities 
can settle in the region. 
The problems of the industrial sector deserve more than ever the special attention 
of the Commission. The particular needs here are: 
(i) To convert regions in which coal mining has been the major industry; 
(ii) To set up new industries in areas where much of the population is working in 
long-established industries in which increasing quantities of manpower will be freed 
as technical advances are made. 
To tackle this problem with any degree of success will require action at Community 
level to co-ordinate, with particular reference to the transport and energy infra-
structure, the conditions in which a firm can settle in an area. 
(c) Escalation of aid is another problem requiring solution. 
The escalation of government aid {which is occurring and is deplored everywhere) 
is due to the need to create jobs in industry in order to ease the situation in agricul-
ture. As it can be assumed that this escalation will continue on an increasing scale, 
co-ordination of the Member States policies on aid is indispensable. This means 
that a number of principles which the Commission set out as part of its first medium-
term economic policy programme will now have to be further developed and put 
into practice. Here it must be realized that it is difficult to assess by any objective 
criterion the disadvantages to be offset by a grant of aid and that regional advantages 
and disadvantages are often cancelled by the financial and tax arrangements of the 
country concerned. These and other problems are currently being examined by the 
appropriate departments. 
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(d) The comprehensive approach to regional policy adopted in the interests of co-
ordination (i.e. an approach applying to all regions) is not preventing the Commission 
from helping to clear up specific difficulties in specific regions. Included in this 
work are the regional studies for which the Commission is providing financial aid 
and technical assistance. Instances of what is being done are the studies made in 
the AachenfLiegefBelgian LimbourgfMaastricht triangle and in the TwentefWest-
miinsterland frontier region. 
(e) Other matters of joint interest. 
More particularly, the trends towards concentration in towns, to which reference 
has been made above, must be followed in more detail. We need, in the interests of 
a long-term infrastructure policy, to know more about the optimum structure of 
tertiary and quaternary city centres and about their size and geographical distri-
bution. 
Then there are the problems raised by the communications infrastructure in large 
areas. The question of ports and their importance for the development both of 
coastal and of other regions has already been mentioned. These points need to· be 
clarified and, if need be, a concerted attitude should be worked out with the Member 
States. A second problem is that of the major internal traffic arteries of the Com-
munity, particularly when they serve as major lines of communication across national 
frontiers. 
Finally, there is a third complex of questions covering the preservation and rational 
exploitation of natural resources, especially water, forests and tourist resources. 
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Ill. How the Community's social policy 
is related to its other policies 
In reply to a request from the Council, the Commission submitted 
to it in July 1968 an interim report on the relationships between the 
Community's social policy and its other policies taken as a whole. 
The Bulletin of the European Communities has already1 released a 
summary of the Commission's report, and now publishes the detailed 
conclusions drawn by the Council from an examination of the report 
at its meeting of 13 March 1969, and also the Commission's reply 
to a written question on this matter put by M. Vredeling (Socialist, 
Netherlands). 
Conclusions drawn by the Council 
A. General 
1. In accordance with the Council's request, the Commission's interim report lists 
the social problems that aJjse in connection with the economic measures already 
taken or planned at Community level, and does not therefore deal with social prob-
lems which arise independently. The considerations set out below do not claim to 
deal exhaustively with all the social problems arising at Community level, but 
mainly'with those questions related to the common policies or other policies adopted 
under the Treaties. 
The interim report shows very clearly the many ways in which measures taken as 
part of economic policy in general and the various common policies link up with 
the Community's social policy. However, a progressive social policy should aim 
at doing more than merely compensating, from the social point of view, the impact of 
economic measures; it should also. help in the process of determining economic 
objectives. 
It is therefore clear that the various economic measures must not be devised and 
implemented without the social requirements being taken into account from the 
outset. Conversely, any social measures taken in the various Member States must 
take due account of economic requirements. It is therefore essential that the mutual 
consistency of the economic policies and of the social policies should be ensured, so 
that any measures taken will be in line with both the economic and the social aims. 
2. In this respect, care should be taken to ensure that the Community's policies in 
specific fields (agriculture, transport, etc.) do not lead to arrangements which, from 
the social point of view, are likely to upset the balance of the social systems appli-
cable to all workers throughout the Member States. In this way, workers in eco-
nomic fields which are subject to common policies should not, as a result of Commu-
nity measures, be placed in a very different situation from that of workers in other 
fields. It is nevertheless clear that special conditions which may occur in certain 
regions or economic fields sometimes call for specific measures the benefits of which 
not all the workers can claim. 
1 See Bulletin No. 11-68, Ch. I. 
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3. Examination of the Conunission's findings both in respect of the common policies, 
for which the Community can lay down compulsory rules (agricultural policy, 
transport policy, etc.) and in regard to the more general policies for which the Com-
munity draws up recommendations or guidelines (short-term economic policy, 
medium-term economic policy, regional policy, etc.) reveals that in the present state 
of affairs problems are arising and will continue to arise, particularly in the field of 
employment. Although the importance of paying very special attention to these 
problems at the present time has been shown, it is also obvious that the other aspects 
of the Community's social policy-some of which are mentioned in this report-
should not be neglected. This is the case, for example, for the social security and 
incomes policy problems which were mentioned in the first two medium-term 
economic policy programmes, and also for questions relating to industrial safety. 
It has been found that the employment situation is, and will continue to be, influenced 
by certain measures taken as part.of the various policies carried out at Community 
level. An overall study should therefore be made, particularly from the structural 
angle, of all present effects and future implications, to ensure that measures taken in 
different fields or sectors do not "add insult to injury", as it were, in certain areas 
and so create difficult situations. The measures which should be taken to maintain 
or restore balance in the field of employment should therefore be examined and 
decided upon in the light of all the immediate effects or future implications of moves 
undertaken at Community level, and on the basis of a detailed qualitative and 
quantitative analysis of their probable impact on the labour market and other 
parts of the social field. 
4. In these circumstances, the Council considers that both itself and the Conunission 
should bear in mind the above considerations at the various stages of their work. 
B. Common policies and other activities undertaken under 
the Treaties 
(a) Common policies in respect of which the Community has binding powers 
5. The Commission's Memorandum on agricultural reform in the European Eco-
nomic Community1 reveals that the planned reform, which forms a whole and is 
important from the economic point of view, also involves the solution of many 
problems of a social nature, whose scope goes beyond the agricultural sphere proper, 
mainly because of the very considerable reduction in manpower employable in this 
sector of the economy in the future, and because of the large number of persons who 
will have to be redeployed in other sectors. 
The Commission also submitted a report on the situation in the fishing industry in 
the Member States of the EEC, 2 and this also shows the need to take certain social 
measures as part of a common policy with regard to the fisheries. The Commission 
has already put forward proposed solutions in this sphere, one of which, relating to 
structural policy, provides for (Articles 10 and 11) certain activities in the social 
field. 
1 See Supplement to Bulletin No. 1-69. 
I See Bulletin No. 9/10-68, Ch. I. 
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Thirdly, in another very important field, energy, the Commission recently forwarded 
a memorandum whose purpose was to lay down basic guidelines for a common 
energy policy1 and announced that this paper would be followed up with a document 
on the social aspects of the common energy policy and by other material. · 
In the light of the general considerations set out above, very close attention should 
be paid to the examination and solution of problems of a social nature which arise 
in the thr~e fields, not only in regard to questions arising from each of these fields 
individually, but also in regard to employment and the whole social situation. At 
its meeting on 27 and 28 January 1969 the Council made certain procedural decisions 
concerning the study of texts submitted on agricultural and energy matters. 
6. Existing and future measures for the implementation of 'the common transport 
policy, particularly those intended to harmonize certain social provisions which 
have an impact on competition between the various means of transport, affect, in 
the member countries, a number of groups of rules and regulations which, in some 
countries, have a wider scope than the field of transport alone, as they apply to all 
workers or concern spheres coming within the purview of the social authorities. 
The Council, noting progress already made in this field, 1 hopes that the procedures 
used for drafting these texts will leave scope, as in the past, for a forward appraisal 
from the social angle of the full impact of the measures proposed by the Comrilission 
on the Community's social policy in general, and also that the procedures will 
enable the relevant implementing measures to be adopted in good time in the various 
Member States. 
(b) Other common tasks 
7. In its interim report, the Commission draws attention to the fact that it has 
proved necessary, under Article 100 of the EEC Treaty, to remove a number of 
obstacles to intra-Community trade, arising mainly from disparities between the 
laws in force in the various countries in the field of industrial techniques; many of 
these obstacles are the result of national provisions concerning either accident 
prevention or industrial health. Social arrangements tend therefore to be among 
those modified by measures to remove technical obstacles to trade. 
It should be noted in this context that there is sometimes a very close link between 
the technical provisions and the provisions dealing with the individual behaviour of 
workers, namely the use and handling of machines, tools, substances, etc. Where 
these various provisions cannot be harmonized under Article 100 of the EEC Treaty, 
the case for co-operative work under Article 118 of the Treaty should be examined.1 
·For this reason the Council hopes that the Commission will submit, where appro-
priate, plans for co-operation in the fields of industrial safety and health. 
8. Work done to date in the fields of harmonizing commercial law, creating the legal 
framework for a European incorporated company and merging companies at inter-
national level has also brought out the need to solve certain problems connected 
with the social field. 
1 See Supplement to Bulletin No. 12-68. 
1 See Bulletin No. 9/10-68, editorial by M. Bodson, and Cb. II, sec. 65. 
a This suggestion is, of course, wholly without prejudice to the interpretation of Article 100 
in this field. 
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The Council notes the range of information which the Commission's interim report 
contains on this subject, and which show that this work is not yet sufficiently 
advanced, in respect of either the final substance or the final form of the provisions 
adopted, for a definite position to be taken up on which solutions should be adopted 
for social problems. · 
(c) General economic policies 
9. The work being done and the overall approach of general economic policy at 
Community level include, as they do at national level, important aspects of social 
policy, and this is true in respect of both short-term economic policy (analysis ,of 
short-term trends and the impact of short-term policy measures) and more especially 
of medium-term economic policy (the first two programmes). 
In addition a number of policies of an economic nature are being formulated within 
the Commission, including the regional policy and the industrial policy. The 
Commission is examining, among other things, problems concerning specific indus-
tries, particularly ailing industries and "growth industries", and also the impact on 
the labour market of innovation and technological advances. 
The Council notes with interest the information which the Commission supplies 
in its interim report, and which show how many social aspects are involved. Both 
the Commission and the Council should be aware of any social implications of the 
measures under consideration, and should bear in mind at every stage of their work 
the general considerations set out at the beginning of these conclusions. 
10. It is in this frame of mind that an examination should be made of the social 
aspects of the two medium-term economic policy programmes which the Council 
and the Governments have already adopted. These programmes, which were 
drawn up in accordance with (inter alia) Article 145 of the EEC Treaty, which 
makes the Council responsible for the co-ordination of the general economic :policies 
of the Member States, including the social policies, lay down the lines which the 
institutions of the Community and the Governments of the Member States intend to 
follow in their economic and social activities. 
To facilitate this examination, the Commission is recommended to prepare for each 
programme a combined memorandum which would: , 
(a) Summarize, as the Commission in its interim report did for the first two medium-
term economic policy programmes, the factors relevant to the social field, using the 
sometimes very general headings (employment, vocational training, incomes, etc.) 
which these programmes use and which are found throughout the report; and 
(b) Indicate the points which, in the view of the Commission, are likely to lead to 
common action at Community level; these indications would be accompanied, where 
appropriate, by proposals, drafts, suggestions, etc. 
This document would contain, therefore, all the factors likely to encourage Member 
States to co-operate with each other and with the Commission, in application of 
Article 118 of the EEC Treaty, in the various social fields for which the Member 
States retain responsibility under the Treaty; the powers which the Treaty confers 
on the Community institutions in certain fields would in no way be eroded by this 
procedure. 
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C. Employment problems 
11. It has been stated above (under "General") that at the present stage problems 
are arising and will continue to arise, particularly in the field of employment. A few 
comments in these conclusions, suggesting what should be done at Community 
level, are therefore called for. 
(a) Means of ensuring knowledge of the situation on the labour market and of fore-
casting its development · 
12. Fuller knowledge of the actual situation on the labour market and more accurate 
forecasting of its developments in the medium and longer terms are of fundamental 
importance both for employment policy and for economic policy in the wider sense 
of the term. 
In view of the problems which still exist regarding the supply of information on the 
employment situation and the provision of sufficiently accurate forecasts, the 
Commission should submit to the Council the results of studies undertaken on the 
opportunities for using more rapid and more up-to-date techniques (telex, computers, 
etc.) for making labour markets more transparent, and on the difficulties hampering 
recourse to these techniques. 
The Commission should also provide the Council with information on the oppor-
tunities and the difficulties connected with the forecasting work being done at both 
national and .Community levels (medium-term economic policy, coal, steel, Euratom, 
studies of various sectors in the social field, method study, etc.). On the basis of 
this work, the Commission could draw up for the Council a number of suggestions 
or concrete proposals which the Council wo\lld then examine. 
(b) Improving the structures and methods of vocational training, redeployment and 
readaptation 
13. As a result of changes in employment trends in recent years and, more important, 
of foreseeable developments in the future, vocational guidance and training, including 
readaptation measures, are increasing in importance not only for young people but 
also for adult workers who wish or who are forced to change their type of work as 
a result of technological development and structural modifications, or because of 
the implementation of certain common policies. Another result is -that vocational 
training for both young people and adult workers should be designed in such a way 
as to give them a range of skills and knowledge, thus enabling them to adapt more 
easily to changes in the pattern of demand for labour. 
The work which should be done at Community level to help improve vocational 
training structures and methods and to facilitate the redeployment and readaptation 
of workers should fit into the general lines set out in the medium-term economic 
policy programmes and should be in keeping with the ten General Principles for the 
implementation of a common vocational training policy. 
14. The Council will bear this in mind when it examines the draft conclusions 
which the Commission will submit to it as part of the next annual report on voca-
tional guidance activities in the Community. 
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15. With particular reference to redeployment and readaptat:.on, it is desirable that, 
as part of the policy of reciprocal information and, where appropriate, that of collab-
oration of Member States with each other and with the Commission, particular 
attention should be paid to a number of specific problems, such as the readaptation 
of elderly persons, permanent vocational training, the creation of jobs, etc. 
The measures and facilities used to fit both the quality and number of applications 
to the pattern of vacancies should also take into account migration problems, having 
due regard to the points made on "Immigration and emigration policy" in the Chap-. 
ter on "Policy on employment and vocational training" in the First Medium-term 
Economic· Policy Programme. 
16. The co-operation of the Member States with each other and with the Commission 
should also include the increasingly important problem of vocational, social and 
medical integration of the physically and mentally handicapped, a problem which is 
not only humanitarian and social, but also economic in nature. The Council 
requests the Commission to submit to it an action programme for collaboration on 
t.his subject. 
17. As a practical measure at Community level, the Commission will submit to the 
Council as soon as possible a preliminary draft, in the form of a "European voca-
tional monograph for the training of skilled machine-tool workers", containing, for 
three trades which have certain common aspects (turner, grinder and miller), its 
proposals for Community lists of the minimum vocational qualifications and apti-
tudes required for these occupations. · 
With a view to further work in this field, extending to other trades in accordance 
with the Commission's plan, a table showing the relationships between the various 
levels of training should be drawn up. All this work has been undertaken with the 
aim of approximating the obfective conditions for passing final examinations, so 
that mutual recognition of diplomas and other written qualifications certifying the 
successful conclusion of vocational training courses can be obtained. 
18. So that the Member States can keep each other informed on vocational guidance 
and training, and possibly in other fields, the Council agrees in principle to the intro-
duction of an information bulletin on these subjects, and instructs the Committee 
of Permanent Representatives to study, on the basis of material provided by the 
Commission, the problems raised by this move. 
(c) Free movement of workers 
19. The abolition of work permits by the new regulation on the free movement of 
workers1 has made it even more difficult to compile statistics on migrant workers 
actually present in the various Member States. 
The efforts which have been made for some time to find the most suitable ways of 
recording the number of foreign workers employed in the various Member States 
of the Community, and also of recording movements from country to country, 
should be pressed forward. 
20. The new arrangements on the free movement of worker~ provide for procedures 
enabling Member States to keep each other informed on vacancies and available 
manpower; the purpose of these measures is to facilitate the adjustment of vacancies 
1 Cf. Council Regulation (EEC) No. 1612/68, Official gazette No. L 257, 19 October 1968. 
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and job applications and to help improve the effectiveness of job clearance throughout 
the Community. The efforts made in recent years to improve information tech-
niques used between Member States and by the Commission should continue, as 
labour market transparency obtained by ra:pid and accurate information will help to 
increase the efficiency of the operations wh1ch put those offering vacancies in touch 
with applicants and vice versa. 
21. The First Medium-term Economic Policy Programme shows that it might 
become necessary (and possibly to a greater extent than in the past) to call on man-
power from non-member countries to fill vacancies in the various sectors of the 
economy.1 In this respect the Member States should compare their policies concerning 
recruitment in these non-member countries to establish where they have interests in 
common. 
The position adopted by the Commission on the Council's conclusions 
In a written question put to the Commission, M. Vredeling (Socialist, Netherlands) 
asked whether the Commission subscribed fully or in part to the Council's conclu-
sions, and, if its ideas should be different, whether it intended to publish the con-
clusions which it had itself reached. 
In its reply to this question, the Commission stated: 
"The Council, in its resolution of 29 February 1968, asked the Commission to 
submit to it a report 'examining the relationships between the Community's social 
policy and its other policies taken as a whole'. The Commission prepared a prelimi-
nary interim report which it forwarded to the Council on 16 July 1968. The Council, 
at its meeting of 29 July 1968, took note ofthis and gave the Committee of Permanent 
Representatives the task of examining the document for the purpose of reporting 
to the Council at its next meeting devoted to social problems. 
"The Commission was, as is proper, associated with the work done in this respect 
by the relevant bodies of the Council, and was able at all times to state its views and 
make suggestions, so participating actively in the formulation of the conclusions. 
This means that the report submitted to the Council by the Committee of Permanent 
Representatives can be regarded as a joint effort, and the conc~usions based on the 
Commission's report, which were finally adopted by the Council at its meeting of 
13 March 1969, as the result of a wide-ranging exchange of views between the Council 
and the Commission. ' 
"As the Distinguished Member will have noticed, employment problems are given 
most space in the practical conclusions; this is because it became clear from the 
outset that these problems were of high priority, in relation to both the implementa-
tion of the common policies (particularly the common agricultural policy) and the 
achievement of the general aims of the medium-term economic policy. . 
"The Commission also considers that the principles set out under the heading 
"General" which forms the first part of the conclusions, will enable the Council 
and the Commission to better integrate social policy aims and campaigns into the 
various policies carried out at European level, whilst maintaining the essential 
inseparability from general social policy of these social incursions into other sectors 
or specific fields." 
1 
• See Official gazette No. 79, 25 April 1967. 
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IV. Considerable expansion of the 
Community's trade in 1968 
The year 1968 was marked by an appreciable expansion of the Community's foreign 
trade.1 Total imports (from other EEC countries and from outside) by the six 
Member States were valued at $61 926 million, exports at $64 200 million, represent-
ing increases of 12% and 14% respectively over last year. 
The increase was particularly vigorous in intra-Community trade, where growth 
rates were 17% for imports and 18% for exports; the expansion of imports was only 
5% in 1967, 12% in 1966 and 13% in 1965. Intra-Community trade (imports and 
exports) amounted to $57 294 million in 1968 (compared with $48 674 million 
in 1967), so that its share in Community trade rose again, amounting to 45% of the 
total compared with only 30% in 1958, when the EEC was established. 
Trade with non-member countries also developed very satisfactorily; imports 
increased by 9% and exports by 12%, whereas in 1967 the corresponding figures were 
only 0.03% and 7.5%. The growth rates recorded in 1968 were exceeded only in 
1960 and 1963 for impor.ts and in 1960 for exports. By value, imports reached the 
figure of $33 542 million and exports $35 290 million. Community trade with 
non-member countries represented 55% of its total trade in 1968 (compared with 
70% in 1958). 
The further rise in exports, which increased proportionately more than imports, 
made a marked difference to the surplus on trade with non-member countries, 
which increased from $860 million in 1967 to a record $1 748 million in 1968. This 
surplus is thus $900 million greater than that of 1967, the highest previously achieved 
since the EEC was establislied. 
The very appreciable increase in intra-Community and external trade reflected the 
high level of production, the stability of prices, and the liveliness of demand inside 
and outside the Community. 
Imports from non-member countries 
Imports originating in non-member countries represented $33 542 million in 1968 
compared with $30 767 million in 1967 ( +9%). 
Imports came in the main from the ipdustrialized countries of the west (56%), the 
share of the developing countries amounting to 37% and that of state-trading 
countries to 7%. These percentages are again exactly the same as for 1966. Owing 
to the unfavourable economic situation in certain Member States in 1967, the share 
of the industrial countries had slightly decreased in favour of the developing countries 
and the state-trading countries, so the similarity of the 1968 percentages to those 
of 1966, which may be considered as a normal year, demonstrates the very great 
stability of import flows. 
1 For 1958-1967, see Bulletin No. 3-69, Ch. II. 
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Industrialized countries 
Imports from the industrialized countries amounted to $18 626 million in 1968, 
or 10% more than in the previous year, when they had dropped 2% below the 1966 
figure. 
In this group of countries, the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) is the 
leading supplier with $7 840 million in 1968 ( +10%). Community imports from 
Britain amounted to $2 994 million, or 38% of the imports from EFTA. A year-to-
year comparison shows that the growth rates of these imports remained relatively 
high: +11% from Britain, Austria and Sweden; +12% from Switzerland and 
Norway; imports from Denmark developed less favourably ( + 7%); those from 
Portugal declined (-4%). 
Imports from the United States rose in 1968 to $6 386 million (8% up on the pre-
vious year). Since they were 3% down in 1967, their rate of development for the 
last two years has been slower than before. 
Deliveries from other European countries, not members of the Community or 
EFTA (Greece, Turkey, Sprun, Yugoslavia, Finland, Ireland, Iceland) were valued 
at $1 960 million. The increase of 6% recorded is distinctly below the average 
but this was the only group of countries which even in 1967 had achieved an increase 
on its 1966 deliveries. 
In conclusion, deliveries from countries outside Europe (South Africa, Japan, 
Australia and New Zealand), which had fallen 6% in 1967, improved again to reach 
$1 709 million ( +12%). A further increase was observed in imports from Japan 
( +21 %) , which at $652 million amounted to almost half the viJlue of the Swiss or 
Swedish deliveries. 
Developing countries 
Imports from developing countries amounted to $12 506 million ( +8%). This 
rise is lower than the increase of imports from industrialized countries, but it should 
be remembered that deliveries from developing countries had increased 2% in 1967, 
i.e. at a time when imports from industrialized countries fell 2%. 
Latin America is the only region whose exports to the Community fell in 1968, 
being only $2 679 million compared with $2 743 million in 1~67 (-5%). This fact 
is due to the decline in imports from the Argentine (-22%), Equador (-25%), 
Venezuela (-13%), Colombia (-2%) and Mexico (-10%), whereas the Community 
increased its imports from Brazil ( +9%), Peru ( +10%) and Bolivia ( +28%). 
Imports from the Associated African States and Madagascar (AASM) increased 
12% to $1 467 million. This increase is mainly due to the steep rise in deliveries 
from Congo/Kinshasa ( +21 %), the Ivory Coast ( +21 %), Cameroon ( +8%) and 
CongofBrazzaville ( +33%). 
Deliveries from the African countries not associated with the Community rose to 
$3 595 million, an increase of 13%, mainly owing to the growth in deliveries of oil 
products from Libya. In 1968 imports originating in Libya alone were up 44% and 
represented one-third of the total deliveries from African States not associated with 
the Community. 
Imports from western Asia, which had already risen 12% in 1967, were again 14% 
up in 1968 at $3 317 million, more than 9.0% of which were oil products. 
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Deliveries from south-east Asia, still handicapped by the closing of the Suez Canal 
and the stagnating sales of certain raw materials, increased only 4% and were 
valued at $1187 million. This fact is mainly due to a reduction in sales by Indonesia, 
Malaysia and the Philippines, sales by the other main suppliers having developed 
favourably. 
State-trading countries 
Imports from the eastern area showed the least progress in 1968, with $2 354 million 
($2 119 million of which were accounted for by east European countries). The 
USSR accounts for $881 million of the total. Imports from Czechoslovakia ( +18%) 
increased more than those from other countries: USSR ( +5%), East Germany 
( +9%), Poland ( +8%), Hungary (no change), Rumania (-1 %), Bulgaria (-3%). 
Exports to non-member countries 
In 1968 exports to non-member countries amounted to $35 290 million, representing 
a 12% increase on 1967. This rate had been reached before only in 1965 and exceed-
ed only in 1960 ( +14%); it is considerably higher than the average for the last ten 
years, which was 8%, .and the 1967 rate, also 8%. 
The share of Community exports taken by the industrialized countries rose from 
64.7% to 64.8%, again an increase over the previous year; developing countries 
took slightly more than before-26.4% against 26.2%-while the share taken by 
the state-trading countries dropped from 8% to 7.8%. These figures show how 
stable the pattern of exports has been in the last two years. 
• I 
Industrialized countries 
Exports to the industrialized countries rose in 1968 to $22 873 million, an increase 
of 12%. 
EFTA, the Community's leading customer, spent $11 217 million or 8% more than 
the previous year (4% in 1967). The trend of. exports to the EFTA countries 
varied very much from country to country: exports to Britain ($3 126 million or 
28% of exports to EFTA) increased by 10% in spite of the devaluation of the pound; 
exports to Portugal increased 12%, those to Sweden and Switzerland 9%, those to 
Austria 5% and those to Denmark 3%; exports to Norway fell4%. 
Exports to other "western" European countries (Greece, Turkey, Spain, Yugoslavia, 
Finland, Ireland, Iceland) amounted to $3 454 million ( +2% compared with + 7% 
in 1967). Those to Yugoslavia increased 12%, those to Greece 6%, those to Turkey 
4%, and those to Ireland (although it had devalued by 14.3%) by 28%. Exports 
to Finland dropped 8%, to Iceland 7% and to Spain 6%; Finland had devalued 
by· 23.8% and the other two countries by 14.3%. 
Exports to the United States increased spectacularly, rising from one year to the 
next by 30% (compared with 8% in 1967). The main reason for this phenomenon 
was the favourable situation of the American economy in 1968, but the competitivity 
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of Community prices for certain articles and food products, textiles and consumer 
goods was another reason. · 
Exports to other countries outside Europe (South Africa, Australia, New Zealand 
and Japan) increased 8%, compared with 26% in 1967. The expansion of sales 
to Japan (only +9%) slowed down appreciably compared with 1967, when exports 
had increased 42%. 
Developing countries 
Exports to the developing countries showed a livelier expansion in 1968 than in 
1967, with $9 309 million (+12% compared with +4% the previous year). 
Exports to Latin America rose to $2 327 million ( +13%). Sales increased 29% 
in Brazil, the Community's leading customer in Latin America, 20% in Mexico, 
16% in the Argentine, 5% in Venezuela and 1% in Chile; exports to Peru on the 
other hand dropped 17%. 
Exports to the AASM represented $1 019 million, a growth rate of 10%, the same as 
the previous year. There was an increase of +36% to Congo/Kinshasa, +12% to 
CongofBrazzaville, +20% to Madagascar, +6% to Ivory Coast; sales dropped 4% 
to Senegal and 2% to Cameroon. 
The African countries not associated with the Community increased their imports 
from the Community. In 1968 exports to these countries totalled $2 250 million 
(9% up on the previous year). This expansion is mainly due to the development 
of sales to Algeria ( +28%), Egypt ( +23%) and Libya ( +20%), exports to these 
countries representing by themselves almost half the exports to this group. There 
was no increase in exports to Morocco and Tunisia, which are important customers 
of the Community, and there was only 'a modest increase in those to the formerly 
British countries. 
Particularly significant results were obtained in west Asia, where Community 
exports rose 24%, to a total of $1 615 million, compared with $1 298 million in 1967. 
Exports to Israel were at the exceptionally high growth rate of 68%; exports to the 
Lebanon increased 33%, to Iran 24%, to Saudi Arabia 20% and to Syria 14%. 
Exports to south-east Asia reached the value of $1 640 million ( +5%), which suggests 
that there has been some recovery in the expansion of the Community's trade with 
these countries. The growth of exports is mainly due to the Philippines ( +33%h 
South Korea ( +63%), Formosa ( +43%), Hong Kong ( +20%), and Thailand 
( +14%), whereas the main importing countries of this region reduced their imports 
from the Community: India (-16%), Indonesia (-13%), Pakistan (-0.5%). 
State-trading countries 
Exports to state-trading countries, which showed a very large increase in 1967 
( +26%) showed a less lively expansion ( +9%) in 1968; by value they reached 
$2 763 million. The drop in the; rate of expansion is due to the slowing down in 
exports to China (1968: $372 million; 1967: $408 million, or -9%). On the other 
hand, exports to the USSR increaSed 37%, to Poland 27%, to Czechoslovakia 26%; 
but they dropped 12% in the case of Rumania and 8% in that of Bulgaria. 
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The Community's balance of trade with non-member countries 
In 1968 the balance of trade with non-member countries showed a record surplus 
of $1 748 million, or more than double that of 1967 ($860 million). This is the 
second consecutive year that the Community's balance of trade has shown a surplus, 
whereas it had been regularly in deficit from 1961 to 1966. · 
Balanu of trade with non-member countries 
(in $ million) 
1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 
-
245 + 844 + 39 - 27 - 1 717 -3 048 
1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 
- 2 677 - 1 489 - 1 337 + 860 + 1 748 
\ 
The surplus is due: 
(i) To the continuing expansion of Community exports. These increased 12% in 
1968, whereas imports increased only 9%. The 1967 gap between exports, which 
had already increased 7.5% over the previous year, and imports, which had not 
increased, was appreciably widened by the continuing expansion of exports in 1968; 
(ii) To the exceptional expansion of exports to the United States; 
I 
(iii) To the increasingly important part played in international trade by industrial 
products, of which the Community is one of the main exporters; 
(iv) To the stagnation of prices for raw materials and agricultural produce and 
energy products, of which the Community is one of the main importers. 
A review of the Community's balance of trade with the three main classes of country 
(industrial, developing, state-trading) shows that it is in surplus with the industrial 
countries and the state-trading countries and in deficit with the developing countries. 
Industrialized countries 
In 1968 the surplus on trade with the industrialized countries rose to $4 247 million, 
representing a large increase over 1967 {$3 519 million). 
The highest surplus was obtained in trade with the EFTA countries; at $3 377 
million, it is almost the same as in 1967 ($3 332 million). The surplus comes from 
trade with the continental countries of EFTA, the balance with Britain showing 
a surplus of only $133 million {$146 million in 1967). Of the EFTA countries, 
Britain showed the lowest deficit (in trade with the EEC), the Community's balance 
showing a higher surplus for the other countries. 
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The balance with the other "western" European countries (Spain, Greece, Turkey, 
Yugoslavia, Finland, Ireland and Iceland) showed a slightly lower surplus ( +$1 494 
million) than the previous year ( +$1 550 million). For most of the countries the 
amount of the surplus was greater than the value of imports originating in them; 
this is true in particular of Spain (surplus: +$614 million), Greece ( +$315 million), 
Ireland ( +$93 million), Iceland ( +$25 million). 
In 1968 the deficit on trade with the United States amounted to $618 million, 
which, though large, is distinctly lower than in 1967 ($1 474 million). The reduction 
of this deficit is due to the expansion of Community exports, which increased 30%, 
whereas imports increased only 8%. ' 
With regard to the other industrialized countries, the deficit on trade with New 
Zealand, in which the value of imports always exceeds that of exports, was at 
$65 million slightly higher than in the previous year. On the other hand, trade with 
Australia showed, for the first time since the establishment of the EEC, a slight 
surplus of $5 million. As in 1967, the 1968 balance of trade with South Africa 
showed a surplus ($191 million), while that with Japan showed a slight deficit in 
1968 (-$15 million). 
Developing countries 
Because of the quantity of raw materials and energy products imported by the 
Community, the balance of trade with the developing countries shows a heavy 
deficit each year. In 1968 the deficit, at $3 200 million, was of the same order as 
in the previous year. There is a deficit with all the developing regions, apart from 
south-east Asia and Oceania. The amounts of these deficits differ appreciably from 
those registered in 1967; in trade with Africa and west Asia the deficit increased; 
in trade with Latin America it decreased, and the surplus with the south-east Asian 
countries further increased. 
As a result of the reduction in imports from Latin America, the deficit on trade with 
the Latin American countries fell by half, from $691 million in 1967 to $352 million 
in 1968. 
The deficit with the AASM, which in 1967 had been $378 million, rose to $448 million 
in 1968, a development which can be attributed to the fact that imports of goods 
originating in these countries grew faster than exports to them. 
The deficit on trade with the other African countries (apart from South Africa) 
showed a clear increase in 1968. It passed from $1110 million in 1967 to $1 345 
million in 1968 ($1 000 million of which was due to the deficit on trade with Libya 
alone). ' · 
The deficit on trade between the west Asian countries and the Community increased 
slightly in 1968, when it was $1 702 million compared with $1 614 million in 1967. 
Because of the scale of the gap in the previous year, the balance deteriorated despite 
the growth rate of exports being higher than that of imports. There was however 
an improvement in Israel, the Lebanon, Iran and Saudi Arabia. 
The surplus on trade with south-east Asia and Oceania, on the other hand, increased 
from $416 million to $453 million as a result of a further widening of the gap between 
the growth rate of exports and that of imports. This developing region is the only 
one which traditionally imports more from the EEC than it exports to it. 
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S t a t e - t r a d i n g 'c o u n t ri e s 
The surplus of $288 million for trade in 1967 with the state-trading countries rose 
in 1968 to $409 million. For the east European countries asa whole, the surplus 
increased from $91 million in 1967 to $258 million in 1968, because of an increase 
in exports to the USSR, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Albania. The heavy 
deficit on trade with the USSR recorded in 1967 was reduced from $252 million to 
$78 million. Apart from East Germany, the balance is in surplus for the east 
European countries as a whole. In the case of Poland the surplus is $83 million 
(1967: $23 million), Czechoslovakia $70 million (1967: $41 million), Hungary $4 mil-
lion (balanced in 1967), Rumania $144 million ($196 million in 1967), Bulgaria $70 
million and Albania $8 million. 
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V. Establishment and operation of the 
single market 
FREE MOVEMENT OF GOODS 
Common Customs Tariff 
1. On 9 April1969, after endorsement by the CCT Nomenclature Committee, the 
<::ommission adopted a regulation on the classification of certain goods under CCT 
heading 15.13.1 This text was adopted by virtue" of the Council Regulation of 
16 January 1969 and specifies the maximum proportion (10%) of milk fats which 
may be added to the products of the tariff heading in question without incurring 
their exclusion from that heading. 
Technical obstacles to trade 
2. On 2 April1969 the Commission adopted a memorandum to the Council sup:ple-
menting for certain products the General Programme for the elimination of techmcal 
obstacles to trade resulting from disparities between the laws of the different 
countries, submitted on 7 March 1968 to the Council and agreed by it subject to 
certain amendments on 25 March 1969.1 In the case of the products proposed for 
inclusion (perfumery, cosmetics and toilet preparations) technical obstacles are to 
be eliminated in the third phase stipulated in the timetable, i.e. by the end of 1970. 
COMPETITION POLICY 
Application of .Article 66 of the ECSC Treaty 
Authorization for concentration in the special steels industry 
3. The steelworks Hoesch AG has bought 26% of the capital of Stahlwerke Siid-
westfalen, one of the largest producers of special steels in Germany and, with two , 
other large shareholders, established joint control over Siidwestfalen. Siidwestfalen 
has taken a lease of the Niederschelden steel mill belonging to the Hoesch group. 
These operations constitute a link-up between Hoesch and Siidwestfalen, which by 
virtue of ECSC Treaty Article 66 required the prior authorization of the Commission. 
The Commission found that this link-up was in accordance with the criteria of 
Article 66 (2). In view of the share of the parties concerned (10%) in the total pro-
duction of special steels in the Common Market, and the structure of the market, 
the companies in question will be unable to hinder the maintenance of effective com-
petition. For this reason the Commission has granted the authorization requested. 
1 Official gazette No. L 86, 10 Aprill969. 
• Bulletin 5-69, Ch. VII, sec. 35 et seq. 
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State aid 
4. During April the Commission decided not to raise objections concerning the 
following aid arrangements: 
(a) Draft law of the Trentino-Alto Adige autonomous region in favour of the distri-
bution sector. The Commission considered that the arrangements did not come 
within the scope of EEC Treaty Article 92 et seq.; 
(b) Law of the Val d'Aosta autonomous region of 9 February 1968 in favour of the 
hotel industry. The Commission considered that these arrangements, in view of 
their purpose and the limited resources involved, might benefit from the regional 
exemption provision in EEC Treaty Article 92(3c); 
(c) Belgian royal decrees extending for six months the two Belgian laws concerning 
region'!l affairs of 18 July 1959 and 14 July 1966. The Commission considered 
that, pending the submission of the new general arrangements in preparation for 
regional matters, these decrees merely prolonged for a limited period two laws 
concerning which it had already expressed its views. 
TAXATION POLICY 
Elimination of tax discrimination 
Indirect taxes other than turnover taxes 
5. In 1964 the Commission appealed to the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities (Case No. 45-64) alleging that Italy had infringed Article 96 of the 
EEC Treaty. The case concerned the drawback paid under Italian Law No. 639-64 
on exports of the national mechanical engineering industry. 
In its ruling handed down on 1 December 1965, the Court allowed the Commission's 
claim on the first plea (drawback on taxes not in fact charged on the products them-
selves (Article 96 of the EEC Treaty)) and reserved its decision on the second 
(illegality of the flat-rate refunds system applied by the defendant). In the same 
adjudication, the Court also ordered Italy to show that the .drawback paid to offset 
taxes imposed on the products and thus refundable under Article 96 did not exceed 
the tax burden which the products had actually borne in this respect. The parties 
were given the option of requesting at a later date the re-opening of the proceedings 
on the point still to be decided. 
Further to an examination of the documents submitted in compliance with the 
ruling and after the verifications since carried out with the co-operation of the 
Italian authorities, the Commission decided to apply for the re-opening of the hearing 
on the second plea. A request to this effect was accordingly being filed with the 
Court of Justice. 
Excise 
6. On 27 March 1969 the Commission filed a suit against Italy under Article 169 for 
infringement of Article 95 of the Treaty of Rome in respect of the charges imposed 
on spirits imported from other Member States. 
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• 
The Italian Government imposes charges on imported spirits for a standard alcohol 
content of 70%, whereas home-produced spirits are charged according to their 
actual alcohol content. This situation infringes the obligation of Member States 
under Article 95 not to impose on the products of other Member States any internal 
charges in excess of those applied directly or indirectly to like domestic products. 
On 7 May 1968 the Commission therefore instituted the procedure laid down in Arti-
cle 169 by issuing a reasoned opinion calling on Italy to put a stop within a stated 
period to any infringements still existing. 
As no steps to comply with the reasoned opinion were taken by the Member State 
concerned either within the period stated or subsequently, the Commission instituted 
proceedings in the Court of Justice, on 27 March 1969, asking the Court to find that 
Italy had in fact failed to fulfil the obligation in question.1 
FREEDOM OF ESTABLISHMENT AND FREEDOM TO SUPPLY SERVICES 
Infringements of the EEC Treaty or of directives 
7. The Commission has instituted the procedure specified in EEC Treaty Article 169 
against certain Member States for infringement of Treaty or directive provisions 
concerning freedom of establishment. 
On 15 April1969 it addressed a reasoned opinion to the French Government on this 
matter drawing attention to the fact that certain provisions or implementing proce-
dures of the decree of 27 January 19672 were not compatible with EEC Treaty 
Article 62. According to the rules in question, all contracts awarded to an individ-
ual or corporation with a domicile or headquarters in a country other than France, 
concerning the transfer or concession to such individual or corporation with a 
domicile or headquarters in France of patent rights or know-how arising from 
scientific and technical assistance, must be filed with the Minister for Industry at 
least two months before they come into force. The Ministry for Industry proceeds 
to study the contract and examines with the interested party whether the possibili-
ties of French technology have been taken into consideration. Forty days from the 
date of receiving the contract, the Ministry informs the contractor of its opinion on 
the definitive text of the contract. The Commission considered that these provi-
sions constituted a further restriction to freedom to supply services for nationals 
and companies of other Member States, and invited the French Government to take 
all the necessary steps to put an end to these restrictions. 
On 2 April1969 the Commission also noted that France had not correctly applied a 
number of directives on freedom of establishment, since the nationals of other Member 
States still had to have a special foreigner's identity card in order to exercise self-
employed commercial activities. 
On 16 April1969 the Commission instituted against the Netherlands the procedure 
specified in EEC Treaty Article 169 for failure to implement three Council Directives 
on entry and residence of self-employed traders and of workers. It considered that 
the Netherlands measures, which in certain circumstances limited the validity or 
extension of Dutch passports to two years, were not compatible with the provisions 
of the directives which stipulated a minimum validity of five years. 
1 Bulletin 5-69, Court of Justice. 
I See Journal Officiel de la Republique fran~aise, 29 January 1967, p. 1081. 
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Activities of lawyers 
8. On 16 A,rril1969 the Commission adopted a proposed directive on freedom to 
supply serVIces for certain activities of lawyers. The object of the proposal, which 
was submitted the next day to the Council, was to enable lawyers who are nationals 
of a Community Member State, duly called to the bar or registered with a court of 
one of the Member States and exercising their profession there, to give advice or 
plead throughout the whole Community territory as well. The Commission's 
proposal is restricted to this object for in some Member States the profession of 
barrister includes ·activities connected with the exercise of public authority, which 
are excluded from the right of establishment, and therefore also from freedom to 
supply services, by Article 55 of the Treaty of Rome. 
The activities open to a barlister supplying services are to be exercised under the 
law of the host country. The beneficiary of the directive will plead accompanied 
by a lawyer of the host country, since pleading is part of the host country's legal 
system, and in particular of its legal procedure,and these may not be familiar to the 
foreign lawyer. The Commission proposes to the Council that, in accordance with 
the EEC Treaty, barristers from the six Member States should be granted the right 
to act throughout the Community territory as they may when exercising their 
activities in their own country within the territorial jurisdiction of a bar or a court 
other than that where they are registered. 
If freedom of establishment itself is eventually to become a measure of practical · 
interest to all lawyers, diplomas will first have to be mutually recognized and the 
rules of the profession co-ordinated to some extent. 
APPROXIMATION OF LEGISLATION AND CREATION 
OF COMMUNITY LAW 
European patent 
9. Following the decisions adopted on 3 March last by the Council1 eleven European 
couQtries have already indicated their intention or wish to participate in the proposed 
negotiations to establish a convention for the issue of a European :patent. The 
seven states, which were formally invited to take part in the negotiations, have 
informed the Council of their acceptance; they are Austria, Norway, Denmark, 
Ireland, Britain, Sweden and Switzerland. In addition, four of the seven states 
merely informed by the Council of the impending negotiations -Spain, Greece, 
Portugal and Turkey-have indicated their wish to attend; the replies of three 
others-Cyprus, Iceland and Monaco-are awaited. 
Private international law 
10. The laws of the Member States show considerable differences with respect to the 
rules governing the scope of territorial application of private law provisions, both as 
to the sources of law and as to the content of such rules. For instance, the rules of 
1 Bulletin 5-69, Ch. IV, and Ch. VI, sec. 15. 
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conflict of laws have not been fully codified in any of the Member States and it is 
therefore difficult to determine whose law is applicable; more frequent recourse to 
the courts is necessary as a result. Moreover, the rules concerning conflict do not 
everywhere cover identical de fure or de facto situations. The criteria used to deter-
mine the law applicable also.differ. 
The existence of such divergences in this respect may also be detrimental to the 
functioning of the Common Market, since the same case may be judged on the basis 
. of a different law depending on the Member State where it is heard; this state of 
affairs is unsatisfactory from the point of view of certainty as to the law. In 
principle, a suit is brought before the court most appropriate from the point of 
view of the centre of the interests concerned, in accordance with the provisions on 
jurisdiction. The Convention on jurisdiction and enforcement of civil and commer-
cial judgments concluded by the Member States on 27 September 19681 was based 
on this principle. There are, however, exceptions. In a fair number of cases, the 
litigant can choose between the courts of a number of Member States and the parties 
often have the possibility of agreeing on the court where the suit is to be filed. The 
choice determines the rules applicable concerning conflict of laws and consequently 
the law applicable as to the substance of the law.· Because of the existing differences 
in laws, the same case can thus lead to different decisions. 
For this reason, in compliance with suggestions by certain Member States, the 
Commission has recently had a first discussion with government experts on the need 
and scope of standardization of the provisions governing conflict of laws. The 
discussion shows that in a number of actual cases (particularly concerning free 
movement of goods, services, capital and workers) harmonization of these provisions 
is necessary. 
The main sector of private law concerned would be the law of obligations, secured 
debts and collateral securities, but there might well be others. The object would be 
to harmonize and codify to some extent the rules applicable in the Member States 
concerning conflict of laws. The discussions with the government experts will 
continue next autumn. 
Public law 
Pharmaceutical prod nets 
11. In reply to a written question by M. Joseph Miiller (Christian-Democrat, Ger-
many), who was concerned at the delays in implementing the"Council directive of 
26 January 1965 on the harmonization of legislation governing branded pharma-
ceuticals, despite the extension of the period of grace to 31 December 1966, granted 
on 28 July 1966, the Commission stated2 that not all the Member States had yet 
adopted the measures required by the directive: only Belgium and France had 
adjusted their legislation. Reviewing the situation, the Commission said that when 
the extension expired on 1 January 1967, it had considered that the proposed · 
second directive submitted by it to the Council on 24 February 19643 (supplementing 
a 1962 directive) could be adopted within a reasonable period. It had therefore 
submitted to the Council, on 16 February 1967, a working document indicating the 
1 Supplement to Bulletin 2-69. 
a Official gazette No. C 46, 9 April 1969. 
• Supplement to EEC Bulletin 2-64. 
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basic lines of approach together with a timetable, and Qn 8 December 1967 a proposed 
resolution on the approximation of legislation on branded pharmaceuticals. Since 
then, a letter had been sent to each of the Member States to remind them of the 
obligations arising from the measures adopted by the Council, indicating that the 
Commission intended to follow up its action and adopt further measures on the 
subject. 
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VI. Towards economic union 
ECONOMIC, MONETARY AND FINANCIAL POLICY· 
Monetary Committee 
12. The Monetary Committee held its 120th session on 25 and 26 March and its 
121st session on 16 April1969 with M. van Lennep in the chair. These sessions were 
devoted in particular to continuing the discussion of the Commission's memorandum 
to the Council dated 12 February 19691 and to preparing the Conference of Finance 
Ministers held on 21 April in Mons. 
Short-term Economic Policy Committee 
13. The Short-term Economic Policy Committee held its 39th meeting on 26 and 
27 March with M. Serise in the chair. It surveyed the economic situation in the 
Community, more particularly in Italy, Germany and Belgium; it examined matters 
raised by the introduction of TVA in these countries. The Committee also discussed 
the Commission's memorandum of 12 February 1969 on the co-ordination of econom-
ic policies and monetary co-operation within the Community.1 
Budget Policy Committee 
14. In connection with the events organized on 22 and 23 April 1969 for the cen-
tenary of the Ragioneria generale dello Stato, the Budget Policy Committee held its 
21st session on 24 April 1969 in Rome, with M. Stammati in the chair. At this 
session it continued its examination of the Commission's memorandum. On the basis 
of a report from its alternate members, who had met on 21 April in Rome, it also 
examined the possibilities of a multi-annual planning of the Community budgets. 
Medium-term Economic Policy Committee 
15. The Medium-term Economic Policy Committee held its 32nd meeting on 1 April 
1969. It elected as officers: M. Schi:illhorn, State Secretary in the German Ministry 
for Economic Affairs, was elected chairman (in succession to M. Arndt), M. Brouwers 
and M. Montjoie remaining Deputy Chairmen. It then adopted the report of its 
Working Group on Scientific and Technical Research Policy, submitted by its Chair-
man M. Aigrain, and decided to forward the report to the Council and the Commission. 
Panel of Experts on Economic Budgets 
16. The Panel of Experts on Economic Budgets met on 15 April1969 to examine the 
first hypotheses concerning the world economic situation and the economic devel-
opment of the Community countries in 1970. The experts' work included a corn-
1 See Supplement to Bulletin 3-69, and Bulletin 4-69, Ch. VII, sec. 11. 
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parative examination of the forecasts made by the various member countries and 
the Commission's departments concerning the development of external trade. The 
Panel of Experts drew up a timetable for the preparation of the preliminary 
economic budgets for 1970; these will have to be sent to the Commission by 15 May 
and examined in the middle of June by the Panel of Experts, before being submitted 
to the Short-term Economic Policy Committee. 
Study Group on Medium-term Economic Forecasts 
17. The Study Group on Medium-term Economic Forecasts met on 25 March 1969 
with M. P. de Wolff in the chair. The experts noted the discussions which took 
place in the Medium-term Economic Policy Committee concerning the Memorandum 
on alternative strategies for dealing with price developments. They also discussed 
the accounting framework proposed for use in the projections at current prices and 
the retrospective time series for the Community's third programme. Under the 
timetable of work; the experts were to submit in June or July the frameworks 
complete with the figures. for the 1973-1975 projection. The experts then discussed 
the various projection WOJ;"k in hand in the Commission's departments, in particular: 
public finance, agriculture, social security, en~rgy. The Group agreed in principle 
that the national macro-economic hypotheses should be placed at the Commission's 
disposal. 
.I 
AGRICULTURAL POLICY 
Prices of certain agricultural products for the 1969/70 marketing year 
18. At its session of 21-22 April1969 the Council reached agreement on prices for 
cereals, rice, ~ugar and oilseeds for the 1969/70 marketing year. 1 Under this agree-
ment, which emerged after exhaustive discussions, prices in force for the 1968/69 
marketing year will purely and simply be retained for bread grain-(durum, common 
wheat, rye), rice and oilseeds. For certain feed grains, however, the Council ap-
proved slightly higher target prices (an increase of 1 u.a.jton for barley and maize) or 
basic intervention prices (an increase of 0.50 u.a.jton for barley). Existing sugar 
prices will be maintained but the guaranteed quantity will be cut to 6 352 500 tons 
(as against 6 594 000 in 1968/69), as proposed by the Commission in the light of 
estimated consumption. 
Decisions are to be made later for three other sectors within the framework of 
discussions which are to take place before the end of June. In the beef and veal 
sector, the Council, according to the communique issued at the end of the meeting, 
is in' favour of introducing adequate measures-including a higher guide price-from 
1 July 1969 to encourage beef and veal production as part of the scheme to reorgan-
ize the dairy industry. The Council is also to decide before 1 July 1969 on the 
delicate problem of milk and milk products which is of course closely linked with the 
preceding one. Lastly, the Commission has been invited to submit to the Council, 
before it meets again on 12/13 May 1969, proposals for the fruit and vegetables 
sector, with particular reference to intervention. . 
1 Official gazette No. L 100, 28 April 1969. 
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Product 
Durum wheat 
Common wheat 
Barley 
Maize 
Rye 
Rice 
Sugar 
Oilseeds 
Agricultural prices fixed by the Council for 1969/70 
Type of price 
Target price 
Basic intervention price 
Guaranted minimum price to producer 
(wholes.ale level) 
Target price 
Basic intervention price 
Target price 
Basic intervention price 
Target price 
Target price 
Basic intervention price 
Target price 
MWmum price for beet 
Target prict! for white sugar 
Intervention price for white sugar 
Target price 
Basic intervention price 
1968/69 
price 
125.00 
117.50 
145.00 
106.25 
98.75 
94.44 
87.98 
94.94 
97.50 
91.00 
189.70 
17.00 
223.50 
212.30 
202.50 
196.50 
Memorandum on the Reform of Agriculture in the Community 
v.a.{l 
1969/70 
price 
125.00 
117.50 
145.00 
106.25 
98.75 
95.44 
88.48 
--
95.94 
--
97.50 
91.00 
189.70 
17.00 
223.50 
212.30 
202.50 
196.50 
19. The Commission's memorandum on the reform of agriculture was subjected to 
further examination at all levels within the Community during April. Agricultural 
organizations began a close study of the ideas contained in the document and the 
relevant committees of the European Parliament and the Econ01nic and Social 
Committee began to debate these problems. 
M. Mansholt, Vice-President, outlined the Commission's views and the reasons which 
had led it to prepare its Memorandum to these various bodies. Up to this, discus-
sions within Community bodies have largely centred on the proposals concerning 
prices and medium-term measures. 
As regards structural reforms in the strict sense, comment has largely been on the 
following points: re-establishment of structural equilibrium on agricultural markets 
should productivity increase (as it is likely to on the modern farms recommended by 
the Memorandum), formation and size of "production units" and modern farming 
enterprises, improvement of marketing circuits thanks inter alia to the creation of 
inter-industry agencies. 
Common organization of agricultural markets 
Cereals and rice 
20. To facilitate marketing, the Commission decided on 28 March 1969 to increase 
the denaturing premium for common wheat for the 1968/69 marketing year by 
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2 u.a.fton. 1 Rising stocks are threatening to cause a serious disturbance on the 
Community market at a time when exporting is becoming more difficult. 
On 17 April1969, the Commission amended an earlier text concerning the procedures 
for determining the cif price of rice and brokens and the correcting amounts for 
glutinous qualities of brokens. 2 This regulation, which is essentially technical, had 
been adopted for two reasons: first to allow the Commission to ignore offers which are 
not representative of noi"l]lal market trends in fixing the weekly cif price and, 
secondly, to improve the classification of certain varieties of brokens. 
A Commission regulation dated 21 April 1969 extends the period of validity of 
export licences in the cereals sector.3 Current practice and the trend of inter-
national trade in grain oblige exporters of large quantities to sign contracts for a 
delivery period much in excess of that for current operations. The new text will 
allow the signing of longer-term contracts and ensure that Community traders 
enjoy the same conditions of competition on the world market as those of other 
exporting countries. 
Furthermore, two Commission decisions dated 18 and 24 April 1969 note that 
conditions for the procurement of common wheat for a national food aid programme 
have been effectively fulfilled in Germany,' where the intervention agency holds 
large stocks from previous marketing years. Ttus aid will be supplied to the 
beneficiary countries partly in the form of grain, partly as flour. Finally, on 22 April 
1969, the Council adopted a regulation laying down standard qualities for common 
wheat, rye, barley, maize and durum wheat.5 
Beef and veal 
21. On 3 April19696 the Commission altered the coefficients used to calculate the 
levy on beef and veal other than frozen, and on unspecified boned cuts of frozen 
beef and veal.' 
Milk and milk products 
22. To facilitate the marketing of surplus milk products and help to restore balance 
on this market, the Council on 22 April1969 adopted three regulations proposed by 
the Commission. The first makes provision, on an experimental basis until30 June 
1969, for the possibility of selling skim milk powder held by the intervention agencies 
prior to 1 April 1969 at special prices for use in the manufacture of compound 
feedingstuffs for pigs and poultry.7 The second authorizes the Commission to take 
appropriate action, followmg an examination of the market situation, to facilitate 
the marketing of butter stocks held by the agencies.7 The third provides for the 
payment of aid in respect of whole milk powder used in the manufacture of compound 
feedingstuffs for calves.8 
1 Official gazette No. L 80, 1 April 1969. 
1 Ibid. No. L 93, 18 April 1969. 
a Ibid. No. L 96, 23 April 1969. 
' Ibid. No. L llO, 8 May 1969, and No. L ll7, 16 May 1969; see also Ch. VIII, sec. 74. 
a Ibid. No. L 100, 28 AJ?ril 1969. 
a Ibid. No. L 83, 4 April 1969. 
7 Ibid. No. L 98, 25 April1969. 
s Ibid. No. L ll7, 16 May 1969. 
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The Council has hitherto reserved the right of decision in this sphere. By delegating 
authority to the Commission (largely to ensure equilibrium on the milk market 
which is gravely disturbed) it has given the Commission important responsibilities 
made necessary by the gravity of the situation (butter stocks reached 270 000 tons 
on 1 April 1969). The Council also invited the Commission to submit proposals 
for the inclusion of milk products in the Community's food aid programme. 
On 14 April1969 the Commission, for its part, adopted a regulation on implementing 
procedures for intervention on the market in butter and cream;1 this regulation re-
places an earlier one of 27 July 1968 which was valid for the 1968/69 marketing year 
only. 
Poultry products 
23. On 3 April 1969, the Commission adopted a regulation on the determination 
of the origin of certain goods obtained from eggs. 2 On 22 April1969 the Council 
laid down implementing procedures for the marketing system for eggs;3 this text 
provides for a transitional period (1 May-30 June 1969) during which eggs may be 
marketed in the Member States under the same conditions as those existing at 
present. 
Sugar 
24. The general rules dealing with the payment of export refunds for sugar have 
been made more flexible as far as certain products are concerned to allow for price 
fluctuations on the world market on the one hand and demand on the other. This 
change results from a regulation adopted by the Council on 22 April1969. 8 
Fruit and vegetables 
25. Under the terms of a regulation dated 22 April 1969 the Council authorized 
Italy to introduce special market intervention measures for oranges. 8 In view of the 
large quantities which may be offered for intervention, it seems that the time-limits 
specified for implementing the tendering procedure no longer meet the present situa-
tion. To counter this difficulty and, especially, to prevent oranges which have been 
bought by the intervention agency being destroyed, this regulation authorizes 
Italy to entrust processing operations to pr~vate industry (negotiated contracts). 
On the same day, the Council fixed basic prices and buying;Jn prices for cauliflowers 
for the period 1 May to 31 December 1969' and for tomatoes for the period from 
1 June to 30 November 1969.' Lastly, the Commission is to submit proposals to the 
Council for new regulations for the fruit and vegetables sector. 
Financing of the common agricultural policy 
26. On 22 April 1969, the Council adopted regulations on the financing of inter-
vention expenditure on the internal market in the oils and fats, cereals and rice and 
pigmeat sectors.' These regulations lay down conditions of eligibility under the 
t Official gazette No. L 90, 15 April1969. 
a Ibid. No. L 83, 4 April 1969. 
8 Ibid. No. L 96, 23 April 1969. 
' Ibid. No. L 97, 24 April 1969. 
' Ibid. No. L 105, 2 May 1969. 
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EAGGF for various types of intervention expenditure on the internal market for the 
first time since common organizations were introduced in the sectors concerned. 
The Council also passed a resolution outlining certain principles to be applied to 
Community financing of intervention on the internal market in other sectors. 
Furthermore, on 3 April1969 the Commission adopted a regulation on applications 
for refunds from the Member States in connection with expenditure'on pig censuses1 
and on 21 April1969 a further regulation dealing with applications for refunds from 
the Guarantee Section of the Fund for the 1966{67 accounting period.• It also 
adopted a decision on assistance from the Guidance Section to make good the 
damage caused by African swine fever in Italy in 1967; this a.Ssistance amounts 
to 3 043 255 u.a.8 • 
Conditions of competition in agriculture 
27. The Commission has notified the Belgian Government (and informed the 
Dutch Government) that existing arrangements in the Netherlands to encourage 
flax processing do not come under Articles 16 and 34 of the EEC Treaty but should 
be investigated under Articles 92 to· 94 of the Treaty. These arrangements will 
therefore call for a more thorough examination of the aid granted by certain Member 
States to this sector once Community criteria have been adopted by the Council as 
part of the common organization of the flax market. 
Corrigendum 
Delete the last paragraph of the section on "Conditions of competition in agriculture" 
in Bulletin 3/1969, chapter V. 
SCIENTIFIC, TECHNICAL AND NUCLEAR RESEARCH POLICY 
Co-ordination of National Scientific Policies 
Activities of the Working Group on Scientific and Technical · 
Research Policy (STRP) 
28. The report by the STRP Group, which had been completed during a meeting 
of that Group on 18 March; was transmitted to the Medium-term Economic Policy 
Committee, who discussed it at their meeting of 31 March. 
The Committee studied this report mainly in the light of the second medium-term 
economic policy programme, which was drawn up by the Council and by the govern-
ments of the Member States on 10 December 1968. The report was adopted and 
forwarded to the Council. 
1 Official gazette No. L 83, 4 April 1969. 
I Ibid. No. L 95, 22 April1969. 
a Ibid. No. L 122, 22 May 1969. 
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Joint action in the nuclear field 
Future activities of Euratom 
29. During its meeting of 23 April1969 the Commission adopted a document relating 
to the futur~ activities of Euratom. F-or 1969 there is only a one-year programme 
for Euratom activity; the Council of Ministers has undertaken to approve a multi-
annual programme before 1 July 19691• 
Activities of the ,Joint Research Centre 
Determination of the fissile mat~rial content 
30. The Council of Ministers has decided for the first time to allocate, under the 1969 
research budget, an appropriation for the development of accounting methods for 
fissile materials. This appropriation, to the amount of 600 000 u.a., will finance an 
activity which will be carried out for the most part at the Ispra Joint Research 
Centre, with the collaboration of the Petten and Karlsruhe Establishments. 
Several meetings were held at the JRC's Ispra Establishment and in Luxembourg 
for the purpose of deciding the priorities of the tasks to be performed and of exam-
ining in greater detail the programme for the development of safeguard and control 
techniques for fissile matenals. With a view to setting up close co-operation between 
this programme and that worked out by the German GfK institute, which has 
conducted important research in this field, the Commission is currently preparing a 
draft convention for the co-ordination of the two programmes. 
In addition, a meeting of experts was held in Vienna (14-18 April), under the. auspices 
of the IAEA and with the participation of delegates from the Commission, on the 
methods to be employed for safeguarding and controlling fissile materials in fuel-
element fabrication plants. At this meeting a representative of the Institute for 
Transuranium Elements presented a report which summarizes the work carried out 
in this field: "Reference project for a fast-reactor fuel-element fabrication plant 
(approx. 110 tfa UOr-Pu02 and U02)". 
C a-ordination activities 
• Proven reactors 
31. Sixty participants representing various organizations and industries in Italy 
attended a meeting at Turin on 16 April in the course of which FIAT reported on the 
results of a research programme financed by the Commission, the aim of which was 
the design study and construction of a prototype fuel element for a pressurized-water 
· reactor. 
These studies related to the nuclear, thermohydraulic and mechanical design and to 
the technological development of a fuel element with a Zircaloy-4* cladding, a 
stainless-steel casing and Inconel grids. This fuel element incorporates new design 
features which have been patented. 
1 See Chapter I and Supplement to this Bulletin. 
• ' A zirconium alloy containing no silicon. 
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This work has enabled FIAT to acquire sufficient experience to operate a facility 
with a capacity of 30-40 tfa of fuel for pressurized-water reactors. 
• Plutonium recycling 
32. Under the terms of the Euratom-CEA Contract No. 002-64-9 TRUF(RD) the 
physicists of the CEA Reactor Studies Department have presented the results of all 
the research carried out to date at Saclay and Cadarache on the physics of plutonium 
in thermal reactors. These results were reported during a meeting held at Cadarache 
on 4 and 5 March 1969, which was attended by experts from the European Commu-
nity, Canada, the United States and Britain. 
The studies covered an experimental programme based on a computer programme. 
The experiments related on the one hand to "reconstituted" fuels, i.e. homogeneous 
alloys of uranium and plutonium with varying isotopic compositions, and on the 
other hand to irradiated fuels. The results of these experimenfs and a comparison 
thereof with the calculations were presented and discussed. The experts present, 
although coming from differing backgrounds, expressed similar conclusions as regards 
the basic plutonium data. 
Scientific and technical trainees and grant holders 
33. At the end of April the situation as regards scientific and technical trainees, 
grant holders and qualified trainees at the JRC est!J.blishments and under contracts 
of association was as follows: 
Student trainees employed: 28 actively engaged, 17 of them university students 
(13 being employed at the JRC establishments) and 11 technicians (all at JRC 
establishments); 
Grant-holders employed: 47 altogether, 25 held thesis grants (17 at JRC establish-
ments) and 22 specialization-grant holders (18 at JRC establishments); 
Qualified trainees employed: 6 actively engaged, 5 of them at JRC establishments. 
Dissemination of information 
34. During· April the Euratom Centre for Information and Documentation issued 
12 scientific or technical communications or reports relating to information for direct 
industrial application, the dissemination of which is restricted to Member States 
and to persons or enterprises in the Community. In addition, 11 745 scientific 
documents were added to the semi-automatic documentation system, bringing the 
total number of documents stored to 850 942. 
CORRIGENDUM TO BULLETIN No 1-1969 
In Chapter Ill, in the paragraph devoted to "Basis of a joint research policy", the 
middle section of the third paragraph should read: 
"For 1967, appropriations from public sector to research totalled 3 300 million 
dollars in the Community, as against 16 200 million dollars in the United States". 
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The Centre was represented on 16 April at a meeting of the OECD study group on the 
economic aspects of scientific information, and on 17-18 April at a meeting of that 
Organization's working group for scientific and technical information policy. 
Furthermore, the Centre took part in a meeting on scientific information in agri-
culture, which was held in Brussels under the auspices of the Commission. 
On 17 April the Centre received representatives of the Swiss, Irish and Swedish 
missions, who had come on a fact-finding visit. 
During April the Patent Bureau filed four first applications for patents. Three 
licensing agreements were com:luded, one relating to a process and device for surface-
coa,ting, the second to a technical file on a microprobe, and the third to a process and 
device for the stripping of fast-reactor fuel elements. 
ENERGY POLICY 
Coal 
Repercussions of the German export charge on coking coal 
and coke 
35. On giving its agreement to the extension of ECSC High Authority decision 1/67, 
setting up a system of aid by the Member States for cokes and coking coal for the 
Community steel industry,1 the Council had requested that the repercussions of this 
export charge on the coke and coking coal market should be examined in the light 
of the objectives of decision 1/67. In response to this request the Commission passed 
to the Council on 17 April 1969 a memorandum on the matter; briefly, this shows 
that the measures in question have not so far affected the prices of the products 
falling under the High Authority decision. The competent authorities are never-
theless continuing their examination. 
Community co-operation with the USA on coal research 
36. On 15 April1969, the Commission approved the arrangements for co-operation 
between the Community and the United States on research to improve the exploita-
tion and utilization of coal. This decision is in response to an offer made to the 
ECSC in April 1966 by the American Government. A first meeting of American 
and Community experts may be held in September or October 1969 in the United 
States. 
TRANSPORT POLICY 
Application of the prior consultation procedure in transport matters introduced 
by the Council decision of 21 March 1962 
37. Acting under Article 2 of the Council decision of 21 March 1962 introducing a 
procedure for a prior examination and consultation with respect to certain laws and 
1 See Bulletin No. 2-69, Ch. VI, sec. 49. 
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regulations contemplated by Member States in the field of transport, 1 the Commission 
rendered the following two Opinions: 
a) Opinion of 1 April1969 addressed to the German Government on draft provisions 
supplementing the draft for a 6th law to amend the law on road haulage and a draft 
78th order concerning rules for rail transport. 1 
The amendments envisaged consist mainly of granting German road haulage firms 
and railways the right to conclude individual contracts in writing, under certain 
conditions, with a shipper for the transport of goods coming from or going to German 
seaports and imported or exported by sea. 
The Commission considered that these measures.did not conflict with the concept 
of the conunon transport policy expressed in the general lines laid down by the 
Community Institutions, but that they represented only a very partial alignment 
of the €xisting arrangements for German national transport on the Community 
arrangements (see Council agreement of 22 June 19653 and Commission proposal of 
27 October 1965 on the introduction of a system of bracket rates in the transport of 
goods by rail, road and inland waterway).' 
The Commission expressed the opinion that it would be more in accordance with the 
lines determined by the Community institutions for the common transport policy if 
private contracts could be concluded for all shipments by rail, road and inland 
waterway. It also considered that the German Government should defer the 
implementation of its measures for road transport until the bracket rates applicable 
to road haulage between the Member States came into force. Finally, the Com-
mission made certain comments on the measures envisaged, in the light of: ' 
(i) Article 79(1) of the EEC Treaty and Council Regulation No. 11/60 of 27 June 1960 
on the abolition of discrimination in transport charges and conditions,• and 
(ii) The Treaty establishing the ECSC and more particularly High Authority Recom-
mendation No. 1/61 of 1 March 1961,8 concerning the publication or notification of 
all rate schedules, charges and regulations in respect of transport of coal and steel. 
b) Opinion of 9 April1969 addressed to the Belgian Government on the draft of a 
law to amend the list of charges equivalent to taxes on income in respect of certain 
provisions concerning the tax on motor vehicles.• 
The main points of the draft are: 
(i) To remove the 60% reduction granted in the tax on motor vehicles used exclu-
sively or mainly for international road haulage and having a tare weight of at least 
7 tons; 
(ii) To remove the surcharge on the tax on motor vehicles using heavy oils; 
(iii) To increase from.10% to 40%, for vehicles of at least 7 tons tare weight used in 
road haulage for hire or reward, the reduction in tax on motor vehicles granted to 
firms declaring at least three vehicles used for commercial, industrial or agricultural 
purposes. 
1 Official gazette No. 23, 3 April 1962. 
I Ibid. No. L 110, 8 May 1969. 
1 See EEC Bulletin No. 8-65, Annex I. 
' See EEC Bulletin No. 12-65, sec. 33. 
I Official gazette No. 52, 16 August 1960. 
• Ibid. No. 18, 19 March 1961. 
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The Commission found: 
(1) That the cancellation of the 60% reduction in the tax on motor vehicles was in 
accordance with the undertaking by Belgium at the Council session of 18 and 19 July 
1968;1 
(2) That the rerrioval of the extra tax on motor vehicles using heavy oil or hydro-
carbon engine fuel was offset, according to the explanatory memorandum, by extra 
excise duty on diesel fuel and automotive fuel gas; 
(3) That, also according to the explanatory memorandum, the proposed 40% 
reduction in the tax on motor vehicles would give carriers who engage in international 
transport an advantage equal to half the advantage they will have enjoyed as long 
as the 60% abatement of the present surcharge on the motor vehicle tax is in force; 
(4) That to limit the benefit of this higher rate of relief to certain vehicles constituted 
inequality of treatment and was contrary to the general conception of the part to be 
played by taxation in the common transport policy, and that this inequality must 
be removed by 1 January 1970; 
(5) That ~he increase could make the subsequent adaptation of the Belgian system 
to the future Community arrangements more difficult, and that in particular the 
number of vehicles declared by a firm bears no relation to considerations of charging 
for the use of infrastructures. 
The Commission in addition deplored that the bill had meanwhile-on 26 February 
1969-been passed into law and that the Belgian State had not observed the obliga-
tion incumbent on it under Council decision of 21 March 1962, especially Article 2(5) 
thereof. 
Consultative Committee on Transport 
38. The Consultative Committee on Transport met in plenary session on 24 and 
25 April 1969 in Brussels. It proceeded first of all to the statutory election of its 
officers for 1969/70. M. Neuville (Belgium) was elected chairman and M. Debayles 
vice-chairman. ' 
The Committee then examined a draft Opinion by a group of rapporteurs on the draft 
put forward by the International Institute for the Unification of Private Law and 
the International Maritime Committee conventions on the combined international 
transport of goods. After making certain amendments to the draft, the Committee 
adopted its Opinion on this matter. 
Special tariffs of the German Federal Railways for the Saar and the Rhineland 
Palatinate 
39. On 14 February 1969 the German Government announced to the Commission 
that it intended to adopt certain measures in favour of the Saar and Rhineland-
Palatinate. Dropping the argument of potential competition, it requested the 
Commission's authorization to apply the special tariffs in question under Article 80{2) 
of the EEC Treaty, in so far as such tariffs are governed by that Article. 
1 See Bulletin No. 9/10-68, sec. 65. 
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In accordance with the procedure laid down, the Commission proceeded to consult 
each Member State concerned by the measures. 
Transport of goods by inland waterway 
Conditions of access to the national and international market 
40. On 25 April1969 the Commission, acting under EEC Treaty Article 149, second 
paragraph, approved an amendment to the proposal for a Council regulation on 
access to the market in the transport of goods by inland waterway. 
The aim of the amendment is: 
a) To extend to transport on own account the conditions of professional suitability 
and financial capacity" introduced for transport for hire or reward; 
b) To reinforce the social provisions laid down for workers affected by laying up and 
breaking up, and more particularly to provide for early retirement when IWT 
vessels are scrapped; 
c) To ensure the representation of inland waterway workers on the relevant Com-
mittee of experts to be consulted by the Commission in connection with the various 
decisions to be adopted in accordance with the proposed regulation; 
d) To replace the Market Supervision Committee, with its general powers, by a 
committee specializing in the problems affecting inland waterways; 
e) To extend certain provisions of the rules to firms established in non-member 
countries which are party to the Mannheim Convention. 
REGIONAL POLICY 
Financing of industrial projects 
41. At its session of 21/22 April1969, the Council gave its a:pproval to. the granting 
of loans to assist the financing of the following four industnal conversion projects: 
(i) Nederlandse Staatsmijnen N.V.: establishment of an acrylonitrile factory at 
Geleen (southern Limbourg); 
(ii) Firma Armco-Eurotect GmbH: construction of an establishment for sheds built 
from prefabricated steel units, at Voerde (North Rhine-Westphalia); 
(iii) Deutsche Solvay-Werke GmbH: construction of an electrolysis plant for the 
production of alkalis, salts and plastics at Rheinberg (North Rhine-Westphalia); 
(iv) INTERBEMA N.V.: establishment of a concrete tile works at Susteren (southern 
Limbourg). 
In addition, the Commission decided, as last year, to allocate in 1969 a sum of 
3.5 million u.a. from the special reserve (interest on funds invested) for improving 
the terms of loans granted under the conversion policy. 
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Three German factories (Glasindustrie at Dortmund, Schlaraffia at Wattenscheid 
and Elektro-Chemie at Ibbenbiiren) which had received loans under Article 56(2a) 
of the ECSC Treaty, were visited by Commission representatives on 24 and 25 April 
1969. The purpose of the visits was to see how the investment progratnmes had 
been implemented, how ex-ECSC workers had been re-employed, and what diffi-
culties had been encountered under these two heads. 
Studies 
42. CEGOS, the institute entrusted by the Commission and the French Government 
with the first part of the study on the prospects of industrial development in the 
Nantes-St. Nazaire region has submitted its final report to the Commission. 
The Committee on industrialization of the Val d'Aosta met on 1 April in Turin and 
approved the study on the industrial development of the Val d'Aosta. 
Experts from the Member States and representatives of the Commission met on 
14 April1969 in Brussels to examine the conversion of the Sulcis-Iglesiente area in 
connection with the development programme for Sardinia. 
On 17 April1969 the experts preparing the study on "practical pointers for the estab-
lishment and administration of industrial areas in the light of exl?erience gained in 
the Community countries", visited Paris together with a CommissiOn representative 
and had a preliminary exchange of views with the authorities responsible for sup-
plying them with the relevant information on France. A similar meeting was held 
on 24 April in Diisseldorf with the German authorities. 
SOCIAL POLICY 
Vocational training 
Paul Finet Foundation 
43. The Commission invited representatives of the iron and steel industry in the six 
Community countries to a meeting in Luxembourg on 18 April 1969 in order to 
discuss with them the best means of making the Foundation known in the industry. 
Under the chairmanship of M. Vinck, a member of the Foundation's Executive 
Committee and Board of Governors and the Commission's Director-General for 
social affairs, the meeting afforded personal and direct contacts with the represen-
tatives of the iron and steel industry. 
It was agreed that representatives of the various companies should inform the _Secre-
tariat of the Foundation of possible candidates and indicate the competent authori-
ties for such matters. In the works themselves, wide publicity would be given to the 
Foundation's aid in order that all likely candidates might apply for it. 
Readaptation (ECSC) 
44. In March 1969, the Commission decided in accordance with Article 56(2) of the 
ECSC Treaty to increase by DM 62 500 (15 625 u.a.) a credit opened in 1964 for a 
German iron mine. 
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In April the Commission, acting under Article 56(2), decided: 
(i) To contribute in Germany DM 1 520 000 (380 000 u.a.) to the cost of readaptation 
for 1 895 steelworkers, and to increase by DM 1 000 000 (210 000 u.a.) the funds made 
available to a colliery in 1965. 
(ii) To increase, at the request of the Belgian Government, four cre<lits opened for 
•coal mines in the Liege region by Bfrs. 22 000 000 (440 000 u.a.). In addition the 
credit for a steelworks was increased by Bfrs. 200 000 (4 000 u.a.). 
Re-employment and conversion 
45. Having accepted the principle of granting loans under Article 56 (2a)for fo1,1r 
conversion projects in the Netherlands and Germany,1 the Commission decided to 
assist with the creation of more than 350 jobs which would make it possible to find 
new work for at least 320 former miners in the southern Limburg province of the 
Netherlands, and of 300 further jobs for which some 220 former coal miners or steel 
workers in the .districts of Moers and Dinslaken (Ruhr) would be given priority. 
When four other loans decided since January 19692 are taken into account, the Com-
mission will have contributed since the beginning of the year to the creation of 
some 2 200 new jobs, of which 1 350 can be given to ECSC workers. 
Working conditions 
Harmonization of the rules in Member States governing 
certain aspects of commercial representation 
46. In connection with preparatory work for harmonizing the situation of commercial 
representatives in the Member States, the trade organizations concerned were 
again consulted on 31 March and 1 April1969. The meeting was the last of a series 
begun on 3 March 1969. 
Joint Advisory Committee on the social problems of paid agricultural workers 
47. In connection with the activities of the Joint Advisory Committee on the social 
problems of paid agricultural workers, the Working Party on vocational training in 
agriculture met in Brussels on 9 April1969 to examine a preliminary dr~ft report, 
prepared by M. Haak, on the priorities to be observed concerning vocational training 
in agriculture. The draft report will be submitted, together with the comments 
made at this meeting, to the Committee at its next meeting and will serve as a basis 
for a full discussion of the matter. 
The Committee's Working Party on Agricultural Health and Safety met in Luxem-
bourg on 15 April to examine the preliminary draft Opinion submitted by its 
rapporteur, M. Schippers, concerning the priorities to be observed in the field of 
occupational safety and health. The draft Opinion will be submitted together with 
the observations made at this meeting for approval by the full Committee at its next 
meeting. 
1 See sec. 41. 
I See Bulletin 5-69, Ch. VII, sec. 59. 
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In addition, the ad hoc Committee on working hours in stock breeding met in Luxem-
bourg on 14 April 1969 to investigate the possibility of concluding a Community 
agreement on working hours iri stock breeding. At this meeting the two sides of the 
industry set out their respective positions, and it was agreed that the leaders of the 
workers' organizations and of the Committee of Agricultural Organizations (COPA) 
would meet in May. 
Committee on non-manual staff (steel) 
48. On 14 April1969 a working party of the Commission on non-manual staff (steel) 
met in Brussels to discuss a plan of work on methods of grading non-manual workers 
in the Community steel industry. 
On the basis of this plan, national reports will be submitted at the next plenary 
meeting of the Committee scheduled for the end of September 1969. At this meeting 
the Committee on non-manual staff will decide whether to go further into the problem 
by appropriate studies. 
Employment services 
49. A group of government experts belonging to the labour administrations of the 
six Member States met in Brussels on 25 April1969 to examine the draft first annual 
report, drawn up by the Commission on the basis of contributions from the several 
countries, on the activities of the employment services in the Member States. The 
annual report is included in the list of priority work in connection with co-operation 
that was established by the Council at its 220th session on 5 June 1967. 
After discussion, the government experts approved the seven chapters in the draft, 
subject to certain amendments; it will be submitted for the Commission's approval 
with a view to its publication. The experts also agreed on the arrangements for 
preparing the second annual report. They were unanimous in considering that 
co-operation between the national employment services in the Community should be 
encouraged particularly in respect of the training given to the staff of these services. 
Subsidized housing 
50. In April1969 the Commission gave its approval for the financing with heip from 
- ECSC funds of building projects involving 480 dwellings, for miners and steelworkers 
in the following countries: Germany (324 dwellings; DM 1 208 000), France 
(150 dwellings; FF 737 000) and Luxembourg (6 dwellings; Lfrs. 2 695 000). 
Industrial medicine, health and safety 
Meetings of working parties 
51. The Working Party on the mental effort in mining and iron and steel occupations 
met on 9 April1969 and compared several methods of measuring the "mental effort" 
necessary for the complex work of supervision and remote control of mechanized 
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processes in mines and steelworks. Three research teams are working on the study 
of "mental effort". Agreements have been made to complete the methodological 
study phase and, by the beginning of 1970, to proceed to the co~ordinated application 
of the methods chosen in real working conditions. 
On 22 April, the Working Party on practical guidance for medfcal officers and the 
Committee of Government Experts on industrial medicine and rehabilitation (ECSC) 
held a joint meeting and were informed of the present state of progress of the medical 
research programmes. The results of research in hand were considered in relation to 
the outlook for the development of industrial medicine in the Comm~nity. 
On 23 April the heads of the offices responsible for the supervision of medical services 
in industry met in Luxembourg. They had a full exchange of information op the 
steps taken in the six countries to promote the establishment of industrial me~ical 
services. 
Mines Safety and Health Commission 
52. During April 1969 the activities of the Mines Safety and Health Commission 
consisted of: 
a) A meeting of experts on non-inflammable liquids, held on 22 and 23 April at the 
National Institute of Mines at Paturages (Belgium) to carry out comparative flame 
propagation tests in mixtures of fire-resistant fluids for power transmission with 
coal dust; 
b) A meeting of the Working Party on Electrification on 25 April for a final consid-
eration of the report on the characteristics of electric cables supplying power for 
mobile machinery used below ground, on surges caused by lightning and on the 
problem of stray currents; 
c) A meeting held on 28 and 29 April by the Working Party on Statistics to examine 
a set of definitions for use in the statistics of mining accidents in Community coun-
tries. · 
Health protection 
53. On 24 April 1969 a group of experts set up in pursuance of Euratom Treaty 
Article 37 met in Brussels to examine the project for disposal of radioactive waste 
from the Eutex nuclear fuel reprocessing plant at Saluggia (Italy), the outline of 
which had been communicated to the Commi~sion by the competent Italian author-
ities under Article 37 of the Euratom Treaty. 
On the basis of the conclusion adopted by the experts at this meeting, the Commis-
sion will inform the Italian Government of its views on the above-mentioned project. 
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VII. The Community and the Associated States 
AFRICAN STATES AND MADAGASCAR AND OVERSEAS COUNTRIES 
AND TERRITORIES 
European Development Fund 
New financing decisions 
54. On 18 April1969, the Commission took eleven new financing decisions involving 
aid totalling 26 946 000 units of account from the second European Development 
Fund. Ofthis amount, 15 446 000 u.a. were in the form of grants and 11 500 000 u.a. 
were loans on special terms. The projects, described below, had been endorsed by 
the EDF Committee at its 40th meeting on 27 March 1969. 
(i) Hydroelectric scheme at Inga, Congo (Kinshasa): 9 000 000 zaires, or 
18 000 000 u.a., half as a grant and half as a loan on special terms. This scheme 
involves (a) the construction of a high-voltage electric power transmission system 
over a distance of 430 km to link the hydroelectric power station at Inga with Kin-
shasa and the main consumption centres in Central Congo and (b) the construction 
of seven transformer stations. The section of the Inga power station now under 
construction, financed jointly by Italian bilateral aid and the Congolese Government, 
will be completed by the beginning of 1972. By the end of 1976, three units will 
have been installed, with a total capacity of 150 MW. 
(ii) The Basse-Obiga-Wagny road, Gabon: 617133 000 Frs. CFA, or 2 500 000 u.a. 
as a _loan on special terms. The object is to lay 70 km of road, a first section of the 
Basse-Obiga-Lastourville link. The European Investment Bank has also been 
asked for an ordinary loan, to which will be attached an interest rebate from EDF 
resources for this scheme. The Gabon Government will finance the balance. 
(iii) Construction and installation of the port of Nola (Upper Sangha), Central 
African Republic: 111 000 000 Frs. CFA, or about 450 000 u.a. The financing of 
this scheme is part of a vast programme to create a second river link with Brazzaville, 
in addition to the Ubangi-Congo transequatorial river route. 
(iv) Introduction of tea-growing in a village area, Rwanda: 99 200 000 Frs. RW, or 
about 992 000 u.a. Over a period of five years, 500 ha of tea plantations are to 
be laid down around Shangasha and Mwaga in the Cyangugu prefecture, producing 
500 tons of tea a year when fully established. 
(v) Further direction of work on the Mulindi and Cyangugu tea plantations, Rwanda: 
23 538 000 Frs. RW, or about 235 000 u.a. 
(vi) Improve:r;nent of the water supply at Bamako, Mali: 1177 000 000 Frs. Mali, 
or about 2 384 000 u.a. Under the scheme the first part of an emergency programme 
based on a long-term plan to meet the city's water requirements until1976 will be 
completed. 
(vii) Regional health centre in Mopti, Mali: 220 000 000 Frs. Mali, or about 
446 000 u.a. The object is to rebuild and regroup a complex of old and inadequate 
buildings. The centre is to include a preventive medicine service, an out-patients 
clinic, a maternity and infant welfare service and a maternity hospital. 
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(viii) Station for plant propagation and training personnel for agricult{Ire and 
stock raising, Somalia: 3 907 000 sh. so, or about 547 000 u.a. This station, some 
90 km south-west of Mogadishu, the capital, will produce and distribute to growers 
some 35 000 selected grapefruit seedlings a year over a five-year period in order to 
create 1 500 hectares of plantations. 
(ix) Coastal road (Coppename-Ingikondre section), Surinam: 2 200 000 S. fl., or 
about 1167 000 u.a. The object is to improve and bitumen-surface a 36 km 
stretch of the east-west trunk road which goes right along the Surinam coast and 
thro].Igh the capital, Paramaribo. 
(x) A central store for the pharmaceutical service in Paramaribo, Surinam: 
1 217 000 S. fl., or about 645 000 u.a. 
(xi) Extension of a programme of AASM participation in trade fairs and exhibitions 
organized in the Member States: 300 000 u.a. This is an extension to 31 May 1970 
of a first programme approved in July 1967 at a total cost of 500 000 u.a. 
These new decisions bring the total commitments of the second EDF to date to 
approximately 606 928 000 u.a. for 302 financing decisions. This figure does not 
include advances to stabilization funds financed from EDF resources under Article 20 
of the Yaounde Convention. Nor does it include expenses incurred in supervising 
the execution of the schemes, nor the financial and administrative expenses of the 
EDF itself. 
Financing agreement 
55. On 22 April1969, in Brussels, M. Henri Rochereau, member of the Commission 
and H.E. Ferdinand Oyono, the Cameroon ambassador, signed one of the most 
important financing agreements ever concluded between the Community and the 
AASM. It concerned the financing by the Community of the second section of the 
Transcameroon Railway. To the funds provided by the Community, which amount 
to 20 million u.a., will be added French and American bilateral aid and funds from 
the Cameroon Government. The length of the new railway, half of which has just 
been completed with aid from the same sources, will be increased to over 600 km 
when this agreement has been executed. 
Meetings and visits 
56. On 1 April the EDF received M.A. Raoul, Prime Minister of Congo (Brazzaville), 
to discuss investment projects still to be financed from the second Fund. During 
his stay the Prime Minister had talks with M. Rochereau, member of the Commission, 
on various problems concerning the renewal of the Yaounde Convention. On 
10 April a delegation from the Central African Republic, led by M. Kombot-Nagoue-
mon, Minister for Development, had talks with the EDF on schemes in progress 
or planned. On 24 April 1969 M. Kanyaruguru, Burundi Minister of the Plan, 
discussed with the EDF sch~mes submitted for which financing arrangements have 
still to be made under the second Fund. 
Trade promotion 
57. Some of the AASM took part in trade fairs organized during April 1969 in 
Paris, Brussels and Milan under the auspices of the Member States and the Commu-
nity as part of the Commission's programme to encourage co-operation in promoting 
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sales of AASM products. The States which took part were: Congo (Kinshasa) 
(Brussels and Paris), Burundi (Brussels), Cameroon (Brussels and Milan), Central 
African Republic (Brussels and Milan), Niger (Brussels, Paris and Milan), Senegal 
(Brussels, Paris and Milan), Somalia (Milan), Togo (Brussels and Paris), Upper 
Volta (Brussels), Congo (Brazzaville) (Milan), Ivory Coast (Paris and Milan), Gabon 
(Milan), Ma~agascar (Paris and Milan), Rwanda (Milan), and Mauritania (Paris). 
These exhibitions gave the Associated States an opportunity of making themselves 
known to a wider public, of demonstrating their sales possibilities, and of supplying 
the necessary information concerning their production range and methods of market-
ing. Their trade representatives were also able to make valuable contacts with the 
trade circles concerned. 
Scholarships, in-service training and seminars 
58. The second training programme for OTRACO cadres financed by the EDF 
came to an end on 10 April 1969; Commission officials attended the final session. 
A third programme for medium-grade cadres began on the same day. R~presen­
tatives of the Commission have been to Rwanda to examine conditions for imple-
menting the training programme for cadres for agricultural co-operatives. The 
Commission was represented at a seminar on the africanization of cadres organized 
by the Common Afro-Malagasy Organization in Abidjan from 15 to 20 April. In 
addition, four seminars, which were attended by a total of 194 participants, were 
organized in Florence, Bmssels, Bari and Berlin. 
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Vl!!. The Community, non-member countries
and international organizations
BILATERAL RTTATIONS
United States
Visit by Mr. Stans, US Secretary of Commerce
59. The Urrited States Secretary of Commerce, Mr. Maurice Stans, visited, the
Cornmission on t4 April 1969 al the beginning of an information and goodwill
tour which took him to various European capitals, including those of five Member
States.
The talks were conducted for the Commission by its President, M. Jean Rey,
assisted by the Commission members and senior officials concerned, and centred on
a generaliurvey of the attitudes of both parties to_?ll problems of trade relations
be-tween the United States and the Community. The main aim of these entirely
informal talks was to provide an opportunity for an exchange of information and to
foster mutual understanding; they took placd in an atmosphere of complet_e frankness
and highlighted the joint resporisibility of the United States and the Community
to pursire Jpolcy of tiade libeialization and expansion, to safeguard what has already
been achieved and to make further progress.
The Commission noted with great satisfaction that the United States Government
intends to initiate procedures in the near future for the a{opti-o-n of new. trade legisla-
tion and once moie emphasized the need for sufficiently wide negotiating powers
on both sides. This was essential if an equitable degree of reciprocity was to be
ensured, and without reciprocity there could be no attempt to make further progle-s:.
If Community policies, notably on agriculture, contained certain elements which
were a sourc6 6f anxiety to the United States, it was equally true that specific
instruments of protection and trade potcy which were causing the Community
concern existed in the United States.
The Commission is firmlv convinced that mutual problems can be solved and diffi-
culties smoothed out arid that suitable means oi doing this can be defined and
implemented provided the action required of both parties is planned with an eye Jo
reciprocity arid equilibrium. Priorily should theiefore be given to creating the
instiuments of thiS reciprocity and a climate of mutual trust.
Canada
60. The Canadian authorities have invited Commission representatives to travel
to Ottawa, on a date still to be arranged, for a thorough exchange of views on inter-
national trade policy and its incidenie on the Community an^d Canada, on 
-c-ertain
aspects of Comhunity policies and on EEC-Canada trade. On 22 April 1969 the
Colncil of the Europe-an Communities approved the signing of a renegotiated
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agreement with Canada under Article XXVIII, paragraph 5, of GATT.T This
agreement follows a wish expressed by Canada to withdraw certain tariff concessions
for chemical products, and to offset this withdrawal by fresh concessions rvhich
were considered satisfactory.
Sweden
61. M. Jean-Frangois Deniau, member of the Commission, paid an official visit to
Stockholm from 15 to 18 April 1969 at the'invitation of the Swedish Government.
He had talks with M. Gunnar Lange, Minister of Commerce, M. Krister Wickman,
Economics Minister, and with representatives of economic and banking circles.
These talks were very general in scope. On 15 April M. Deniau addressed the Federa-
tion of Swedish Industries on cuirent problems of trade policy. l{. 
.Tean Rev,
President of the Commission, has been oificially invited to visit Sweden In June. "'
Denmark
62-, 
-M. Poul Nyboe Andersen, Minister with responsibility for economic and Nordicaffairs and matters concerning European markets, visited the commission on
24 April 1969 as palt of his tour of European capitals. The purpose of his visit
was to explain.the_Danish Government's attitude to work in-progress regardfng
wider co-operation between the Nordic countries (Nordec projett).- The Ministei
was accompanied by Ambassador Finn Gundelach, Head-of -the'Danish Mission
to the European Communities.
Morocco and Tunisia
63. Following the signature of association agreements with Tunisia and. Morocco
-on 28 March in Tunis and on 31 March in Rabat-the commission submittedproposals to the Council for the implementing regulations to these agreements.
These.proposals.are now being_examined within the council and by theiompetent
committees of the European Parliament in anticipation of their Seing referied to
that body.
Israel
64. The Council continued its examination of the various forms that a preferential
agreement with- Israel lnight tat<-e with a view to the early completion of i. report onthis subject and the definition of the general lines of a po-ssible iompromise s6lution.
Latin America
65. On 14 April 1969 the Commission received M. Prebisch and M. Perez-Guerrero.
M. Prebisch, former Secretary-General of the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development, was in Brussels to take his leave of the Commission and to intro-
1 Official gazette No. L 97, 24 April 1969.
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duce,his successor, M. Perez-Guerrero. It was the first official visit of UNCTAD's
new Secretary-General to the Commission in a capacity other than a purely UN one.
The Commission and its guests discussed problems concerning UNCTAD and the
EEC.
On 22 April 1969, M. Carlos Cordero d'Aubisson, the new European.repr-esentative
of the Permanent Secretariat of the General Treaty on Central American Economic
Integration (SIECA) met President Rey and MM. Martino and Deniau, members
of the Commission. He was introduced by his predecessor, M. Eduardo Palomo
Escobar, who has been assigned to other duties.
Uruguay has made representations to the Commission following a recent Commission
deciSion imposing a Supplementary levy on fresh and frozen meat imported from
that country. The Uruguayan authorities emphasized the harm this measure was
doing to the country's economy and urged that steps be taken to prevent the new
situation thus created having disastrous consequences.
India
66. In reply to a written question from M. Bersani (Christian Democrat, Italy) who
was conc6rned to know what action had been takeri in connection with the Indian
Government's request for the signing of a trade agreement wi_th the EEC,I the
Commission statei that it informe-d th6 Council of this request in January 1968' In
February 1968 the Council declared "that before the opening of g_eneral negotiations
with India could be considered, the specific negotiations now under way concerningjute and coconut products and handiirafts should be brought-to a conclusion. The
Council also considered that it would be well if the results of the second session of
UNCTAD could be taken into account. This Community position was conveyed to
the Indian Mission by the Commission in the form of a verbal reply".-. Th_e Com-
mission notes moreov-er "that the specific negotiations held with the Indian Govern-
ment throughout 1968 have norv reached an advanced stage. Furthennore, discus-
sions on thJgranting of generalized preferences to developing_countries-unanimous
agreement wls reached on this printiple during UNCTAD Il-are also proq{essing
sitisfactorily and in accordanc-e with the timing approved at New Delhi". In
conclusion [he Commission points out that it maintains regular contacts with the
Indian Mission so as to be i.ble to decide in agreement with it on "an opportune
moment for re-examining the Indian request at Council level".
COMMON COMMERCIAL POLICY
Elaboration of a common commercial policy
67. On 1 April 1969 the Commission submitted to the Council an important report
on trade agieements in force and on trade and. navigation treaties,between Member
States and-non-member countries. This examination was undertaken in accordance
with Article 3 of a decision adopted by the EEC Council on 9 October 1961 on the
standardization of the periods fbr which trade agreements with non-member coun-
1 Oflicial iazette No. C 62, 24 April f969.
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tries are concluded.l This report should ensure that agreements and treaties in
force do not constitute an obstacle to the introduction,of the common commercialpolicy. The report updates the inventory drawn up by the Commission and trans-
mitted to the Member States in May 1964.
In line with the decision taken by the Council at its meeting of.27 128 January 1969,
authorizing the tacit prolongation beyond the transitional period of certain commer-
cial agreements concluded by the Member States with non-member countries, the
Commission also submitted proposals to the Council authorizing the prolongation
of a further series of agreements. This does admittedly represent a departure
from the Council's 196l decision, which specifies that the period for which trade
agreements are concluded "shall not exceed the duration of the transitional period
for the application of the Treaty of Rome". It is however justified, as far as certain
agreements are concerned, because their prolongation does not constitute an obstacle
to the implementation of the common commercial policy. In February the Com-
mission transmitted to the Council a more general proposal aimed at the gradual
standardization of trade agreements; pending its adoption the Commission proposed
new derogations based on criteria analogous to those which led to the decision of
27128 Jautary 1969.
On 25 April 1969, as a follow-up to the three basic regulations (on the establishment
of a joint liberalization list, the management of Community import quotas, and the
introduction of a special supervision procedure) adopted by the Council on 10 Decem-
ber 1968,8 the Commission submitted a memorandum to the Council on the imple-
menting measures to be taken under these regulations. It also submitted proposals
for the standardization of import arrangements for a first sensitive area, namely
the ceramics industry.
Specific problems of co--ercial policy
68. Of the "concrete cases" glving rise to certain problems in the commercial
policy field--either for specific countries or specific products-two might be men-
tioned. The first concerns the proposed long-term Franco-Soviet trade agreement.
Replying to a written qu€stion from M. Hans Apel (Socialist, Germany) who expres-
sed concern at the proposed duration of the agreement, the Commission pointed out.
that the French Government was "aware of the importance of an agreement of this
kind being compatible with Community provisions in the matter of commercial
policy", and that the consultation procedure provided u,ithin the Community for
such cases had been respected. The reply stressed that the Commission fully realized
the need to complete the common commercial policy by the end of the transition
period and that it would not fail to take a stand on this matter during consultations
in connection with the proposed negotiations.
In the second case, affecting another field and another country, the Commission
submitted a proposal to the Council for a directive on the abolition of the flat-rate
refunds granted to exports to non-member countries of goods produced by the
Italian mechanical engineering industry. These refunds could be regarded as export
aids which are caught by Article 112 of the EEC Treaty. Earlier, on 19 March 1969,
the Commission had asked the Court of Justice to re-open proceedings in connection
with this refund system, on one aspect of which the Court ruled on I December 1965.6
1
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Official Eazette No. 71, 6 November 1961.
IDr'd. No. L 43,20 February 1969, and Bulletin &6S, Ch. IX, sec. 76.
fDdd. No. L 303, l8 December 1968 and Bulletin l-69, Ch. IV.
fDdd. No. C 48, I April 1969.
Seo 'iCourt of Justice".
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Restrictions on steel exlprts to the United States
69. M. Oele, a Dutch member of the European Parliament, addressed the following
written question to the Commission: "Is it true that negotiations are taking place
with a view to a more or less voluntary limitation of exports of Common Market
steel to the United States?
"Is the Commission participating in these negotiations ? If so, what role is it playing?
"How does the Commission hope to ensure that the commercial policy restrictions
to be expected do not lead to agreements between Common Market producers
involving an inadmissible. Iimitation of competition"
In its replyr the Commission points out that a communication dated 15 January 1969
from the "steel producers' club" informed the President of the Commission of a letter
it had sent to the American Government on behalf of the six trade associatio4s in
ECSC countries on the subject of steel exports to the United States. This communi-
cation indicated the main features of the undertaking to limit exports given by steel
producers in the Community and in Japan.
Neither the Community authorities nor, to the Commission's knowledge, the
national authorities in the Member States had been notified or informed in advance
of the discissions which were spread over several months; they had therefore taken
no part in them.
This being so, the Commission was in no way bound by the commercial policy restric-
tions which the arrangements in question might contain or involve. Externally,
this meant that measures taken on the basis of such an arrangement would have
no standing should it become necessary to vindicate the Community's rights vis-A-vis
the United States. Internally, the ECSC Treaty, and Article 65 of that Treaty in
particular, provided the Commission with means of action which it would have to
use if it noted that this arrangement tended directly or indirectly to prevent, restrict
or distort the normal operation of competition within the Common Market.
THE COMMUNITY AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANZATIONS
Economic Co--ission for Europe
70. The United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) held its 24th session
in Geneva from 9 to 23 April 1969. - Opening the session, M. Stanovnik, the ECE's
Executive Secretary, presented a long-term prograrnme of work which lays particular
stress on activities in four main areas in which international co-operation seems to
be most worthwhile and to offer the greatest development possibilities. The four
fields are: application of science and technolog'y, environmental improvement,
long-term planning and programming, promotion of external trade. All delegations,
from East and West alike, reacted favourably to this programme.
The session also saw the adoption of several resolutions, some of which were of
major interest for the guidance of the institution's future work. One urges the
Executive Secretary to prepare, before the next annual session, an analytical report
1 Official gazette No. C 42, 2 April f 009.
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on the intra-European trade situation which would make it possible to draft mutually
acceptable recommendations on the elimination of economic, administrative and
commercial policy obstacles to the development of trade between countries with
different economic and social systems. Another invites the Committee on the
Development of Trade to study practical measures to strengthen international
industrial co-operation within the framework of existing legislation in the countries
concerned.
The Economic Commission for Europe also adopted a resolution on scientific and
technical co-operation and another on the simplification and standardization of
documents and procedures in current use in international trade. The latter text
recommends that the ECE layout key be borne in mind when international trade
documents are being drafted. Lastly, the traditional annual review of the economic
situation in Europe should outline a number of main lines of action of interest to
East and West alike.
United Nations Commission on International Trade Law
71. The second session of the United Nations Commission on International Trade
Law (UNCITRAL) was held in Geneva from 3 to 31 March 1969. The Commission
was represented at this meeting. The UNCITRAL, which groups 29 States including
three member countries of the European Communities (Belgium, France, Italy),
has set itself a vast programme of work which was expanded even further during
the Geneva meeting. The organization's main aim is to co-ordinate work in
progress in the matter of international trade law and to facilitate relations and co-
operation between the various organizations competent in this field. The main
topics discussed at this session included the examination of the Hague conventions
on the international sale of goods, international commercial arbitration and the
establishment of a register of texts and organizations. The meeting decided to
prepare a convention on time-limits and negative prescription in the international
sale of goods. The Commission of the European Communities will be invited to
take part in this work and will, more generally, keep in touch with the Secretariat
Geneial with a view to the preparation of documents for the third session of
UNCITRAL in New York on 6 April 1970.
Orgatization for Economic Co-operation and Development
72. The Committee for Science Policy of the Organization for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) met in Paris on 27 and 28 March 1969. The Committee
heard a report on the discussions at the last OECD Council meeting on the new
problems confronting modern society in a number of fields: education, urban technol-
ogy, pollution, transport. The Committee also approved reports from three working
parties on fundamental research in specific sectors (behaviour, materials, language
and data processing) and on work in progress on research and development statistics,
the use of computers, and selection techniques for research and development pro-
grarnmes. The Committee also had before it a document summarizing work in
progress and proposihg an initial draft programme for 1970. This includes a sugges:
tion that a group of experts be formed to study the place of science and technology
in national policies.
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TIIE COMMUNITY AND DEWLOPING COI.'NTRIES
Commodities
73. The results of the 1968 United Nations Sugar Conference were covered in a
report submitted to the Council and the European Parliament. This document
analyses the content of the agreement: apportionment of exporting rights, re-
exportation of Cuban sugar by socialist countries, compatibility of export quotas
with demand on the free market, commitments undertaken by exporting countries.
It also discusses the economic and legal problems which prevented the Community
being a party to the agreement, although steps have been taken to keep the door
open to later accession.
Furthermore, in a communication addressed to the Council, the Comrnission proposed
a further extension of the time-Iimit for lodging final acceptance instruments for the
International Grains Arrangement. The final date for the lodgment of these docu-
ments is to be set back from 30 April to 3l October 1969 and the proposal covering
the Wheat Trade Convention and Food Aid Convention incorporated in the
Arrangement.
Food aid
74. Following the agreement reached at the Council meeting on 314 March 1969 on
a food aid programme for Biafra (25 000 tons of grain),, the Commission submitted
to the Council on 15 April 1969 a comunication concerning practical procedures
for implementing the protramme thus approved.
The Commission also adopted several decisions noting that the conditions for the
mobilization of common wheat in Germany for the purposes of a national food aid
prograrnme had been fulfilled.l
r See Bulletin 6-69, Ch. IX, sec. 90.I Seo Ch. VI, sec. 20.
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lX. lnstitutions and Organs
THE COUNCIL
67th session 
- 
2l/22 April 1969 (agriculture)
Under the successive chairmanship of M.P. Lardinois, Netherlands Minister of
Agriculture, and his Luxembourg cbl]eagu9-M. Je-an-Pierre Buchler, this session in
Llxembourg was attended only by the holders of agricultural portfolios in the six
Government-s. M. Sicco L. Mansholt, Vice-President of the Commission, waspresent. 
,
The Council again examined the Commission proposals on {ixing the-prices-of certain
agricultural pioducts for the 1969/70 marketing year, an.item already on the agenda
oI the two afiriculture sessions of the previous 
-month. Agreement was reached on a
number of p-oints, but the Ministers riade no decision on the most difficult problem,
that of the'market in milk products, which is seriously out of bal,ance. A decision
may be anticipated by the e-nd of June, if all goes well,-on milk and on beef and veal,
in view of the interdependence of the two sectors.
The Council's agreement produced the following practical-results. 
-The prices.of
bread grains, ride, oilseeds and sugar are maintained at the same level as in the
1968/65 mar[eting year. One chaige from the previous yearr is to be noted in the
sugai sector: the-qirantity guaranteid is to be ieduced. The only-slight-price
rises decided are for maize and barley.l
The Council's discussions already point to the likelihood of a rise in the intervention
price of beef and veal as from t juiy 1969, in connection with measures to be adopted
ior relieving the milk products market.
In the meantime, the Council recorded its approval on a number of provisions to
relieve the milk products market, by trying to facilitate the marketing of Sccumu-
lated stocks. Tfre regulations adopied foithis purpose tend, on the one hand, to
encourage the use of riilt< powder foi making aniriralieedingstuffs and, on the other,
to increise the sale of butter from public stlcks held by the intervention agencies.
Still in the same sector, the Council approved the appliiation on 1 Jat gqty i.970 
-of
definitive rules on liquid milk, rathei ihan adopting transitional-provisions appli-
cable to the moveme-nt of milk in the Commuriity. A request from the German
delegation to amend the arrangements for intervention applicable to one type of
skim milk powder was deferred till later.
Discussions and decisions also took place on fruit and vegetables and the Commission
was invited to submit general inlervention proposali. The Council authorized
Italv to adopt special inte-rvention measures on ihebrange market, which is suffering
froli a certiin iack of balance. It also adopted the basic and buying-in prices for
cauliflowers and tomatoes.
During the session the Council adopted a number of regulations on various markets:
rehxaTion of the rules on granting export refunds f-or sugar, application of egg
marketing standards, deteniining itandard qualities for cereals. It also ad.opJgd
regulatiois on the fiaancing of inlervention expenditure on the internal market in
foir sectors (oils and fats, cereals, rice, pigmeat).
, S* Ch. VI, sec. 18.
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In conclusion, the Council rendered a favourable Opinion, in pursuance of EEC
Treaty Article 56, on the granting of four reconversioi loans to ficilitate the financ-
ing of investments proposed by t*o German and two Netherlands companies.l
THE COMMISSION
Honorary rattk
The Commission has conferred
following former offi cials:
'M. Ernst Bauer
M. Gustavo Berg
M. Georges Bois
M. James Carpentier
M. Marcel Collet
M. Louis Copp6e
M. Heinrich Gerns
M. Isidoro Ghija
M. Yves Lecocq
M. Charles Maignial
M. Antonio Mastropasqua
M. Mario Melani
Mlle Clara Meyers
Mlle Carolina Morino
I Seo Ch. YI, sec.4l.
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the title of Honorary Head of Division on the
Former position
Principal administrator at the Ispra establish-
ment of the Joint Nuclear Centre -
Principal administrator in the Directorate-
General for External Relations (EEC)
Principal administrator in the Directorate-
General for Administration (EEC)
Principal adm.inistrator in the Dirbctorate-
General of Labour Problems, Industrial Reorga-
. 
nization and Redevelopment (ECSC)
Principal administrator in the Directorate for
Health and Safety (Euratom)
Principal administrator in the Directorate-
General for Social Affairs (EEC)
Principal administrator in the Secretariat of the
Consultative Commillss (ECSC)
Principal administrator in the Directorate-
General for Administration and Personnel(Euratom)
Principal administrator in the Directorate-
General for Social Affairs (EEC)
Principal administrator in the Secretariat (EEC)
Principal administrator in the Directorate-
General for the Internal Market (EEC)
Principal administrator in the Information
Service.
Deputy Spokesman of the EEC Commission
Principal administrator in the Information
Service
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M. Karl Muehlenbach
M. Georg Streiter
M. Gaston Wanzeele
Mme Anne Weil Mendelssohn
Principal administrator in the Directorate-
General of Labour Problems, Industrial Re-
organization and Redevelopment (ECSC)
Principal administrator in the Information
Service
Principal administrator in. thg Directorate-
General for Agriculture (EEC)
Principal administrator in the Directorate-
General for External Relations
couRT oF JUSTTCE
New cases
Case 45/64 
- 
Commission v. Italian Republic
This appeal, filed with the Court in October 1964, was against Italian law No. 639
of 5 luly 1964 (replacing law No. 103 of 10 March 1955), concerning standard refunds
on exports of mechanical engineering products. Following a request filed g,n
19 March 1969 by the Commission, the Court of Justice decided on 2 April 1969
that the proceedings shouid be reopened at the stage of the oral procedure.l
Case 17169, f 8/69 and 19/69
,On 8, 21 and 23 April 1969 respectively, suits were filed with the Court of Justice'against the Commiision by thee Coruiission officials.r
See Ch. VIII, sec. 08.
See Official gazette No. C 62, 24 April 1069, and No. C 06, 2 June 1969.
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on 14 April 1969 the Bank concluded lvith Kali-chemie AG, Hanover, a member
comp*y of the Belgian Solvay group, a loan contract valued at DM 6 million(l.b'million u.a.) for'12 years ai A-5o1" per annum for building a factory to produce
enz5rmes for detergents.
i C
X. Eu ropean lnvestment Ban k
The proiect will enable the promoters to include in their prograrnme the production
of en2r.rires for so-called biological washing powders, accofding to a Japanese_Prgc$S
for'wliich the licence has beei acquired byihe comPany. The-fact-ory will be built
at Nienburg-on-'Weser, a pilot regional ientre situated in a development area of
Germanv w1rich, for these-two reisons, is helped by the Federal Government and
the Loder Saxony Land authorities, in order io str-engthen its economic potential.
Bv creatins somd7O new iobs, the proiect will contribute to the solution of certain
st"ructural ind employmei,t problerirs i-n the region- Th_e t9!{.c^ost of the scheme,
to be completed by tfre end 6f 1969, witl be approximately DM i.6 million (4 million
u.a.)..
Loans granted
Germany
6-ts6s / 7l

M iscel laneous
Anglo-Italian declaration on Europe 
r
The following declaration was published on 28 April 1969 at the end of talks in
London betrieen the Government of Great Britaii and Northern lreland and the
Government of the Italian Republic.
"In the firm belief that their future and the future of Europe are indissolubly linked;
that only a united Europe can make its due contribution to peace, prosperity and
intern-ational co-operatioh and can, at the same time, providdtte ,ie'cessi,,y firo,"-
work for the fulfilirent of their corlmon destiny; and thit therefore no efforfmust be
spared to give a new impetus to achieve European unity, Britain and Italy have
agreed their European policy as follows:
"The-economic and political integration of Europe are both essential. As experience
has shown, neither can go forward without thebther.
"The European Communities remain the basis for European unity. The Treaties
establishing these Communities provide for the accession of other European coun-
tries. If the Communities are to develop, they must be enlarged. The enlargement
of the Communities would not alter their nature, but rather would ensure their
fulfilment. In this way Europe will be able to make even stronger its outward-
looking traditions and increase its efforts for the developing countries. The policy
of the British and Italian Governments is to work fof thise aims, and to avoiil
enlarg'ement becoming more difficult. At the same time they agree to consult and
"The political development of Europe requires that all member countries of an
enlarged community shall be able to play a full part. Europe must be firmly based
on democratic institutions, and the European Communities should be sustained by
an elected parliament, as provided for in the Treaty of Rorire. The role of the
present European assemblies must be enhanced. I
"Europe must increasingly develop a cornmon foreign policy so that she can act
with growing effectiveness in international affairs. A first step towards the harmo-
nization of the various foreign potcies has been taken in WEU; this initiative must
be pursued and intensified. Within the Atlantic Alliance, in order to enhance its
function of guaranteeing security and stability, and within the other organizations
to which we belong, the development of a European identity is,a positive step in the
process which is intended to lead to the creation of a united Eurbpe, better able to
work towards dCtente and to put in practice concrete measures of disarmament aimed
at furthering the establishment of a just peace.
"Meanwhile every path that would make Eulopean integration easier should be
pursued, at every level and in all fields where progress is possible. Among these
fields, particular importance will attach to progress in monetary matters, technology,
the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and cultural co-operation.
"An essential condition for the development of a united and democratic Europe is
the full participation of the younger generation. Their future will depend on the
contribution which their energ'y ,116 iqlslligence ciln bring to the unity of our
continent.
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"Britain and Italy believe the common interests of our continent, its security and its
prosperity, demand union. They reaffirm their determination to work for this aim,
together with those other European governments which share their ideals and goals".
France still absent from VEU Council meetiogs
The Council of the Western European Union-the member countries of which are the
Six and the United Kingdom-met on two further occasions (17 and 28 April1969)
in the absence of France, which contests the legality of these meetings. This means
that since 14 February last the French chah has been empty at seven meetings.
M. Mariolin on the funrre construction of Europe
In a speech in Ed.inburgh on t March 1969, M. Robert Marjolin, for ten years Vice-
President of the Commission, said that disenchantment felt by many who were
staunch supporters of a United Europe could be attributed to three maip causes:
(i) It was difficult to advance any further along the road to economic unification
because of certain acute difficulties, particularly with regard to financing the com-
mon agricultural policy;
(ii) No solution had been found to the problem of enlarging the Community;
(iii) The Community was still largely economic and technicalj there had been no
breakthrough to a political Community.
On the first point he said that the corrmon agricultural policy was in a state of
crisis. There was a danger that the major portion of the Community's time would
be absorbed by agriculture in the years ahead at the expense of tasks which looked
to the future. The Six should agree between themselves on a way of dealingwith this
problem and they shouid define their future policies in this field. He was however
sceptical of the possibility of finding a solution to the whole problem at this stage.
Referring to Britain's application for membership, M. Marjolin said that it was
generally recogaized that Britain's natural vocation was to become a member of the
European Economic Community but this did nothing to simplify things in the
immediate future. The problem was dividing the Community. M. Marjolin felt
that if Britain did not become a member of the European club, the prospects of a
move towards the politicai unity of Europe were virtually non-existent.
The former Vice-President of the Commission referred to Britain's economic diffi-
culties and came to the conclusion that Britain would need a transitional period
before becoming a member of the Community. This could be short as far as the
customs union was concerned but would inevitably last several years for the common
agricultural policy and the free movement of capital. The enlargement of the Com-
munity would also give rise to problems with regard to the institutions; their com-
petences and powers would however be discussed by the States When the three
European Treaties were merged. The single Treaty might well solve the problems
likely to arise when Britain and other countries joined.
M. Marjolin felt that a practical solution would be to create, within the Council, an
executive committee of permanent and of rotating members; there could. for exam-
ple, be an executive committee of seven and similar arrangements could be adopted
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for the Commission. As for the delicate problem of the position of the new member
countries vis-tr-vis the institutions during the transitional period, it might perhaps be
better to hope for a concert of European nations taking the form of regular consul-
tations between Heads of Government, Foreign Affairs Ministers, Finance Ministers
and so on something on the lines of the Fouchet plan proposed some eight years ago.
Italian participation in tripartite agreements on enriched uranium production
Italy is to be invited to become a party to the co-operation agreements between the
United Kingdom, Germany and the Netherlands on the use of a gas centrifuge
process for producing enriched uranium. An official communiqu6 published on
29 April at the end of the official visit to London of M. Saragat, President of the ltal-
ian Republic, and M. Nenni, the Italian Foreign Affairs Minister, said that British
Ministers had given assurances that Italian participation in the proposed co-
operation agreements would be examined in a posltive fashion by the Governments of
the three countries concerned. The gas centrifuge process uses a machine revolving
at high speed to separate light atoms of U 235, the only ones directly involved in the
chain reaction, from heavy atoms of uranium. Hitherto the gaseous diffusion
process has been applied; this uses a series of filters to retain the heavy uranium
allowing the lighter uranium to pass tfuough.
Declaration by M. Michel Debrd on supranationality
In an address to the National Press Club in Washington, early in April, the French
Minister for Foreign Affairs said that France was opposed to hare-brained notions
of supranationality and that it could only contemplate a political and economic
organization of Europe orientated towards independence of political thought and
action.
Message from M. Hirsch to the 12th Congr.r, o, the European Federalist
Movement
M. Etienne Hirsch, former President of Euratom and President of the Central Com-
mittee of the European Federalist Movement,'sent a message to the 12th Inter-
national Congress of the Movement in Trieste on 1l April 1969. Stressing the
importance of the proceedings of this Congress M. Hirsch said: "Work on the con-
struction of Europe has come to a standstill and what has been achieved is being
compromised, although it is now more necessary than ever for Europe to speak with
a single voice .... If we are to get Europe on the road again-and if we do not, we
are powerless to influence our own destiny-if we are to transform society and
introduce a federalist society-a precondition for the flowering of the human
personality-the people of Europe must be allowed to speak".
\Uforking lunch for Community Foreign Affairs Ministers
At the invitation of M. Gaston Thorn, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg, the Foreign Affairs Ministers of the Six, each accompanied by one
associate, had an exchange of views on Community problems over a working lunch
in Luxembourg on 72May.
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The veto procedure in the Community
In reply to.a lvnt_ten question{No. 38-/69) from M. vredeling, member of the EuropeanParliament, the Commission declared that it had never astea tne Council to mle oiher
than in accordance with the provisions of the Treaty and related procedures. The
commission based its propos-als o-n the Treaties, wf,ich, save in &ceptional cases,
provide for majority decisions as from t January 1g66.
The Commission added that in its declaration of 1 July 1968r it had pointed out that
the Council should be re-established in its normalroie as a body dhich could take
majority decisions.
M. Mansholt calls for Europan political parties
9qe"ti* in-lhe H-ague on the occasion of the establishment of a European Con-federation of Free Trade unions in the community, M. Mansholt, vice-President of
the commission, called for political parties at European level. He felt that the
f-ormation of political partiesihould no-t tag Uehind eco'nomic developments and these
do not halt at national frontiers. There must be a full political counterpart to
economic life if society is to have a democratic structure aird permit the flriwering
of the individual. Ai the same time, parties formed at supraiational level shoulE
not reflect the sectarian pattern of natibnal politics. "Theie is room for two major
political movements-one progressive and 5ne conservative, and I do not use ihe
word'conseryative'in any disparaging sense." M. Mansholt concluded by asking
for trade union support in setfing up a broadly-based, progressive Europein partyl
Formatioo of a European confederation of free trade unions
On 24.April 1969, in The Hague, the 6th General Assembly of trade unions in the
six Community countries affiliated to the International- Confederation of Free
Trade Unions_ (ICFTU) approved the formation of the "European Confederation of
Free Trade unions in the community" and adopted its statutes. The aim of the
new Confederation-which replaces tfre Secretariit of ttre Free Trade Unions of theSix-is to "represent and defend the economic, social and cultural interests of
workers at Community level: Its objective is to encourage economic and social
ploglgs! and strengthen European dernocracy". It will alio co-ordinate the work
of 
-affiliated -oggarlizllio.ns. M. A, Kloos, President of the NW (NetherlandsFederation of Trade Unions) was elected President of the new Confed'eration, and
M. Th6o Rasschaert was appginted Secretary-General. The European confedera-
tion groups the following tr-ade union organ-izations: DGB (German Federation of
Trade unions); Force ouwidre (France);-clSl- and UIL (Idafian confederation of
Trade Unions and Italian Labour Unioir); NW (Netherlahds Federation of Trade
unions); ncfQ_(ne]gan General Federatibn of La6our); cGT (Luxembourg National
Federation of Workers). Only trade unions in the Six can iffiliate witli the Con-federation. A resoluti6n passed at the end of the Hague meeting stresses the need
to buil4 a supranational, -democratic Community extinding to ill the democratic
countries of Europe and to reinforce its action; ii affirms tliat the democratization
of the community means that employers' and workers' organizations have a right
to be heard at all stages'of the 'process of drafting comlmunity decisions. fn"
r Seo Bulletin 7-68, p. 6.
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resolution also called for the elaboration of common economic policies-the absence
of these was jeopardiz.ing the very existence of the customs uni6n-and for an active
!,fPlofment policy. .With regard to relations with other trade union organizations,the Congress appealed to the European Organization of the World Conf[deration oiLabour qrg"g that present collaboration should de_velop in a more permanent and
organiztd !orm. As for relations with trade unions affiIiated to the W6rld Federation
of rrade unions, the resolution noted the commission's decisio" to eip""a ;il"i"yorling contacts with the standing CGT-CGIL Liaison Committee uihich has itsheadquarters in Brussels, 
**-g9d the Executive committee to keep a close *"tchon de.velopments.and decided to pursue and develop independent' action teiaingto a democratic Europ_e_ on-the pofiticd as well as tlie ecoriomic and social planel
S. R.y, President, M.-Mansholt,Yice-President, and M. Haferkamp, *.*u.r'oi it 
"Commission, addressed the Congress.
Action Progra-ms of European Socialist Parties
On 22 April lQ6p t-he Liaison Bureau of Europgan Socialist Parties decided to form
a committee with the tqk of defining an actigri prograrnme and submitti"g propoiali
on ways and means of implementing it. This coirmittee will include ritimb'ers of
socialist parties in countri-es which have applied for membership of the European
Community.
M. Alain Poher, Interim President of France
Following_General de Gaulle's resignation on'28 April 1g6g in view of the negative
result of the referendunl, M. Alain Poher, Presidenf of the French Senate, toofl ovei
as interim President-of th-e_Republic. M. poher was president of the'European
Parliament from 1966 to 1969. -
NATO 
.Trcaty 
signed 20 years ago
Official celebrations to mark the 20th anniversary of the signine of the North Atlantic
Treaty on 4 April 1949 were held in connection riittr a woricing-session of the Atlintic
Council in Washington on 10 and tl April 1g69.
Council of Europe is 20 years old
A commemorative ceremon_y to m^ark the 20th alniversary of the Council of Europe
'was held in London on 5 May 19_q9.__ Queen 
_plizabgtr 6pened the ceremony aidpaid tribute to the inspiration of Sir Winston Churchill; sht said that the est;b5sh:
ment of the council haii been a- Tajor step on the road to European unity. Speaking
as President of the couacil of Erirope's committee of Ministeis, M. ffilv brandtl
west Geiman Minister for Foreign Affairs, said that b"-p;;;,ia i,"i ait.""* iti
identity or fjnd 
f !9.rightJ$. place in- the world unless it combined its various u"ono*i.,
cultural and political abilities to form a whole which was more than the sum of itsparts. Mr. Harold wilson, the British Prime Minister, spoke of the role of the
Council of Europe and said that the policy of Her Maiestvi Government remainedfjmy based on Britain's application to -become a fill irember of the European
Communities.
5 - 1969
European Fitm Award
The title of "European Film" was awarded for the first time this-year. The winner
was a Franco-Geriran co-production entitled La Mosell*tr,ne riuiCre pour l"Europe-
in French and Die Mosel {n German. The "European Film" award was introduced
in 1963 at the suggestion of the Expert Committee for European {ilmr to encourage
producers in the-Six to make films which would help to spread the European idea
ind further European unity. The Expert Committee announced the award on
t0 and lt Decemb'er 1968 aila tfre formil presentation to the producers took place
in Diisseldorf on 5 May 1969 on the occasion of the European Film Day jointly orga-
nized by the Land of-North Rhine Westphalia and the European Commission'
Creation of a Eurocontrol Institute
Early in April representatives of Transport Ministers of. the member countries
appr'oved th'e installlation in Luxembourg of a Eurocontrol Institute for air naviga-tio;. This Institute will provide furtler training for personnel working in air
traffic control with Eurocontrol itself and with national organizations.
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EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
Sessions
Procls-aubal de lq sCqngq du lunili 10 mors 1969 (Reporl ol thc siiling ol
lVlonday 10 March 1969) - No.
RCsolution relative aq prgjet de rCglement des comptes du Parlement
europ6en pour l'exercice lg68 (Resolution on the iiraft settlement of
accounts of the Europeaa larliament for lg68)
RCsolrrtion sur la missioq d'une ddlCgation du Parlement europCen
alpr0s de la Comrounautd de l'Afrique de I'Est I Arusha (Resolutio-n oa
the missior of a European Parliament delegation to the'East African
Community in Arushal
Rdsolution sur les rdsultats de Ia cinquiBme rCunion de la ConJCrence
parlementaire de l'Association CEE-EAMA (Resolution oa the results .
of the fifth meeting of the Parliamentary Confbrence of the EEC-AASM
Association)
4Ir! qrr la propoliloa_d une dCcision modifiant certaines dispositions dela ddcision no 65/270iCEE du Conseil, du l3 mai 1965, portant-application
de l'article 4 de Ia ddcision no 64/389/CEE du Coaseil, du 22 jriin 1964,
relative I l'organisation d'une enqu6te sur les co0ts des infraltructures
servant aux traosports par chemin de fer, par route et par voie navigable(Opinlon on the pioaose-d decision amendin'g certai. pr6visions of Co"uncil
Decisioa_No- 
.66l270lCEE ot_!3 May 1966, implementing Article 4 ofCgyqrt Decision No. 64/389/CEE of 22 June 1904 conceriing a survey
of infrastructure costs of rail, road and inland water transpori)
Procls-aetbal ile la slance ilu marili ll mars 1969 (Report ol the sitting ol No.
Tucsilay, 1 1 fularch 1969 )
RCsolution portant modilication de l'article 4 du r0glement du Parlement
europCen sur la fin du mandat des reprdseutants (Resolution amending
Artiale 4 of the European Parli.-enl's rules of procedure on the end o"f
ffis manflafs of representatives)
Procls-oerbal ile lo sCance d,u mercreili 12 mars 1969 (Refon ol the sitting No.
ol Wcilnesilay 12 March 1969)
Rdsolution relative tr l'dlection des membres du Parlement europCen au
sulfrage universel direct (Resolution on the election of members of the
Europeao Parliamedt by direct universal suffrage)
Prods-onbal ile la sCance du ieudi 13 marc 1969 (Report ol the sitting ol No,
Thursd,ay 13 March 1969)
RCsolution concernant la procCdure d'examen du DeuxiEmo Rapport
gCndral de la Commission des CommunautCs europdennes sur l'achttd
des Communautds en 1968 (Resolutioo on the pr&edu16 fs1 slamining
the Second General Report bf the Com-issiod of the European ComI
munities on the Activities of the Communities in f968)
RCsolution relative I la composition des commissions du Parlement
europden (Resolution on the composition of Europeao Parliameat
committees)
Rdsolution relative au projet de budget de recherches et d'iavestissement
de la CEEA pour l'exercice lg69 (Resolution on the draft Euratom
research and investment budget for 1980)
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Question dcrite no 267/68 de M. Mauk L la Commission des Communautds
europ&nnes. Objet: Propositions concernant les structures de production
agricoles dans la CommunautC (No. 267/68 by M. Mauk to the Com-
mission: Proposals on farmiug structures in the Community)
Question Ccrite no 268/68 de M. Oele I la Commission des Communautds
europdennes. Objet : RCsultats de l'enqu€te sur la tendance aux concen-
tratibns qui se manifeste dans le marchd commuD. (No. 268/68 by
M. Oele to the CommiSsion: Results of the survey on the trend towards
concentration observable in the Common Market)
Question dcrite no 277168 de M. Oele I la Commission des Commu.iutCs
iuropCennes. Objet : hestrictions aux exportations d'acier aux Etats-
Unis^ (No. 277168 by M. Oele to the Com'mission: Restrictions on steel
exports to the United States)
Question Ccrite no 282/68 de M. Vredeling au Conseil des CommunautCs
europCennes. Objet : Groupe de travail rPolitique de la recherche
scienlifique et techniquer (No. 282/68 by M. Vredeling to the Council:
Working Group on Scientific and Technical Research Policy)
Question Ccrite no 287i68 de M. Yredeling tr la Commission des Commu-
ibutCs europCennes. Objet : Application de l'article 7 paragraphe I du
r0glement no 25 relatif au financement de la politique agricole commune
(Nb. 287i 68 by M. Yredeling to the Commissioo: Application of Article 7(t; ot nigutation No. 25, oifinancing of the common agricultural policy)
Ouestion Ccrite no 290/68 de M. Ramaekers tr la Commission des Com-
ffunautCs europCennes'. Objet : Equivalence des dipl6mes d'ringCnieur
technicienr dans le cadre de la CEE (No. 290/68 by M. Ramaekers to
the Commission: Equivalence of "technical engineering" diplomas in
the EEC)
Question dcrite no 297/68 de M. Vredeling tr la Commission des Commu-
iautds europCennes. Objet : Travaux du ComitC de gestion des plantes
vivantes et -des produits de la floriculture (No. 297i68 by M. Vredeling
to the Commission: Work of the Management Committee for plants,
flowers, bulbs, etc.)
Question dcrite no 300/68 de M. Vredeling tr la Commission des Commu-
nautCs europCennes. Objet : Application de Ia procCdure de l'article 169
du traitd de la CEE I l'encontre du gouvernement nCerlandais (No.
300/68 by M. Vredeling to the Commission: Application of the procedure
in Articl6 160 of the EEC Treaty to the Netherlands Government)
Question Ccrite no 305/68 de M. Mtrller tr la Commission des CommunautCs
6uropCennes. Objet : Tarifs dCsavantageux des communications tCldpho-
niquEs internationales (No. 305/68 by M. Miiller to the Commission:
Diladvantageous rates for international telephone communications)
Question dcrite tro 306/68 de M. Kriedemano 5 ;" g66mission des
eommunautCs europdennes. Objet : Supranationalitd des Communautds(No. 306/68 by M. Kriedemann to the Commission: Supranationality of
the Communities)
No. C 42, 2.4.1969
No. C 42,
No. C 42,
No.' C 42,
No. C 42,
No. C 42,
2.4.1969
2.4.r969
2.4.r969
2.4.r969
2.4.r969
No. C 42, 2.4. r969
No. C 42, 2.4.t569
No. C 42, 2.4.r969
No. C 42, 2.4.1960
Question dcrite ao 308/68 de M. Vredeling l la Commission des Commu-
ilutds europCennes. Objet : Action en vue du ddveloppement interne des
Communaufds (No. 308/68 by I\t. \'redeling to the Cbmmission: Action
for the internal developdent 6f the Communities) No. C 42, 2.4.f 969
Questiou Ccrite no 309/68 de M. Vredeling ). Ia Commission des Commu-
riautds europdennes. O6jet: Participation-de la Communautd aux travaux
du srouoe tProduits laitiersr (No. 309/68 by M. Vredeling to theg p  iProduits
Commission: Participe
ti -de 
r 
the Community in the work of the Group
iriut
Y
- i sl : i i ation of 
on Dairy Products) No. C 42, 2.4.1969
Ouestion dcrite no 310/68 de M. Vredeting I la Commission des Commu-
iiutCs europdennes. Objet : Pub[cation des r0glements du Conseil apr0saut  'bjet: ii qents 
consultation du Parlement (No. 310/68 by M. Vredeling to the
)ub[cation 
 Com-Jru/ u D It4. v u  u
mission: Publication of Council regulations after consultation of the
Parliament) No. C 42, 2.4.1969
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Question dcrite no 313/68 de M. Vredeling l, la Commissior des Commu-
nautds europdennes. Objet : ProcCdure de dCliwance des permis de sCjour(No. 313/68 by.M. Vredeling to the Q,6mmissies; Procedure for issuing 
_-residencepermits) 
. 
No.
Question dcrite ro 314/68 de M. Vredeliug L la Commission des Commu-
nautds europCennes. Objet : Politique co-merciale commune de la
Communautd (No. 314i68 byM. Vredeling to the Qsmmissiea; Common
commercial policy of 15s Community) No.
Question dcrite no 263/68 de M. Dichgans I la Commission des Com-u-
nautds europdeDnes. Objet : Exemption de toute imposition pour les
envois de cadeaux I l'intCrieur de la Communautd (No. 263/68 by
M. Dichg".s ls ths Commissioo: Full tax exemption Ior gift co6igr-
ments inside the Co--unity) No.
Question Ccrite uo 273/68 de M. Kriedemann L la Commission des
Commuoautds eurol#ennes. Objet : Financement des excCdents de sucro
dans la CEE (No. 273/68 by M. -Kriedemann to the Commission:
Financing oI sugar surpluses in the EEC) N.o.
Question dcrite. no Zlljle ae M. Kriedemann I la Commission desCo--unautds europ&nnes. Objet : Prix des cCrCales (No. 274/68 by
M. Krisflsmann to the Commission: Cereal prices) No.
Question dcrite no 280i68 de M. Vredeling L la Commission des Commu-
nautds europdenoes. Objet : Vente L l'arm& et aux unit6s assimilCes de
beurre L prix rdduit (No. 280/68 by DI. Vredeling to the Commission:
Sale to the armed forces of butter at reduced price) No.
Questioo dcrite no 294/68 de M. Coustd I la C,ommission des Communautds
6irropdennes. Objet :-Charges sociales des armateurs (No. 294/68 by
M, Coust6 to ttre Commission: Social charges of shipowners) No.
Question dcrite no 209i68 de M. Vredeling A, la Commission des Commu-
nautds eurol#ennes. Objet : Rdalisation de la libert6 d'dtablissement des
dtrangers au Luxembourg et etr France (No. 299/08 by M. Vredeli.g
to the Commission: Achievemeut of freedom of establishment for
foreigners in Luxembourg and France) No.
Question dcrite no 301/68 de M. Vredeling O 1, gqm-lssiotr des Conmu-ilutds europ6ennes. Objet : R6partitioi entre les Etats membres du
contingeat tarifaire communautaire pour l'annCe lg68 (No. 301/68 by
M. Vredeling to the Commission: Apportioning between the Member
States of the Co*munity tarifl quota for 1968) No.
Question dcrite no 307/68 de M. M0ller A, la Commission des Communautds
europCennes. Objet : Mise en vigueur de la directive du Conseil, du 26 jan-
vier 1966, concertrant le rapprochement des dispositions ldgislatives,
r6glementaires sf, aflminisflatives relatives aux spdcialitds pharma-
ceutiques (No. 307/08 by M. Mtller to the Commissiou: Entry into
force of ttre Council Directive of 26 January 1965 on the approximation
of laws and regulations governing branded pbarmaceuticals) No.
Question Ccrite no 3f 2/68 de M, Vredeling au Conseil des Communautds
europdennes. Objet : R0glement du Conseil portant ouverture, rCpartition
et mode de gestion de coutingents tarilaires communautaires (No. 312/68
by M. VredeLing to the Council: Council Regulation opening, apportioning
and laying down the procedure 1s1 [dminisfering C,ommunity tariffquotas) No,
Question dcrite no 3f6/68 de M. Apel tr Ia Commission des Communautds
europCennes. Objet : TraitC commercial franco-sovidtique (No, 315/68
by M. Apel to the Commission: Franco-Soviet trade treaty) No.
Question Ccrite no 318/68 de M. Vredeling l, la Commission des Commu-
nautCs europCentres. Objet : Rdduction de la production agricole au
Danemark (No. 318/68 by M. Vredeling to the Qsmmiqsiea :Reduction
of agricultural production in De.-a.rk) No.
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Ouestion dcrite no 319/08 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Commu-
iautds europ6ennes. Objet : Retard dans [a publicalion de dCcisioos de la
Commissiori (No. 319/il8 by M. Vredelinglo the Commission: Delay in 
--the publicatio' o1 6o6missibn decisions) No.
Question Ccrite no 284168 de M. Vredeling tr 1a Qemmission des Commu-
iautCs europdennes. Otjet : {ides du gouiernement Irangais aux Person-
nes Cconomlquement Iaibles' (No. 284/68 by M. Vredeligg to the.Com- 
--
mission: Aidirom the French Government to less well-oI{ persons) No.
Ouestion dcrite no 291/68 de M. Dr0scher I Ia Commission et au Couseil
d'es CommunautCs eriropdennes. Objet : Politique commune de la
recherche et de la culture- (No. 291/68 by M. Drdicher to the Commis-
sion and Couucil: Common iesearch and culture policy) No.
Ouestion dcrite no 302/68 de M. Vredeling l la Commission des Commu-
iautds europ6ennes. Obiet : Conclusion Et exCcution des accords ipter-
gouverneme'ntaux partituliers relatifs.l l'obligation pour les Etats
hembres de maintenir un aiveau miniiaum de stocks de pdtrole brut
et/ou de produits pdtroliers (No. 302i68 by M' Vredeling to the
Ctimmissio-n: Conclu-sion and ihplementation of special intergovern-
mental agreements on the obligation of the Member States to maintain
a minimrim level of stocks of ciude oil and/or oilproducts) No.
Question Ccrite no 304/68 de M. Oele I la Commission des Com-unautds
iuropdennes. Objet :'Accroissement des revenus qu-e- le-s^ agriculteurs
alleiands tirent de la production de cdrCales (No. 304/68 by M. Oele
to the Commission: Incleased income derived by Germaa farmers from
cerealproduction) No.
Ouestion dcrite no 320/68 de M. Vredeling tr 1" gqpmission des Commu-
iautCs europCennes. Objet : Imp6t suile chiffre d'affaires 
-Pl-rg-q lugrand-duchdde Luxemb-ourg sur'les produits agricoles (No. 320/68 by
M. Vredeling to the Commission: Luxembourg turnover tax on agri- 
_-
cultural prot[ucts) 
. 
*o.
Question dcrite no 322168 de i\[. Oele I la Q.ommission des CommunautCs
iuroodennes. Obiet : Prix des ronds tr bdton (No' 322168 by M. Oele to
the iommission:'Price of reinforced concrete rorinds) No.
Question Ccrite no 323/68 de M. Deringer L la Commission des Commu-
iautds europdennes. Obiet: Contrats d--e licence en France (No. 323/68
by M. Deriiger to the iommission: Licence contracts in France) No.
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Question Ccrite no 326lB8 de M. Vredeling L la Commission des Commu-
iautds europdennes. Ob3et: Aide alimentaire en faveurde la Turquie 
--(No. 326/68by M. Vred6tng to the C,ommission: Food aid to Turkey) No. C 60,
Ouestion Ccrite no 332/68 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Commu-
fi'autds europdennes. Objet : Utilisation ae tysine dans Ie lld (No. 332/68 
- -by M. Vred6ling to the eommission: Use of lysin in wheat) No' C 60,
Question Ccrite no 336/68 de M. Apel L la Commission des Communautds
iuropCennes. Obiet : hespect du ddlai de rdponse aux questions Ccrites(No.^336/68 by M. Apel t6 the Commission: Respect of t-he time allowed
ior replying to writtin questions) No. C 60,
Ouestioo dcrite no 326/68 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Co-mu-
iautds europCennes. dbiet : Mise en plaie d'une commissio! d'experts
chargde de li formation professionneJlE des agriculteurs dans le cadre du
progiamme rAgriculture 1980r (No. 326/68 by M. Vredeling to the
'Codmission: Seiting up of a committee of experts for farmers'vocational
training under the zA$culture 1980" programme) No. C 69,
Ouestion dcrite no 331/68 de M. Bersani L la Commission des Commu-
iautCs europCennes. Oblet : Relations de la CEE avec.l'Inde-- (No.--
331/68 by M'. Bersani to ihe Commission: EEC relations with India) No. C 62,
Ouestion Ccrite uo 343/68 de M. Oele tr la Commission des Co--unautCs
iurop6ennes. Obiet : Situation dans le secteur du coke (No. 343/68 by
M. Oiele to the Gmmission: Situation in the coke sector) No. C 62,
6 - 1969
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Preliminary acts 
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Information
Renvoi aux avis Cmis, par le Parlement europden durant ses sdances def4wier et de. mars 19-69, sur des propositi6ns de la Commission au
lonseil (Reiapitulatory list of Op-inions rendered by tho EuropeanParliamedt at -its Febrirary and trtarch lg69 sittings'on Commiision
proposals to the Council) - No. C 60, 21.4.1969
COUNCIL AND COMMISSION
' Regr:lations
Rdglement (Ce'E'1 a" 69?/69 de la Commission, du Bl mars 1g69, fixant
les prdltvelnents applicables aux cCrdales, aux farines et aux gruaux et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
No. 697/69 of 31 Marcb 1969 fixi.i'g tbi levies on cereali and on iheal
or rye flour, groats aud mea!) No.
Rlglement (CEE) no 698/69 de la Commission, du 3l mars 1969, fixant
les primes s'ajoutant aux prdlCvements pour les cdrdales sg t6 matf(ComlnissionRegulatlon (EEC) No. 698/69 of 3l March 1969 fixing the
premiums to be added to tho levies on cereals and malt) - No.
R0glement (CEE) oo 699/00 de la Commission, du 31 mars 1969, modi-flant Ie correctif qpgligablg tr la restitutioo pour les cCrdales (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) No. 699/69 of 3I March 1069 modiiyins the
corrective factor applicable to tho refund on cereals) No.
R0glement (CEE) 1o 600/69 de l2 Qemmiqsies, du 3l mars lg6g, fixant
les prdl0vements I l'importatiou pour Ie sucre blanc et le sucre brut(Commission Regul-ation (EEC) No._600/69 of 3l March tg69 lixing the
levies on imports of white sugar and raw sugar) - No.
Rlglemeut (CEE) no 601/09 de la Commission, du 28 mars 1969, fixant
les prClCvements applicables L I'importation des produits transformCs tr
base de cdrCales et de riz (Commiision Reguladon (EEC) No. 601/69
of 28-IVIarch 1969 fixing the levies on importsbf produdts pr'ocessed frbm
cereals and rice) - No.
R0glement (EEC) uo 602/69 de la Commission, du 28 mars 1g69, fixaut
les restitutions applicables A, l'exportatioa des produits transformCs l,
base de cdrdales et de iz (Comnission Regulation (EEC) No. 602/69
of 28 March l969.fixing thd refunds on expirts of pioduits procesied
from cereals and rice) No.
R0glegent (CEE) no 603/69 de la Commission, du 28 mars 1969, fixant
les pr6llvements applicables i l'importation des aliments composds pour
les ani'.laux (Commissioo Regulation (EEC) No. 603/69 of-28 Mirch
1969 lixing the levies or imports of compound ani-al ieedingstuffs) No.
R0glement (CEE) no 604/69 de la Commission, du 28 mars 1969, fixant
Ies reslitutions applicables L l'exportation des aliments composCs I base
9S ^"fi{{* - -pfyf lo_ -qrypqn* (CoTmission Regulafrop (EEC)No. 604/69.of 28 M-arch 1969 fixing the refunds on expo-rts of 6omlound
animal feedingsfuffs derived from cereals) No,
R0glement (gEE) !" 605/69 de la Commission, du 28 mars 1969, portantfixation de la restifution I I'exportation pour les grainss olda5frneuses(Commission Regulatio.n (lEC) No. S05/69 of 28 Mirch t969 fi.iing the
refuud on exports of oilseeds) - No.
R0glement (CEE) no 606/69 de-la Commission, du 28 mars 196g, portantfixation du montant de la restitution pour l'huile d'olive (Com-missioo
Regulation {EEC) No. 606/69 of 28 Maich 1969 fixing the aiount of ttre
refund on olive oil) - No.
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R0slement (CEE) no 607/69 de la Compission, du 3l mars 1969, fixant
les"ordl0veirrents applicibles au riz et aux brisures (Commission
Regrilation (EEC) N-o: 607/69 of 3l Ivlarch 1969 Iixine the levies oo rice
."3 u-t"" hnl ' No. L
R0Element (CEE) no 608/69 de la Commission, du 3l mars 1989,
mofifiant lds re6titutioni pour le riz et les brisures (Commission
Regulation (EEC) No. 608/6:9 of 31 March 1069 modifying the refunds 
-,
on'rice ina iroke'n rice) No' L
R0slement (CEE) no 609/09 de la Commission, du 3l mars 1989, fixant
les"orimes s'aiout'ant aux'prdlOvements pour le riz et les brisures (Com-
*irlioo Regrilation (EEe) No. 609/69 of 3l March 1969 fixing the 
--pr"-ir-i t5 be added to the levies on rice and broken rice) No' L
Rdslement (CEE) no 610/69 de la Commission, du 31 mars 1969,
mo"di1iant letorrectif appli|able h. Ia restitution pour le riz et les brisures(Commission Resulatior (EEC) No. 610/69 of 3-l March 1969 modifying 
-iil-";;;ti;traEtoi appticabld to the r6fund on rice and broken rice) No' L
REelement (CEE) uo 6f l/69 de la Commission, du 28 mars 1969, fixanti"t't.r,* dei restitutions applicables, I compter du ler awil 1969, I
certains produits des secteu-ri des cCrdales et iiu riz exp. ortd;s^sous forme
de march'andises ne relevant pas de l'annexe II du traitd (C,omnission
Resulation (EEC) No. 6ll/60 of 28 March 1969 fixing the rates of the
refinds aoolicabl6 as from i epfl tg0S to certain products in the cereals
"od 
.icu stctors exported in th'e form of goods trot included in Annex II
"t tuJtr."lii No' L
R0slement (CEE) no 612/69 de la Commission, du 28 mars 1969, fixant
Ies"taux dei iesfitutions'applicables, l. compter du ler awil 1969, au
sucre et I la mClasse exportiisous forme de marbhao4iOlSglele-y19!^Pa-
du-l'aoo"*e II du traitiJ (Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 612/69 of
28 March 1969 fixing the r'ates of the ref !nds- applicable as from I April
iSOS to rog.t and riolasses exported in the for-m of goods uot includedi" e"""* rT of tG rreatyf ' - No' L
Rlslement (CEE) no 613/69 de la Commission, tlu 28 mars 1969, fixantf"i"trr" d"i t".titrtions' applicables, I compter du ler awil 1969, I
certains oroduits laitiers expb-rtCs sous forme de marchandises ne relevant
o.s ae t'innexe II du traitd (Commission Regulation (EEC) No' 613i69
'of ZB March 1969 fixing the'rates of the refunds applicable as-from
I April 1969 to'certain riitg pto6o"* exported in the form of goods not 
--i";iid;d i" A";ex tr ot tuo tieatyl No' L
REelement (CEE) no 614/69 de la Commission, du 28 mars 1969, relatif
L u"o at is d'Ldiudication bour l'dcoulement de quartiers arri0re colgdles
de viande borine ddteuui par l'organisme belge d'interventioo (Cot:Ei*i"" Regulation (EEC) No. 6l4i/69 of 28 March 1969 on a notice of
catl iorteoder for frdzen 6eef aud veal hindquarters held by the Belgian 
--i*itii"E"" ag*"vl - No' L
REslement (CEE) no 615/69 de la Commission, du 28 mars 1969, relatif
). u'n aris d'Ldiudication bour l'Ccoulement de quartiers arriEre congelCs
de viande b6vine dCteirus par l'organisme -frangais d'iutervention
lCommission Reeulation EECJ }io. 616/69 of 28 March 1969 on a trotice
di cJt toitenaer"for frozei beefand veal bindquarters held by the Frenchi,iti,*"ili-" 
';;;;yf 
- - No' L
REglement (CEE) oo 018/69 de la Commission, du 31 mar-s 1969, augmen-
t^"T tJ-orit.nt'compedsatoire L l'importation-des huiles de tournesol
originaires ou en Droienance de Bulga-rie, de Hongrie, de Yougosla-vie,
de"Roumanie et a'URSS. (Commiision Regulation (EEC) No 610/69.
of 3l March 1969 increasing the compensatory amount on lmports or
slrnflower- seed oil originatiig in or coming from Bulgaria, Hungary, No. LYugosl;avia, Rumania and the USSR)
R0glement (CEE) no 617/69 de la CoT,1nis5i6a, du 3l mars 1969, modi-fiait les pril0vefoents abptcables L I'importation des produits E*i:ii,r-er l'u"ti di cdrcalti et de riz (C6mmission Regllation (EEC)
No. 617i69 of 3I March 1969 modifying ihe Ievies on imports of products;;;;;#;i,;;;;;*il;d''i;"i-' ^ No. L
6 - 1969
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REglepeot (CEe1 no 618/69 de Ia Commission, du 28 mars Ig69, modi-fiaut le 1lglement- {CEE) no 957/68 portant fixation de la prime dedCnaturation du bld tendre pour la ca-mpagne l968/1969 (Cohmission
Regulation (EEC) No. 618/69 of 28 Maici 1969 ahendini Resulatioo(EEC) I-lo. 957/68 fixing the denaturing premium for whea-t oti'er thandurum for the 1968/1969 marketing yeiri No.
degte-uot (CEE) ao 619/69 de la Commission, du 3t mars 1g69, fixant
Ies prdllvements dans le secteur de l'huile d'olive (C,ommission ileeula-tion (EEC) No. 619/69 of 3l March 1969 fixing the ievies in the o[vl oilsector) - No.
R0gleTent (CEE) no 620i69 de la Commission, du lsr avril 1969, fixant
les prCl0vements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gnraux et
sehoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Rezulati;n {EEC}
No. 
_820/69 of I April 1969 fixinglbe livies on cereals a-nd on whLat oi
rye flour, groats and meal) No.
R0glerlneat (9EE) n" 621/69 de la Commission, du ler awil 1g69, fixant
Ies primes s'ajoutant arix prdl0vements pour les cCrCales et ie malt(Commission Regulation (EEg) lfo. 621/69 of I April lg69 fixing thepremiums to be added to the levies on cdreals and malt) - No,
B0gle-ment (CEE) no 622169 d,e la Commission, du lor awil 1969, modi-[ant le.correctif gpp_Iicallg A, la restitution pour les cdrCales (CommissionRegulation.(!pC) No. 622189_of. I April 1969 modifying the correctivefactor applicable to the refirnd on cereals) No.
Rdglepent (CEE) no 623/69 de la Commission, du ler awil I969, fixant .
les pr6lOv_ementsl l'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut (Com-
missioo. Regutation (EEC) No. ?lzelOg ot I April 1969 fixing the ievies
oD rmports ol whlte sugar aud raw sugar) No.
R0glep-gnt (CEE) no 624/69 de la Commission, du 2 ayril 1969, fixant
les prCl0veTeats applicables aux cdrCales, aux iarines et aux gruaux et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulatijn IEECI
No.624/69 of 2 April 1969 fixinglhe ldvies on cerealg a"nd on wbbat oi
rye flour, groats and meal) 
, 
No.
R0glement (9PE) no 826/69 de ta Q66missi6a, du 2 avril t969, fixantIes primes s'ajoutant aux prdl0vements pour les cdrdales et ie malt- i'ajorit k(Commission 
.Regytatiol @EC) No. 62'ltig ot 2 April 1969 fixing the
l lis5iea Regulation (EEC) t spremiums to be added to the livies on cireals aud iattl " No. L g2, 3.4.1969
R0glement- (CEp) n! 626/69 de la Commission, du 2 awil t969, fixantlj correctif 
.lp!-U91!le L la restitution pour les cCrCales (CommissionRegulation (EEC) No. 626l0;e ot 2 April ig69 fixine the corrLctive factor
applicable to the refuod oi cereals) No. L g2, 8.4.1969
Rdgle'r,int^(CEE) no 627169 de la Commission, du 2 awil 1969, IixantIes restitutiols pour les cdrdales et les farines, gnraux et Semoules defroment ou de seigle (Commission Resulation-(EEC) No. 627t80 of2 April 1969 fixing the'refunds oo cereils and oi wh6at or rye'flour,groats and meal) No. L g2, 8.4.1969
R0gleTg,nt (CEE) no 628/69 de la Commission, du 2 avril 1g69, fixantI$ f.reJ.every3n_f. Sppli-clbles au riz et aux brisures (Com'missionRegulation (pEC) No. 628/69 of Z April 1969 fixing the livies on rice
aDo Droken nce) No. L g2, 3.4.1969
-R0glement (CEE) no 629/69 de ta eemmi5sisn, du 2 avril 1969, fixantIes restitutions pour le riz et les brisures (Commission Resulation(EEC) No. 629/69 of 2 April 1969 fidng the refunds on rice aodUro[ennce) No. L 82, 9.4.1969
Rlglement (CeU; no 630/69 de la Commission, du 2 awil 1969, fixant
les pnmes s'ajoqtant aux prdl0vements pour le riz et les brisures (Com-
l-issionRegulation {EEC)-No. 680/69 of Z eprit t969 fixing the preiirmsto be added to the levies on rice dnd broke-n rice) No. L 82, 8.4,1969
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R0glement (CEE) 1o 631/09 de la Commission, du 2 awil 1969, fixaot
Ie correctif applicable I Ia restitution pour le riz et les brisures (Com-
mission Regulation (EEC) No. 631/69 o-f 2 April 1969 fixing the corrdctive
factor applicable to the refund on rice and broken rice) -
R0llement (CEE'; no 632/69 de t4 Q6mmissisa, du 2 awil 1969, Iixant
Ies prdl0vements I l'importation pour Ie sucre blanc et le sucre b ut
-(Coimission Regulatigd (EEC) N'o. 632/69 of 2 April 1969 fixing thelevies on imporb of white sugar aud raw sugar)
R0glement (CEE) ao 633/69 de la Commission, du 2 avril 1969, lixant
les restitutions L l'exportation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut en l'dtat(Commission RegulaFon.(EEC) No. 633/69 of 2 April 1969 Iixing the
refunds on exports of white sugar and raw sugar in the natural state)
R0glement (CEE) rro 63a/69 de la Commission, dq 2 avril 1969, fixant
le prdllvement I l'importation pour la mdlasse (Commission Regulation(EEC) No. 634/69 of 2 April 1969 fixing the levy on imports of molasses)
Rlglement (CEE) no 636/69 de la Commission, du 3 awil 1969, fixant
Ies prCl0velneuts applicables aux c6rCales, aux farines et aux gruaux et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commissioo Regulation (EEC)
No. 635/69 of 3 April 1969 fixing the levies otr cereals and on whbat oi
rye flour, groats and meal)
RBglement (CEE) no 636/69 de la Commission, du 3 avril 1969, fixant
Ies primes s'ajoutant aux prdlOvements pour les cCrdales et le malt(Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 636/69 of 3 April 1969 fixing the
premiurrs to be added to the levies on cereals and malt) - No. L 83,
R0glement (CEE) no 637/69 de la Commission, du 3 awil 1969, modifiant
Ie correctif 1pplcable I la restitution pour les cCrdales (CommissionRegulatio! (EEC) No. 637/69 of 3 April t069 modifying tfi,e corrective
factor applicable to the refund on cereah)
t @EC) g dereah) No. L 83,
No. L 82,
No. L 82,
No. L 82,
No. L 82,
3.4.1969
3.4.r969
3.4.1969
3.4.1S09
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Rlglement (CEE) no 638/69 de la Commission, du 3 awil 1969, fixaut
Ies prdl0vements L l'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut
{Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 638/69 of 3 April 1969 fixing tho
levies on imports of white sugar and raw sugar) No, L 83,
Rlglement (CEE) 1o 639/69 de Ia Commission, du 3 awil 1969, fixant
les prdl0vemeuts I l'importation de veaux et de gros bovins, ainsi que de
viandes bovines autres que les viandes congeldes (Commission R6gula-
tion (EEC) No. 639/69, of 3 April 1969 fidng the levies on imports of
calves and mature cattle and of beef and veal other than frozep) No. L 83,
R0glement (CEE) no 640/69 de la Commissioa, du 3 awil 1909, fixaut
Ies prdlEvemcfts tr I'importation de viandes bovines congeldes (Com-
Frssion Regulation (EEC) No. 640/69 of 3 april 1969 fixing the levies onimports of frozen beef and veal) No. L 83,
R0glement (CEE) no 641/69 de la Qsmmi55isq, du 3 awil 1989, relatif A.
Ia ddtgrmigation- de l'origine de certaines marchandises obtenues I partir
d'ceufs. (Commission Regulation (EEC) No.641/89 of 3 April 1969 on
determining the origin of certain goods obtained from eggs)- No. L 88,
R0glement (CEE) no 842p9 de la Qepmissiqa, du 3 awil 1069, modifiant
le rlglement (CEE) no 1026/68 fixant les coefficients servant au calcul
du prdllvement pour les viandes bovines autres que la wiande bovine
congel{e (Commissioa_Re_gulation (EEC) No. B41169 of B April tO69
amending Regulation (EEC) No. 1026/68 fixing the coefficients for cal-
culating the levy on beef aad veal other than frozen) No. L 83,
R0glemeat (CEE) no 643/69 de la Commission, du 3 awril 1960, modifiant
le rEglement (CEE) no LO7AAB en ce qui concerne Ie coefficient servant
au calcul du prdllvement pour les moiceaux dCsossCs rnon dCnommdsr
de viande bovine congelCe (Commission Regulafion (EEC) No. 643/69
of 3 April 1969 amending Regulation (EEC) No. 1072188 in respect of ihe
coefficient used for calculating the levy on unspecified boned cuts of
frozen beef and veal) - No. L 83,
6 - 1969
Rlelement (CEE) no 644/69 de la Commission, du 3 avril 1969, modifiant
le ieslemeni (CEE) no itOO/OA relatiJ aux modalitCs d'octroi des aides
au lait dcrcmi en obudre dedtind tr l'alimentation des animaux et au lait
dcrdmC transform3 en aliments composCs pour animaux (Commission
Regulation (EEC) No. 644/69 of 3- April lg69 ar"euding $ggulation(EEC) No. li06/68 on procedures for granting aid for skim milk powder
intended for animal feed and for skim milk processed into compound
animal feedingstuffs) No.
Rdglement (CEE) no 645/69 de la Commisslon, du 3 awil 1969, concer-
n.nt les deiaad6s de reirboursement des Etats membres relatives aux
enqu6tes sur le cheptel porcin (Commission Regulation 
- -(EEC)Woi OasTos of 3 April is0g otr applications for refunds by the lllember 
--States ii connecfio-n with census-e6 of live pigs) No'
RBglement (CEE) no 646/69 de la Commission, du 3 awil 1969, modifiant
les-restituti6ns fixdes pai le rlglement (CEE) no 613/69-Pour le lait.eo
poudre exportd sous-forme de casdinates (Colnmission-Regulation(ppC) No. 640/69 of 3 April 1969 modifying the refunds fixed by
keguiation (EEC) No. 613/69 for milk powder exported in the form 
--
of daseinates) No.
Rdslement (CEE) no 647/69 de la Commission, du 3 avril 1969, fixant
les"prix d'dciuse dt les ptClBrrements dans le secteur de la viande de porc(Co'mmission Regulati5n (EEC) No. 647169 of.3 April 1969 fixing the
iluicegate prices and the lbvies in the pigmeat sector) No.
R0glement (CEE) no 648/69 de la Commission, du 3 avril 1969, fixant
les"prdltvemints 6ans le s'ecteur de l'huile d'olive (Comryssi9tr Bpglq:tioli (EEC) No. 648/69 of 3 April 1969 fixing the levies in the olive oil
sectoi) - No.
Rlglement (CEE) no 649/69 de la Commission, du 3 avril 1969, fixant
le iontant ite t'aide dansle secteur des graines olCagineuses (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) No. 649/69 of 3 April 1960 fixing the amount of 
--
aid in tf,e oilseed's sector) No.
R0glement (CEE) no 650/69 de la Commission, du 8 awil 196S, fixant
les-prCl0vern'ents'applica6les aux cdr6ales, aux- farines et a-ux. gruqnlg!
sem-oules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
No. 660/69 of 8 April 1989 fixing the levies on cereals and on wheat
or rye flbur, groats and meal) No.
Rlslement (CEE) no 651/69 de la Commission, du 8 avril 1969, fixant
les"primes i'ajoritant au'x prdldvements pour les cdrdales et le malt(Cofrmission Regulation (EEC) No. 651/69 of 8 April 1969 fixing tbe
iremiums to be added to the levies on cereals and malt) No.
REslemeut (CEE) no 652/69 de la Commission, du 8 avril 1969, modifiant
te Eorrectif'applicable L Ia restitution Pour les cdrdales (Commission
Resulation (EEC) No. 652/69 of 8 April 1969 modifying the corrective
faclor appliiable to the refund on cereals) No.
Rlglement (CEE) no 053i69 de la Commission, du 8 awil 1969, fixan-t
Ies-prCllvements tr l'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut(Coilmission Regulation' (EEC) Nb. 653/69 of 8 April 1969 fixing the
levies on imports of white sugar and raw sugar)
R0glement (CEE) no 654/69 de la Commission, du 8 awil 1969, modifiant
les restituti6ns pour les cdrdales et les farines, gruaux et semoules de
froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 654/89 of
8 April 1969 modifjing the refunds on cereals and on wheat or ryo flour,
groats and meal)
Rdglement (CEE) no 665/60 de la Commission, du I awil 1969, fixant les
prClEvements applicables aux cdrCales, aux farines et aux-.gruaux et
lemoules de frbment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
No. 666/69 of I April 1969 fixing the levies on cereals and on wheat or
rye flour, groats and meal)
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No.
L 83, 4.4.1969
L 83, 4.4.r969
L 83, 4.4.1969
L 84, 5.4.1969
L 84, 5.4.1969
L 84, 5.4.1969
L 85,
L 85,
L 85,
L 85,
9.4.1969
9.4. r969
9.4. r969
9.4. r 969
No. L 85, 9.4.1969
No. L 86 10.4.1969
6 - 1969
Rdglement (CEE) ao 686/69 de-.la Commission, du g awil lg6g, fixantLls pnmes s'tioutant aux prdl0vements pour les cCrdales et ie malt(Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 656/69 of 9 April lg69 fixine thepremiums to be added to the levies on c6reals and fralt) " No.
R0glement (CEE'.) no.6Sl/Qe de la Co!.mission, du g avril tg69, mod.ifiantle correctif applicable I la restitutiotr pour les ccrcales (commissionRegulation.({PCl Ng. 6d!69_of g Aprii 1969 modifyini tti"i".r""ti""lactor applicable to the refund on cereals) No.
,R0glement (CEE).no..688/69 de Ia Commission, du g awil 1g69, fixantqs prdldvements L l'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut(uommission Regulation (EEC) No- 0Eg/69 of.0 April 1969 fixiag theIevres on imports of white sugar and raw'gugar) No.
Rdglement (CEEJ..no 689/69 de Ia Commission, du g awil 1969, fixantle preleveme,t i l'importation pou-r la mdlasse (Commission Regulation(EEC) No. 689/69 or I April 19^69 fixing th;1evio" i-flort Jd.r".."ii w".
R0glemeat.(CP.E) 
"" 
660/69 de Ia Commission, du g avril lg6g, relatif
a des 3dJuclications pour l'Ccoulement de beurre de stock ddtenu par les
orgarusmes d'irtervention 
"lle--tfa, frangais et nderlandais (Cdmmis_sion Re-gulation (EEc) No. 660/69 oi s apht r969 on ca[s for tLnder forDutter Irom stocks held by the German, -French and Netherlands intei-
vention agencies) No.
R0glement (CEI) no OOZiOO ae la Commission, du g avril 1g69, relatif
1 1? yelte, par Ies organismes d'intervention, de beurre ddpasiant un
::ri*l_1$"- lcomp{ssion Regulatiou (EEC) No. 662169 ot 9 April tg69on tne sate Dy the intervention agencies of butter ovei a certain age) No.
Rlglement (QEE) n" 6_68/6-9 de la Commission, du g avril tg69, relatif
au classemetrt de marchandises dans la position 16.18 du tarif douanierg9Tprl (Commissio-n Regulati-on (EEt) No. 668/69 of S Aprit l9o9
on the classification of goods under CCT heading l5.l3) ' No.
Rlglement (CFE).no.661/69 de Ia Commission, du g awil lg6g, relatif
a unavrs o-adJudicatioD pour l'dcoulemelt de fromage de stock ddtenup-ar I'organisme d'intervention italien (Commission-Regulation (EECjNo. 661/69- of I April l9G9 on the notice <it calt toiienderior cheesi frod
stoc8s hetd by the Italian intervention agency) No.
L 86,
L 86,
L 86,
L 86,
L 86,
L 86,
L 86,
10.4.1969
10.4.r969
r0.4.1969
r0.4.1969
r0.4.r969
10.4.r969
10.4.1969
R0gleTsnt (CEE) no.66a/69 de la Commission, du l0 avril tg69, fixant
1T_qleJ9""p"it" applicables. aux.cdrCale_s, aux farines et aux gruaux eisemoutes de froment ou,^dg 
.seigfg {Commission Regulatioi (EEC)No. 664/69 of l0 April tg69 fixinSithe lLvies ou iereals dhd on whLat oi
rye tlour, groats and meal) No. L gZ, 11.4.1969
Rdglement (CEE) no 665/69 de Ia Commission, du t0 avril 1g69, fixanttS pnmes s'Eoutant aux prdlOvements pour les cdrCales et ie malt(uomrussron Reg'utation (EEC) No. 605/69 of l0 April 1969 fixins thepremiums to be added to the levies on cireals and dalt) " No. L
RBglement (CEE) qo.666/69 de Ia Commission, du t0 avril 1g69, fixantIj correctif appli_cable l, Ia restitution pour les icrdales (commission
|9gylatio1. (PFc) N.o. 66-6/6e of t0 April le6e fixing til;one;ii;;ractor appucable to the refund on cereals) - No. L
RBglem.ent.(CEE) no 
-662/6_9.d9 la Commission, du l0 avril 1g69, fixantIes restitutiorls pour les cdrdales et les farines, gruaux et semoules de
i!iTi"{Liu#"d:lg",nJ'.:ilfiTtX".T,""*]T,'J.1"1,f; I"IB;:g:/f,:#groats and meal) No. L
[0glement (CEE) no 668/69 de la Commission, du l0 avril tg69, fixantIes prelevement! applicatles au riz et aux brisures (CommissionRegulation (PEC) No. 668/69 of r0 April 1969 fidng the l;vies;;;;
and broken rice) No. L
R0glement (CEE) po 669/69 de Ia Commission, du l0 avrit 1g69, fixant lesrestrtutions pour Ie riz etles.brisures (Qommission Regulation (EEC)No. 669169 <it ro eprit 1969 Iixing thl rirra. .i-ri"u .ia uiotli-.i""j No. L 87,
6 - 1969
L 87, I 1.4.r969
87,11.4.t969
87, U.4.r969
87,11.4.t969
87,11.4.1969
r r.4.1969
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Rlslement (CEE) no 670/69 de la Commission, du l0 awil 1969, fixanth;";;;;;ti&'"nt aux'pr6l0vemeuts pour le riz et les brisures (Cotr-
;t,fu;-R;siration @rc) No. 070/60- of l0 .April 1069 fixing the --
;;ffi;;-;3 bu 
"aa"h 
to iue ie"iJs o'; rice aud br6ken rice) - No. L 87, 11.4.1969
R0Element (CEE) no 67U69 de la Commission, du 10 avril 1969, fixant
l" 
"%;";di l""ul"ut" I IL restitution pour le riz et les brisures 
(ftg-
;;fi-RQri"tio" (Bpc) No' 67IJ69-of lo April 1969 fiing the 
--
.orru.U"" ii"tor appticabi=d to iie-t"fi"a on rice alnd brokeo rice)- No' L 87, ll'4'1969
Rlslement (CEE) ao 072/69 de la Commission, du l0 awil 1969, fixanti;";;Aa;d;;t"'tr l'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut
ic.fi--i;si"" n"got"uori (EEc) Na. 672169 of .10 April 1969 fixing the --ir;;;;-i-p"-ffoi*uit"'i"J-#.oa o# toga4 ' 
. 
No' L 87' 11'4'196e
Rlslement (CEE) no 6?3/69 de la Commission, du l0 awil 1069' fixalt
i"J'p-ierc".il""t L t'i*poh.tioo de veaux et de gros bovins, ainsi quede
"iaiaes bovines 
autres'que les viandes congelCeS. (Commission Regula-
iffijEE$ N; oieloe 6t l0 April 1969 fiiing the.levies on imoorts of
""r""!Ea -.trre iattle."i .TG"l -d-veafother than 
frozen) No' L 87, Il'4'1969
Raslement (CEE) no 674/69 de Ia Commlssion, du lt avril 1909, fixant
r"ilieri"-*i"ot" hpplica6le+ aux ccrdal.e-s, aux. farines et aux. gruaux et
sembules de from-e-nt ou de seigle (Commission Regulation 
- 
(EPC)
No. OZ+igS ot tf eprit 1969 fixing-the lbvies on cereals and on wheat or;;il1;-s';;ts;'d;Ar) ; " No'L8e,t2'4're6e
REelement (CEE) no 676/69 de la Commission, du ll awil 1969, fixant
ili""-a-.i". !.iJrit""t arix prclavements pour les cdrdales et le malt
i6f,;"di.; iesulauo" (EEc) No. 676/s0 of ll-April 1969 fixing the --fi;ff;, 6 U"*""aa"a t 1,e l6vies on c;reats and dattl - No. L 89, 12'4.1969
Raelemeni (CEE) no 670/69 de la Commission, du l1 awil 1969, modi-iiiii l" ;;;;ttt '"pptic"ute I la restitution pqqr- les cCrdales {Commis-
sion negutafioD (EEC) No. 670/69 of I I April 1969 modifying the correc- 
-, .ii"" i.iiot .pptiable'to ;h;;;ffid 
"" 
cefear) No' Ll 89' 12'4'1969
Rlelement (CEE) no 677/69 de la Commissioa, du 1l avril 1969, tixantil";H;;';#""6'e"r'i-i.i.i.iit" poot le sucie blanc et le sucie brut
ic"fi",lG-on fus"latiod 1eEc) Na. 677/69 of lt April 1069 fixing the .,l:.;;.;;;ilJi"i*r,itd s"gi and raw sugar) No- L 89' 12'4'1069
Rlslement (CEE) no 678/69 de la Commission, du Il awil 1969, Iixant
r"-"'"Jit""i"""ti dans 'le secteur de l'huile d'olive (Commission
4grt"tio" (EFC) No. 678/69 of ll April 1969 fixing the levies'o tou *o. t ,n, 12.4.1969olive oil sector)
RAslement (CEE) no 679/09 de la Commission, du lI arril 1969, lixantil'fi.Jii;;l b;l-'"lde dani le secteur des graines oldagineuses (commis;
sion Regulation (EEC) No' 679/69 of lI April 1969 fixing the amount o' 
*o. 
" 
89, l2.4.lg,gaid in t[e oilseeds sector)
REslement (CEE) no 680/6b de la Commission, du 14 awil 1969, {ixant
teslreteveuientsipplica6les aux cCrdales, aux farines et aux Sruqnlg!
;;;;1"" au to-iirt ou de seigle (Commission Regulation 
- 
(EEC)
No. 680/69 of 14 April 1969 fixing the levies on cereals atrd oE wheat or&;i;;1,;-s';;6;;?;;;r) - " No'Leo'16'4're6e
Rlelement (CEE) no 081/69 de la Commission, du 14 awil 1969; fixautI;';-ti-; i;aioritant aJx prdl0vements pour les cdrdales et le malt
icof,-Gsio" Itegulation (EEC) No. 681/60 
-of l4-Aoril 1969 fixine thei,iJ-r"-i:i" il;ad"a t" ih" iJ"i"r'o" i6i.rt. ana niattl - No. L 90, 16.4'1969
RBelement (CEE) no 682/69 de la Commission, du 14 avril 1969. modi-iirit r" io*L.Uf ipplicadle ). la restitution pour les cCrdales 
-.(Com"ris-iio"- i.srt"tion 1^drc1 No. 682/69 
-of -l4-April 1069 modifving the --
lorr""-t-i*7" i.i,l* ippuiable to th6 refund on cireals) No' L 90' 16'4'1969
90 6' 1969
Rlglemeat (CEE) no 683/69 de la Commission, du 14 awil 1969, fixant
les prCl0vements L l'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut
(Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 683/69 of 14 April 1969 fixing the
levies on imports of white sugar and raw sugar) No.
R0glement (CEE) no 684/69 de la C,ommission, du 14 awil 1969, fixant
lesbrCllvements tr l'imoortation daus le secteur du lait et des produits
laitiers (Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 684/69 oI 14 Adril lgSg
fixing the levies on imports in the milk and milk Products sector) No.
R0glement (CEE) no 685/69 de la Commission, du 14 awil 1989, relatif
aui modalitCs d'application des interventiors sur le marchd du beurre
et de la crEme de lait (Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 685/69 bf
14 April 1969 on the implementing procedures for interventions on the
butter and cream market) No.
Rdglement (CEE) no 680/89 de la Commission, du 15 avril 1969, fixant
les prCl0vements applicables aux cCrdales, aux farines et aux Eruagl 
-etsembules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
No. 686/69 of l5 April 1969 fixing the levies on cereals and on wheat or
rye floui, groats an-d meal) No.
R0glement (CEE) no 687i69 de la Commission, du l5 avril 1969, fixaqt
les-primes i'ajoutant arix prdlCvements pour les cdrCales et le malt
(Corirmission f,egulation (EEC) No. 687/60 of 15 April 1969 fixing the 
_
premiums to be added to the levies on cereals and malt) No'
REslement (CEE) no 688/69 de la Commission, du 15 avril 1969, modi-
fiait le corrbctif 'appticable I la restitution pour les cCrCales (Commis-
sion Regulation 1^flnC1 No. 688/69 of l6'April 1969 modiiying the _
corrective factor applicible to the refund on cereals) No.
R0glement (CEE) ao 689/69 de la Commission, du 16 awil 1969, fixant
les prdl0vedents L l'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut
(Cofomission Regulatiod (EEC) N4.689/69 of 16 April 1969 {ixing the 
__
levies on imports of white sugar and raw sugar) No.
R0glement (CEE) no 690/69 de la Commission, du 16 awil- 1.969, proro-
geant pour la campagne 1966/1967 certains coefficients forfaitaires pour
les produits transformCs tr base de cdrdales flrds par le r0glement
no IA8/66/CEE (commission Regulation (EEC) No. 690/69 of 16 April
1969 prolouging for the 1960/1967 marketing year certain standard
coef{icients applicable to the products processed from cereals specified by 
_ _
Regulation N; t48/66/CEEf - No.
Rtglement (CEE) no 691/69 de la Commission, du 15 awil 1969, modi-
fiant les prCllvements applicables I l'importation des produits tlans-
formds I'base de cdrCalt6 et de riz (C6mmission Refrrhtion (EEC)
No. 6gf /69 of 16 April 1969 modifying the levies on imports of products _ _
processid lrom cereals and rice) No.
R0glement (CEE) no 692/BD de la Commission, du 16 awil 1969, fixant
les prCl0vements applicables aux cdrCales, aux farines et a-ux gruqg!91
sembules de from-ent ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
No. 692i69 oI 16 Aprit 1969 fixing the levies on cereals and on wheat or
rye floui, groatg and meal) - No.
Rlglement (CEE) no 693/69 de la Commission, du 16 awil 1969, Iixant
les"primes i'ajoritant arix prdllvements poui les cdrCales et le malt(Commissiou Regulation (EEC) No. 693/69 of 16 April 1969 fixing the 
-_
lremiums to be added to the levies on cereals and malt) No.
Rdglement (CEE) no 094/69 de Ia Commission, du 16 awil 1969, modi-
fiant le corrbctif ipplicable tr Ia restitution pour les cCrdales (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) No. 694/69 of l0 April 1969 modifying the correc- 
_ _
tive factor appliiable'to the refund on ceieals) . No.
Rdslement (CEE) no 695/09 de la Commission, dq 16 avril 1969, Iixant
les [r6lE;rem'ents I l'importation pour le sucre blanc et Ie sucre brut (Com-
misiion Regulation (EEC) No. t195/69 of 16 April 1909 fixiog the levies 
_-
on imports of white Sugar and raw sugar) - No'
6 - t969
L 90,
L 90,
16.4. rg69
16.4.r969
L 90, 16.4.1969
L 01,
L 91,
L 91,
L 91,
r6.4.1969
16.4. l9B9
r6.4. r909
10.4.1969
L 01, 16.4. r969
L 0r, 16.4.1969
L 92,
L 52,
L 92,
L 92,
r7.4.1969
17.4.1989
r7.4.1969
r7.4.1969
9t
Rlglement (CEE) oo 690/69 de la Commission, du 16 avril 1969, fixant
Ie prdlBvement I l'importation pour la mClasse (Commission Regulation(EEC) No. 896/69 of lB April 1969 fixing the levyon imports of molasses) No. L 92,
RCglement (CEn) no 697i69 de Ia Commission, du l6 avril tg69, fixant
Ies restitutions I l'exoortation oour le sucre blanc et le sucre trnrt en l'dtatp p bru(Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 697/69 of 16 April 1969 fi
refunds oD exports of white sugar and raw sugar in the natural
- c  l'
L 92,
17.4.r969
17.4.1969
Rtsglement (CEE) no 698/69 de Ia Commission, du 16 avril t969, modi-
fiant les prCldvements applicables tr l'importation des produits trans-
formCs I -base de cCrdali6 et de iz (C6mmission Redxhtiotr (EEC)
No. 698/69 of l6 April 1969 modifying the levies on imports of prdducti
processed from cereals and rice) No.
Rlglement (CEE) no 699/69 de la Commission, du 17 awil 1969, fixant
les prCldvements applicables aux cdrCales, aux farines et aux gruaux et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
No, 699/69 of 17 April 1969 fixing the levies on cereals and on wheat oi
rye flour, groats and meal) No.
R0glement (CEE) no 700/69 de la Commi55iqa, du 17 awil 1969, fixant
les primes s'ajoutant aux prCl0vements pour les cdrCales et le malt(Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 700/69 of l7 April 1969 fixing the
premiums to be added to the levies oD cereals and malt) - No.
R0glement (CEE) no 701/69 de Ia Commission, du 17 awil 1969, fixant
Ie correctif applicable tr Ia restitution pour les cdrCales (Commission
Regulatio.n (EEC) No. 701/69 of 17 A-pril 1969 fixing th'e corrective
factor applicable to the refund on cereaG) No.
Rlglement (CEE) no 702/69 de la Commission, du l7 awil 1969, fixant
les restitutions pour les cCrCales et les farines, gnraux et semoules de
lromen! ou de seigle (Commission Regulation-(EEC) No. 702189 of.17 April 1969 fixiag the refunds on cereab and on wheat or rye flour,groats and meal) No.
e tO xing the
 state) No.
lp -prCldvedelts' L_ l'impbrtationes prCltsvements o  pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut(C1-mission Regulation (EEC) Na,. 707/69 of 17 April tg69 fixing the' f J 10
l-evies on importi of white sugar and ra# sugar)
L 92, r7.4.1969
L 93, 18.4.r969
t8.4.r 969
r8.4. I 969
L 93,
L 93,
R0glement (CEE) no 703i69 de la Commission, du 17 avril 1969, fixant
les prdl0ve'lrents applicables au riz et aux brisures (Commission
RegulaEon (EEC) No. 703/69 of 17 April 1969 fixing the l6vies on rice
and broken rice) No, L 93,
R0glement (CEE) 1o 704/69 de Ia Commission, du 17 awil 1g09, fixant
le_s rg{ilglioqs pour le riz'et les brisures (Cominission Regulation (EEC)No. 704/69 of 17 April 1969 fixing the refiinds on rice anil broken rice)' No.
Rlglement (CEE) no 705/69 de la Commission, du t7 avril 1969, fixant
Ies prime! s'ajoutant ayx pr6lEvements pour le riz et les brisures (Com-
mission Regulation @Ee) No. ?05/69 of t7 April 1969 fixine thepremiums to be added to the levies on rice and broken rice) - No.
Rtsglement (CEE) no 706/69 de Ia Commission, du 17 awil 1969, fixaat
le correcti{ applicable I Ia restitution pour Ie riz et les brisures (Com-
Tission Reguiition (EEC) No. 706/69 6f 17 April 1969 fixing the cbrrec-tive factor applicable to the refunil on rice anld broken rice)- No.
Rdglenent (CEE) no 707/69 de la Commission, du 17 awril 1069, fixant
L 93,
r, 93,
L 93,
L 93,
No. L 93,
18.4.r960
18.4.1969
18.4.1969
r8.4.1969
18.4. r989
18.4.1969
I8.4. r069
r8.4. r060
6 - t969
R0glement (CEE) no 708/69 de Ia Commission, du 17 avril 1969, fixant
Ies prdl0vements I l'importation de veaux et de gros bovins, ain5i qus ds
viandes bovines autrefque les viandes congelde5 (Commission R6gula-
tion (EEC) No. ?08/69 ot f Z aprit 1969 fiiins the'levies on imootis of
calves and mature cattle and of beef and veai-other than frozen) No. L gB,
R0glement (CEf,; uo 709/69 de l2 Qsmmissiea, du 16 avril 1g69, relatif). ua-avis d'adjudt?tion pour I'Ccoulement de fromage de stock ddtenup,3r 
_l'organisme d'intervintion nderlandais (Comriissiqn Regulation(EEC) No. 709/69 of f6 April lg69 on a notibe of call for teider for
cheese from stocks held by the Netherlands interventioo agency) No, L gB,
92
REglement (CEE) uo 710/89, de la Commission, du 17 awil 1909, modi-
fiant le rCglelqent n-o 830/67/CEE, le rlglement no 174/66/CEE et le
rdglement no 284167|CE.E en ce qui concertre la constitutioi d'e la caution
dans le secteur des matilres giasses (Commission Regulation (EEC)
No. 710/69 of l7 April 1969 amending Regulation No. 830/6ZICEE,
Regulation No. 174/66/CEE and Regulation No. 284/67iCEE in
respect of lodging deposits in the oils and fats sector)
R0glement (CEE) no 7ll/69 de la Commission, du 17 arril 1969, modi-
Iiant la version allemande du r0glement * L052lB7|CEE concernant la
reslitution I la production pour les huiles d'olive utilisCes pour la fabri-
cation -de certaines conserves (Commission Regulation .(EEC)
No. 7ll/69 of l7 April 1969 amending the German version of Reguiatioi
No. 1052/67/CEE concerning the production refund on olive oils used
in the manufacture of certain preserves)
RBglement (CEE) no 712169 de Ia Commission, du 17 avril 1969, modi-
Iiant le rdglement no 469/67iCEE en ce qui conceme les modalitds de
ddtermitration: de prix caf du riz et des brisures ainsi que les moatants
correcteurs relatils aux qualitds de brisures rGlutinousl (Commission
Regulation (EEC) No. 712169 ot. 17 April 1969 amending Regulation
No. 469/67iCEE coucerning the procedures for determining cif pricesfor rice and broken rice and the corrective amounts foi glutinous
qualities of brokens)
R0glement (CEE) no 713/69 de 1a Qsmmission, du 17 awil 1969, fixant
des montants suppldmentaires pour les produits du secteur de la viande
de volaille (Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 713/69 of t7 April 1969
fixing. the supplementary amounts for products in the poultry meat
sector) No.
Rdglement (CEE) no 714/69 de t3, Qsmmi55iea, du 17 awril 1969, modi-
fiaot les prdlCvements applicables tr l'importatioa des produits trans-
formCs I base de cdrCales et de riz (Commission Refiulation (EEC)
No. 714/69 of 17 April 1969 modifying the levies on imports of product!
processed.from cereals and rice) No.
R0glement (CEE) no 715/69 de la Commission, du 18 avril 1969, fixant
les prdldvements applicables aux cCrdales, aux farines et aux gnraux et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
No. ?15/69 of 18 April 1969 fixing the levies on cereals and on wheat or
rye flour, groats and meal) No.
Rdglement (CEE) no 7f 0/69 de la Commission, du 18 avril 1969, fixant
les primes s'ajoutant aux prClBvements pour les cCrdales et le malt(Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 716/69 of l8 April 1969 fixing the
premiums to be added to the levies on sslsals and malt) - No.
Rdglement (CEE) no 717/69 de 12. Qsmmissiea, du 18 avril 1969, modi-
fiant le correctif applicable L la restitution pour les cCrdales (Commis-
sion Regulatiou (EEC) No. 717/69 of 18 April 1969 modifying the
corrective factor applicable to the refund on cereals) No.
Rlglement (CEE) no 718/69 de l4 Qsmmissioa, du 18 avril 1969, fixant
Ies prdllvements I l'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut(Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 718i69 of t8 April 1969 fixing the
levies on imports of white sugar and raw sugar) No.
Rdglement (CEE) no 719/69 de Ia Commission, du 18 avril 1969, fixaut
les prdlEvemcqts dans le secteur de I'huile d'olive (Commission
No. L 93, r8.4.r969
No. L 93, 18.4.r969
No. L 93, 18.4. l96S
L 93, r8.4.r969
L 93, 18.4.r969
L 94, 19.4. r969
10.4.1909
19.4.1969
r9.4.r969
19.4.1969
r9.4.r960
L 94,
L 94,
L 94,
r9.4.1969
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Regulation (EEC) No. 719/69 of 18 April 1969 fixing the ievies in the
olive oil sector) No. L 94,
Rlglement (CEE) no 720/69 de Ia Commission, du 18 avril 1969, Iixant
le montant de l'aide dans le secteur des graines olCagineuses (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) No. 720/69 of 18 April 1969 fixing the amount
of aid in the oilseeds sector) No. L 94,
R0glement (CEE) no 721169 de la Commission, du 18 avril 1969, fixant
Ies restitutions L l'exportation dans le secteur de la viande de volaille
pour la pCriode ddbitart Ie ler mai 1969 (Commission Regulation(EEC) No. 721169 ot 18 April 1969 tixing the refunds on exports in the
poultrymeat sector for tle period beginning I May 1969) No. L 04,
6 - 1969
R0glement (CEE) 1o 722160 de la Qemniiss,ien, du 18 avril 1969, fixant
lesiestitutirins L l'exportation dans le secteur des ceufs pour la pCriode
dCbutant le tor mai 1069 (Com'nission Regulation (EEC) No. 722/69
of 18 April 1969 fixing the refuuds otr exports in the eggs sector for the 
_
period Seginning I May 1969) No.
RCglement (CEE) no 723169 de 1a Qemmissio'n, du 18 avril 1969, fixant
le montant'de base du prdl0vement pour les siroPs et certains autres
produits du secteur du sucre (Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 723/69
6f 18 April 1069 fiing the basic amount of the levy on synrps and certain
other pioducts in the sugar sector) No.
REglement (CEE) no 724169 de la Commission, du 2l avril 1969, Iixant
les prdlCvedents'applicables aux cdrCales, aux farines et aux grualx et
sembules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
No. 724/69 of 2l April 1969 fixing the levies otr cereals ard otr \,vheat
or rye flbur, groats and meal) No.
R0glement (CEE) no 725169 de la Commission, du 2I avril 1069, fixant
les-primes i'ajoutant aux prdlOvements pour les cdrCales et le malt
(Corirmission Regulation (EEC) No. 725!6i ol 2l April 1909 fixing the
iremiums to b€ added to the levies on cereals and malt)
RAglement (CEE) no 726/69 de la Commission, du 2I awil 1969, modi-
fiant le corrdctiJ ipplicable tr Ia restitution pour les cCrCales (Com-is-
sion Regulation (EEC) No. 726/69 of 2l April 1969 modifying the
correctivte factor applicable to the refund on cereals)
R0glement (CEE) no 727169 de l4 Q66mis5iqn, du 21 awil 1969, fixant
les prClCvements tr l'importafion pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut(Cofrmission Regulatiod CEEC) Na. 727!69 of.2l April 1969 fixing the
levies on imports of white sugar and raw sugar)
RAglement (CEE) ao 728/69 de la Commission, du 21 awil 1969, concer-
.a't l'adapiatioo des r0glemetrts ao 62167ICEE et no 99/67/CEE en ce
qui concerne les demandes de remboursement par le FEOGA, section
g'arantie, pour la pdriode de comptabilisatiotr 1060/1967 (Commission
Regulatioo (EEC) No. 728169 of.2l April 1969 concerning the adaptadon
of Regulatious No. 62/6Y/EEC and No. 90/67/EEC with respect to the
applications for re{unds by the EAGGF Guarantee Sectioo for the
tbdo/teoz accounting penoril No. L 96, 22.4.1969
R0glement (CEE) no 729/69 du Conseil, du 22 avril 1969, modiliant les
arti-cles 7 et 8 du rEglement (CEE) uo 766/68 Ctablissant les r0gles
gdudrales conceroaDt l'octroi des restitutions I l'exportatioo de sucre
lCouncil Regulation (EEC) No. 729169 of. 22 Aprn 1969 amending
J\rticles 7 and 8 of Regulation (EEC) No. 766/68 laying down general
rules conceroing the graating of export refunds in respect of sugar) No.
REglemeut (CEE) no 730/69 du Conseil, du 22 avril 1969, relatif tr la mise
eu application du rCgime prdvu par le r0glement (CEE) no 1619/68 co1-
ceroant certaines normes de commercialisation applicables aux ceufs(Council Regulation (EEC) no. 730/69 of 22 Aprtl 1969 on the intro-
iluction of tEe system provided for by Regulation (EEC) No. l6l9/68 on
certain marketing standards for eggs) No.
REglement (CEE) uo 731/69 du Conseil, du 22 avril 1969, modiliant lo
rOglement (CEE) no 2041i68 portant Ctablissement d'uue liste corlmune
ds libdration des importations dans la Communautd L l'Cgard des pays
tiers (Couocil Regulation (EEC) No. 731/09 of 22 April 1969 ametrding
Regulation (EEC) No. 2041168 establishing a joint liberalizatioo list
vis:tr-vis non-member countries in respect of imports into the Commu-
nity) No.
R0glement (CEE) no 732189 de la Commission, d,t 22 awil 1069, fixant
les prCl0vements applicables aux cdrCales, aux Iarines et aux gruaux et
sembules de lromeot ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
No. 732/69 of 22 April 1969 fixing the levies on cereals and oo wheat or
ryo flour, groats and meal) No.
9rl
L 94, 19.4.1969
L 94, r0.4.1969
No.
No.
L 96,
L 95,
L 95,
L 06,
22.4.t565
22.4.t969
22.4.t509
22.4.L569
L 96, 23.4.1969
L 96, 23.4.r969
L 00, 23.4.t565
23.4.r909
6 - 1969
L 96,
Rdglement (CEE) no 733/69 de la Commissioo, du 22 awil lg6g, fixantles primes s'ajoutant aux prdlCvements pour les cdr6ales et je malt(Commission Regulation (EEC) No. Z83/60 of 22 April 1969 fixins thepremiums to be added to the l6vies on c6reals ana dUt; No.
R0glement (C!E) no 73a/69. dc la Commission, du 22 awil 1969, modi_fiant Ie correctif applicable A. la restitution pour les cdrdales (e66mis-
sion Regnlation (EEC) Iio. ?34/69 of. 22- Apt-tl lg69 modif'vins the
corrective factor applicable to the refund on c6reals) No,
Rlglement (CEE).no ?35/69 de la Commission, du 22 avril 1g69, fixant
Ie_s prdlOvements tr l'importatioo pour Ie sucie blanc et le sucie brut(Coirmissiotr Regul-ation (EEC) No. Z3El69 of 22 Apit 1969 fixing tlelevies on imports of white sugar and raw sugar) No.
|egJe.megt- (CEE) no ?36/69 de la Commission, du 2l avril 1g69, mod.i-fiant le r0glement * 473167ICEE en ce qui concerne notamment la durClde vaUfitd des certificats'dans le secieur iles cCrdales (Commission
Segullig1 (E_E_C) No. 736/69 of 2t April lg69 amending n.gul.tio"No. a73/67/EEC in respect of the peridd of validity of Udencei in the
cereals sector) No.
R0.glement.(CEE) no 73?/69 de t4 Q6mmis5iea, du 2l avril 1969, com-plCtant le r0glement no 633/67iCEE relatif I la prdfixation de la rlstitu-tion I l'exportation des' cdrCales (Commission Reculation {EEC)No.737/69 of 2t April 1969 supplementing Regulation IIo. Oee/6i/pEi
otr the advance fixing of the export refund on iereals) No.
RCglement.(CEE) no 738/69 du Conseil, du 22 ayril 1969, modifiant le
LlSle-ge.nt (CEE) tr: 324/69 du Conseil, du 2t fdwier 1g69, autorisantl'Italie tr appliquer des mesures particuli0res d'intervention sur Ie marchC
des oranges (Council Regulation (EEC) No. ?88/69 of 22 April 1969
amending Council Regulation (EEC) No. 824/69 bf Zf Februiry fO6g
authorizing Italy to take special int'ervention'measures on the irarketin oranges) No.
Rlglement (CEE) no 739/69 du Conseil, du 22 avrit t969. fixant le prix
{e pase et le prixd'achat pour les choux-fleurs pour la-pCriode aliantdu ler mai au 3l ddcembre [969 (Council Regulaiiou (EE'C) No. Zg9/69
of 22, April 1969 fixing the basib price anil the buyine-itr price ior
cauliflowers for the period from I May to BI Decembei tS-OOy ' No.
Rlglement (CEE) ao 740/69 du Conseil, dt 22 awil1g69. fixant le orix de
base et le prix d'achat pbur les tomates (Council Reerlation'(EEC)
No..740/69 of 22 April 1969 fixing the basic phce and the-buying-id pric6
for tomatoes) No.
R0glep.ent (CEE) no 741/69 de Ia Commission, du 28 avril t969, fixant
Ies prCl0veYrents appl"icables aux cdrCales, aux farines et aux gnraux et
semoules de froment ou do seigle (Commission Resulatijn (EECI
No. 741/69 of 23 April f069 fixinglhe lbvies on cereals ihd on whLat oi
rye flour, groats aad meal) No.
Rdglelrent (QEE) no 742169 de t4 Qsmmis5isa, du 23 awil 1g69, fixant
I_e_s primes s'ajoutant aux prdlCvements pour les cdrdales et ie malt(Commissisl Regulation (EEC) No. 742169 ot 28 April tO69 fixine thepremiums to be added to the levies on c6reals aod dalt) - No.
REglepent (CF1E) tro 743/69 de la Commission, du 23 avril 1969, modi-fiant le correctif applicable l la restitution pour les cdrCales 1g66mis-
sion Regulation (EEC) No. 743i69 of 23-April lg69 mofifvins the
corrective factor applicable to thri refund on c6reals) No.
R0glellent (CEE).no.744/69 de Ia Comrnission, du 23 avril tg69, fixant
L 06, 23.4.r969
23.4.1969
23.4. rg69
L 96,
L 90,
L sa, 23.4.r069
L 96, 23.4.1969
L Ss, 23.4.1069
L s7, 24.4.1969
24.4.t989L s7,
L s7,
L 97,
L s7,
24.4.1965
24.4.t565
24.1.1985
l,p prCl0vemelts L f importatio_nes l en I rtatio  pour le sucre blaac et le sucre brut
{C1-mission Regulatiou (EEC) No. 744168 ot 28 April tg69 fixing the9
I'evios oo importi of whitd sug# aad ra# sugar) No. L
RdglgTeut (CEE) no 745169 de la Commission, du 23 awil 1g69, fixant
Ilprdl0vement !.!'lmportgtion pour la mClasse (Commission Regulation(EEC) No. 745169 of. 23 Apfl 1960 fixing thb levies on imiorts ofmolasses) No. L
6 - 1969
97, 24.4.1969
97, 24.4.1969
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Rlslement (CEE) no 746/69 de la Commission, du 22 avril 1969, relatif I
un"avis d'a'diudication iour l'dcoulement de fromage de stock Grana
Padano dCteiu par l'o-rgani56s d'intervention italien. (CoT.*t9"
Resulation EEC') No. 7i6l6g ot 22 ApnL 1969 on a notice of call for
tenfer for cieese'Irom Grana padano Stocks held by the Italian to,"t- 
*o.vention agency)
RAslement (CEE) no 747169 de la Commissioa, du 23 awil 1069, relatif tr
uni adiudiiatiori oour i'dcoulement de beurre de stock ddtenu par
l;oreanitme d'inteivention allemand et destind I la transformation
?Coh-isSoo Resulation (EEC) No. 747169 ot 23 April 1969 on a call for
iender for buttei from stbcks heta by the German intervention agency 
--
."a i"t""a"a tor processing) - No'
RAslement (CEE) no 748/69 de la Commission, du 23 avril 1969, relatif I
a""""ai"ai"iUon6 oour lidcoulement de beurre de stock dCtenu par les
"i""*i-"J a'interiention allemaud, franQais et nderlandais et destind Lta?onsomm.tion direc"te dans la Communiutd (Commission Regulation(EEC) No. 748/69 of 23 April 1969 on calls for tender for butter fromito"t! n"td Ui tUe Gerdan, French and Nettlerlands intervention
.g.""i"J."a iitended Ior direct consumption in the Community) No'
REslement (CEE) no 749/69 du Conseil, du 22 awil 1969, modifiant les
ieElements fbBBi oo rol,i/68 et no 986/68 en ce qui co,.ceroe l'utilisation
ari iat dcrtmC 6t a" uii 6crdmd en poudre iians l'alimentation des
."i-"o* (Couocil Regulation (EEC)-No. 749169 ot 22 April 1969
amend.ing Rezulations (-BpC) No. l014/68 and No. 986/68 in respect of
the use o-f skiil milk and skiin milk powder in animal feediag) No'
RAslement (CEE) no 750i69 du Conseil, du 22 awil 1969, modifiant le
ilsiemeut (dpB)'no 985/68 dtabtissant les rlgles gdnCrales rdgissant_les
-E 
"i"J d'interiention iur le marchd du beurre et de 
la crAme de lait
(Couucil Rezulation (EEC) No. 750/69 of 22 Apnl 1969 amending
SjmlEt$:"tJ*r':ltttlxgS.x5*x"'i1'ri"resgoverningto'"'- *o. L e8, 2s.4.re6e
L 57, 24.4.1969
L 97, 26.4.r989
L 97, 26.4.1969
L 98, 26.4.1909
No. L 98, 25.4.1969
No. L 98, 25.4.1969
No. L 98, 26.4.1969
No. L 98, 26.4.1969
26.4.1969
6 - 1969
Rlslement (CEE) no ?61/69 de la Commission, dt 24 awil 1969, Iixant
Ies "prdl0vedents'applica6les- aux 
.cdrCales, aux farines et 1uT. 8t"?Il :i prd-l0vements aiut'ouf"t -a -lio-'"itt ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
No. 75U69 of 24 April 1969 {ixing the lbvies on cereals and on wheat or
rye flour, groats and meal)
Rlelement (CEE) no 752189 de t4 Q6mmississ , dtt 24 awil 1969, Iixant
Ls"orimes i'aioritant arix prdl0vements pour les cdrdales et le malt(coimission f,egulation (EEC) No. 762169 ot 24-April 1969 fixing the 
--i;;;t.-r 6 u" iaa"a toine l6vies on cireals ana dlt; - No. L 98, 26'4'1969
Rlslement (CEE) no 764/69 de la Commission, dt 24 awil 1969, fixant
ies'restitutibns pour les'c6rdales et Ies farines, gruaux et semoules de
froment ou de ieigle (Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 764169 ot
24 Aprtl 1969 fixin-g the refuods on cereals and on wheat or rye flour,
groats and meal)
Rlslement (CEE) no 765/69 de la Commission, du 24 awil 1969, fixant les
,r6'ie.r"-"oit.pplicabled au riz et aux brisures (Commission Regulation
iffC; No. 765769 of 24 April 1969 fixing the levies on rice and broken
rice)
REslement (CEE) no ?56/69 de la Commission, du 24 awil 1969, fixant
les"restitutibns four le'riz et les brisures (Commission Re-gulation(EEC) No. 766/60 of 24 April 1969 fixing the refunds on rice and broken
rice)
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No. L 08,
Rdglement (CEE) no 757169 d,e la Commission, dr 24 avril 1969, {ixant
les primes s'ajoutant aux prdl0vements pour le riz et les brisures
(Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 757i69 of 24 April 1069 fixing the
premiums to be added to the levies on rice and broken rice)
Rdglement (CEE) 1o 758/69 de Ia Commission, du 24 awil 1969, fixant le
correctif applicable L la restitution pour le riz et les brisures (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) No. 758/69 oI 24 April 1969 fixing the corrective
factor applicable to the refund on rice and broken rice)
REglement (CEE) no 759/69 de la Commission, dr 24 avril 1969, fixant
les prCl0vements I l'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut
(Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 759/69 of 24 April 1969 fixing the
levies on imports of white sugar and raw sugar)
R0glement (CEE) no 760/69 de la Commission, du 24 avril 1969, fixant les
prCl0vements L l'importation de viandes bovines congel6es (Commis-
iion Regulation (EEC) No. 760/69 of 24 April 1969 fixing the levies on
imports of frozen beef and veal)
No. L 98,
No. L 98,
No. L 98,
No. L 98,
25.4. r969
26.4.r969
25.4. l 969
25.4.t969
R0glement (CEE) no 761/69 de la Commission,'du 24 avril 1969, modi-
fiant les prdlBvements applicables tr l'importation des produits trans-
formCs L base de c6rCales et de riz (Commission Regulation (EEC)
No. 761/69 of 24 April 1969 modifying the levies on imports of products
processed from cereals and rice) No. L 98,
Rdglement (CEE) no 762169 de la Commission, du 25 avril 1969, fixant
les prdl0vements applicables aux cCrdales, aux Iarines et aux gruaux et
sembules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulatioa (EEC)
No. 762/69 of 25 April 1969 fixing the levies on cereals and on wheat or
rye floui, groats and meal) No. L 99,
R0glement (CEE) 1o 769/69 de la Commission, du 25 awil 1969, fixant
les primes s'ajoutant aux prdldfements pour les cdrdales et lo malt
(Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 769/69 of 25 April 1969 fixing the
premiums to be added to the levies on cereals and malt) No. L 99,
Rtglement (CEE) no 770/69 de la Commission, du 25 awil 1969, modi-{iant le correctif applicable } la restitution pour les cdrdales (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) No. 770/69 of 25 April 1969 modifying the correc-
tive facior appliiable to the refund on ceieals) No. L 99, 26.4.1969
Rdglement (CEE) no 771169 de la Commission, du 25 avril 1969, Iixant
les prdl0vements ). l'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut
(Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 771/69 of 25 April 1969 fixing the
levies on imports of white sugar and raw sugar) No. L 99,
R0glement (CEE) no 772169 de la Commission, du 25 avril 1969, fixant
les - prdldvements dans Ie secteur de l'huile d'o[ve (Commission
Regulation (EEC) No. 772169 ot 25 April 1969 fixing the levies in the
olive oil sectbr) No. L 99,
25.4. r969
26.4. r969
26.4.r909
No. L 99,
26.4.1969
26.4. r969
26.4. I 969
No. L 99, 26.4.1969
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Rlglement (CEE) no 774169 de la Commission, du 25 avril 1969, fixant
les prCl0vements I l'importation de veaux et de gros-bovins, ainsi_que de
viandes boviles autres que les viandes congeldes (CommisSio'l Regula-
tion (EEC) No. 774/69 of 25 April 1969 fixing the levies on imports of 
_
cows bnd inature cattle and of beef and veal other than frozen) No. L 09, 26.4.1969
R0glement (CEE) no 776169 d,e Ia Commission, du 25_avril 1969,- fixaut
Rdglement (CEE) no 773/69 de Ia Commission, du 26 avril 1969, fixant
le montant de l'aide dans le secteur des graines olCagiaeuses (Commis-
of 25 April 1969 fixing the amount of
o BTaines € o  
sion Regulation (EEC) No. 773i69 
aid in the oilseeds sector)f,
lesiestitutidns dans le seiteur du lait et des produits laitiers pour les pro-3 Pour 
No. 775/69 ofduits exportCs en l'dtat (Commission Regulation (EEC) 9 1
25 Aprii 1969 fixing the refunds in_the milk and milk products sector
Ior pioducts export6d in the natural state)
6 - 1969
R0glement (CEE) 1o 776/69 de la Commission, du 26 awil 1969, fixant
le prix d'dcluse elles prCl0vements dans le secteur des ceufs (Commis-
sioa Regulation (EEC| No. 776169 of.26 April f 969 fixing the slirice-gate
price and the levies in the eggs sector) - No.
Rdglement (CEE) no 777169 de la Commission, du 25 awil 1969, fixant
les p4x d'Ccluse et les prdl0vements dans Ie secteur de la viande de
volaille_ (Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 777169 ot 25 April t969
fixing the sluice-gate prices and the levies in the poultrymeat sector) No,
Rdglement (CEE) no 778/69 de la Commission, du 26 awil 1969, fixant
Ies prix d'dcluse et Ies impositions L l'importation pour l'ovoalbumine et
la-la-ct-oalbumine, (Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 778169 ot 25 April
1969- fixing the sluice-gate prices and the import charges bn ovalbumin
and lactalbum.in) No.
R0_glement- (CEE) g! 763i69 du Conseil, du 22 avril 1969, fixant le prix
indicatif du riz ddcortiqud pour la campagne 1969/1920 (Council
Re-gulation (EEC) No. ?63/69-of 22 Apnl iSO:O tixing the targLt price '
of husked rice for the 1069/1970 marketing year) - No.
RBglepent (CEE) to 764/69 du Conseil, du 22 airil 1969, fixant les prixdans le secteur des cdrdales pour la campagne 1969/1970 (Cou:ncil
Regulation (EEC) No. 761lqg if 22 April 1069- fixing the price! in the
cereals sector for the 1969i 1970 marketing year) No.
RCglement (CEE) no 765/69 du Conseil, du 22 awil 1969, fixant, pour la
campagne de commercialisation 1969/1970, les prix indicatifs-et lesprix d'intervealigg_ de bage poqr Ies graines oldagineuses (Council
Regulation (EEC) No. 765169.ot 22 April tg69 fixing for the l9-69/t970
n?,arke-ting year the target prices aod the basic intervention pric6s for
oilseeds) No.
R0gler-"ent (CEE)_no 766/69 du Conseil, du 22 avril 1969, fixant les prix
dans le secteur du sucre pour la c.mpagre 1969/1920, ainsi que lesgfalitds_type dy sqcre blinc et des &tt-eraves (Coudcil Regilation(EEC) No. 766/69 of 22 Apnl 1069 fixing the priced in the sugdi sectorfor the 1969i1970 marketing year and the standard qualitieiof white
sugarand beet) - No.
Rdglement (CEE) no 767/69 du Conseil, du 22 awil 1969, fixaut, pour la
ca.mpagng sucri0re 1969/1970, l9s prix d'intervention ddrivds, les prix
mini-.ra de la.betterave, les prix de Seuil et la quanfitd garanfie, ainsi-que
[c9t\{i9g-}-.la produc-tion (Council Regulation (EEC) No. 767l6gi ot22 April 1969 fixing for the 1969/1970 sugar year the derivbd interv6ntion
prices,.the linimum prices of beet, thethrishold prices, the guaranteedquantity atrd the production levy) No.
Rdglement (CEE) no 768/69 du Conseil, du 22 avril 1969, Iixant lesqualitds !yp" _dl frope t tendre, du seigle, de l'orge, du mais et dufrolent dur (pou-ncit Regulatiou (EEC)-No. 268/05 of 22 April 1969fixing ttre standard-qu*ties for wheat other than durum, ry6, Uartey,
mruze anc ouruE wheat) No.
RBglement (CEE) no 779169 de la Commission, du 28 awil 1969, fixant
les taux des restitutioas applicables, I compter du lsr mai lg6g, aux
ceufs et aux jaunes d'ceufs exportds sous fbrme de marchandises oe
59leqr_n^t.p3s $e-^l'a.nn91g II dglraitd (Commission Regulation (EEC)No. 779/69 o! 2Q Aprit 1969 Iixing the iates of the refrinds applicabl6
from l.May. 1909 to eg_g_s a-nd egg yolkg eiported in the formti goods
not included in Annex II of the Treaty) No.
Rdgleqent (CEE) no 780/69 de la Commission, du 28 arril 1g69, fixaot
les prdJlverlrlen-ts applicables- aux cdrCales, aux farines et aux gruaux et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commissiou Regulatioi (EEC)
No. 780/69 of 28 April 1969 fixitrg the l'evies on cereals iird on whbat oi
rye flour, groats and meal) No.
Rlglernent (CEE) no 781/69 de la Commission, du 28 awil 1g69, fixant
Ies primes s'ajoutant aux prCl0vements pour les cdrdales et ie malt(Compission Regu-lation (pEQ) No. Z8t/60 of 28 April tg69 fixing the
premiums to be added to the levies on c6reals and dalt) - No.
98
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L 99,26.4.1969
L t00, 28.4.t969
L 100, 28.4.1969
L t00, 28.4.1969
L 100, 28.4.1969
L 100, 28.4.1909
L r00, 28.4.1969
L l0r, 29.4.1969
L l0r, 29.4.1969
L l0l, 29.4.1969
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Rdglegrent (CEE) no_?82/69 de la Commission, du 2g avril 196g, modi_Ilani le correctif applicable tr la restitution pour les ccrdales (commis-
sion Regulatioq.(EEC) No- 782169 oI28 April 1969 modifying tde correc_tive factor applicable to the refund on ceieals) No.
RAglement (CEE)_po 283/69 de Ia Commission, du 28 awil tg69, fixant lespr€levepents I l'importation pour Ie sucre blanc et le sucre brut
luommission Regutation (EEC) No. 788/69 of 2g April 1969 lixing thelevies on imports of white sugar and raw sugar) No,
Rdglem.ent.(CBP|."" 784/69 dela Commission, du 2g awil lg6g, fixantles restitutions L l'exportation dans le secteur de la viande bovine oourla pdriode ddbutant Ie ler mai lg60 (Commission Reculation fiiECtNo.,784/69 of 28. April.196,9 fixing the reiunds on e*ports"in ih;E";f ;i
veal sector for the period beginning I May lg69) - No.
R0glement (CEE) no 788/69 de la Commission, du 2g avril 1g69, modi_fiant,les prClEvements_{pplicables } l,ilqportation des produits trans_Iormds e base de cdrCales et de riz (Commission Reiulation fEECI
I91785/.69 of 28 April tg69 modifying tLe tevies on impirti ;fpdA;i6processed from cereals and rice) No.
f.0glement_(CEE) no.?80/69 de la Commissioo, du 28 awil 1g69, relatif
a. la vente de beurre- tr prix rcduit r certaines entreprises de transforma-tioo exportg!{cgp 
-f-abqqgqg! des mClanges de giaisses (CommissiouRe-gulation.(EEC) No. 289/69 of 28 April-l969 oi the salebf butter it
Ieduc.ed prrce to certain enterprises processing and exporting oil andfat mixtures) - No.
Rtsglement (CEE) no 790/69 de la Commission, du 29 avril 1969, fixant lesprCldvements ]pplicables aux cdrCales, aux farines et aux gruaux etsemoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission ResulatiSn {EECi
No. 
-?90/69 of 29 April t96g fixing-the l'evies on cereats jnd on *nbat 
"irye llour, groats and meal) No.
Rdglemeut (CEE) no 791/69 de la Commission, du 20 awil 1g69, fixant
l_e-s primes s'ajoutant aux prCl0vements pour les cdrdales et ie malt(Commission Regulation (EEC) No. Z9l/60 of 29 April 1969 fixine thepremiums to be added to the levies on cireals and nialt) " No.
Rlglepent (CEE) ro 792/69.de Ia Commission, du 29 avril t969, modi_fiant Ie correctif applicable I la restitution pour les cCrdales (Commis_
sion Regulation (EEC) No. 292/69 of 2g-April lg69 modiivins the
corrective factor applicable to the refund on c6reals) No.
REglement (CEE).no.793/69 de la Commission, du 29 avril 1g69, fixant
le_s prdl.Cvgments I l'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucii brut{Commission Regul-ation (EEC) No.- ?98 169 of. 29 Aprit 1969, fixing thelevies ou imports of white sugar and ra* sugar) No.
Rlgle*ent (Cn,E)- no.794/69 de la Commission, du 29 awil 1g69, fixant
Ies.prdlBv,ements. L.l'importation dans le secteur du lait et des produitsIaitiers. (Commission Begulation (EpC) No. 794/69 of 29 Aphl t96glrxrng the levies on imports in the milk and milk froducts sectbr) No.
Rlglement (CEi') no ?95/69 de la Commission, du 29 awil 1g69, fixantle n?ontant de base du prdl0vement pour les sirops et certains autres
pfo^d^uits du sectetrdu suire (Commisiion Regulation (EEC) No. 296/Sg
of 20. April 1969.{ixing the basic amount oitUe tevi' oo'syrups,nd6srtain other products in the sugar sector) ^ No.
Rdglement (CF:F). tro 296/69 de Ia Commission, du 29 awil 1969, fixant
les restitutions tr l'exportation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut in l,Ctat(Commission Regulation {EEC) No. 796/69 of 29 April 1969, fiing the
relunds oD exports of white sugar and raw sugar in the natural stale) No.
R0gle'nPnt (CEE)_no 797/69 de la Commission, du 29 avril 1969, fixantljs restitutiolll.l'tTpo$eJi9l p9q la mdlasse en l,dtat (CommissionRegulation (EEC) No. '797169 of 29 April 1969 Iixing the refunds on
exports of molasses in the natural state) - No.
6 - t969
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L r0l, 29.4.1969
L 102, 30.4.1909
L 102, 30.4.t969
L r02, 30.4.1969
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R0slement (CEE) no 798/69 de la Commission, du 29 avril 1969, annulant
i'adiuaicatibn pr3vue au'r0slement (CEE) no 573/69 concernant certains
froriages diteius par l'org:anisme d'intervention italiel (Commission
Resulition (EEC)'No. 795/69 of 29 April 1969 cancelling the call for
ien"der speciiied in Regulation (EEC)-No. 578/69 concerning certain 
--
chieses lield by the ltal'ian intervention agency) No'
R0slement (CEE) no 799/69 de la Commission, du 29 avril 1969, modi-
fiait les restitutidns pouries cdrdales et les farines, g-ruaux et semoules de
iioment ou de seigfe (Commission Regulation (EEC) No. 799/69 of
29 April I969 modilyingihe refunds on celeals and on wheat or rye flour, 
--gioat's and meal) No'
' Delegations and missions to the Community
Missions de pays tieri (Australie et Isra6l) (Missions of non-member
;;;;iG 
- 
Au'stralia and Israel) No' C 42, 2'4'1969
THE COUNCIL
Directives and Decisions
69/106/CEE:
DCcision du Conseil, du 22 avril 1969, portant conclusion d'un accord
avec le Canada ndgocid au titre de l'arlicle XXVIII- paragraphe 5 duGATT (Council dicision of 22 April 1969 concluding an agreement'
*iit C""lai negotiated pursuant t6 Article XXVIII(5)-of GATT) No. L 97, 24.4.1069
Recommendations and Opinions
Avis conformes nor 40/69, 41169, 42169 et 43/po don-nds-par le Conseil, lors
de sa 67e session, tenue les it et ZZ awil 1969 (Confirmatory opinions
Nos. 40/69, 41169, 42169 and 43/69 rendered by the Council at its 67th
."riiorrbr 2ldnd'22 hpril 1969) No. C 53, 26'4'1969
Consultations and Opinions of the Economic and Social Committee
Consultation et avis du ComitC dconomique et social sur une proposition
de lEglement du Conseil relatif I l'instauration d'uue comptabilitd uni-{ormJet Dermanente des dCpenses relatives aux infrastructures servant
aux tranSports par chemin de fer, par route et par voie. navigable(Consultat'ion add Opinion on a prdposed Council. regulation on the
institution of a standard petmanelnt -accounting scheme for rail, road
and inland water transpor€ infrastructure costs)- No. C 48,
Consultation et avis du Comitd dconomique et social sur une proposition
de premi0re directive du Conseil relative tr l'amdnagement des systlmes
nationaux de taxes sur les vdhicules utilitaires (Consultation and
Ooinion on a prooosed first Council dircctive on the adjustment of
nitional systemls oi commercial vehicle taxation) No' C 48,
Coosultatiou et avis du Comitd Cconomique et social sur une proposition
de ddcision du Conseil modifiant certaines dispositions de la ddcisionto 65l270lCEE du Couseil, du l3 mai 1965, port-ant application^-de
l'article 4'de la d6cision no 64/389/CEE du Conseil, du 22 juin 1964,
relative I l'organisation d'une enqu6te sur les corlts des infrastructures
servant aux trlnsports par chemin de fer, par route et Par voie navigable(Consultation and Opinion on a proposed Council decision amending
iertain provisions of iouncil decision No. 65/270iEEC of l3 May 
_1964
implem6nting Article 4 of Council decision No. 6a/38.9/EEC of 22 June
I964 concern-ing a survey of infrastructure costs in rail, road and inland
water transporl) - No. C 48,
t00
L 102, 30.4.1969
L 102, 30.4.1960
16.4.r969
I 6.4. l 969
r6.4.1960
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Consultation et avis du Comitd dconomique et social sur uoe proposition
de dCcision du Conseil relative I l'adaptation des contingents bilatirau,x
et du nombre des autorisations {e transit pour les transports de
marchandises par route entre tes Etats membres (Consultatio.-n an{
Opinion on a iroposed Council decision on the adaptation of bilateral
qriotas and ofihe number of transit licences for road haulage between 
--the Member States) No.
Consultation et avis du Comit6 Cconomique et social sur une proposition
de directive du Conseil concernant le rapprochement des ldgislations des
Etats membres relatives I la rCception des vdhicules tr moteur et de leurs .
remorques (Consultation and Opinion on a proposed Council directive
on th-e alighment oI lllembei States' legislation concerning the
acceptance df motor vehicles and trailers for such vehicles) No.
Consultation et avis du ComitC Cconomique et social sur six propositions
de directives du Conseil concernant le iapprochement des ldgislations
des Etats membres relatives (Consultation and Opinion on six proposed
Council directives on the alignment o{ Member States' legislation
cdncerning:)
dispositifs d'dclairage et de sigqqlisatioq lumineuse des vdhiculesI moteur ei de leurs remor(ues, ((i[The lighting and luminous signals
for motolvehicles and trailels for such veNcles,)
- 
au nivg2s sonore admissible et au dispositif d'Cchappement des
vdhicules I moteur, ((ii) The permissible noise and the exhaust system
of motor vehicles,)
- 
I certains dquipements des vChicules I moteur et de leurs.remorque.s
(rCservoirs de caiburant et dispositifs de protection- arri0re), (liii)
tertain fittings of motor vehiclds and traileis for such vehicles-fuel
tanks and rear bumpers,)
- 
ir certains dlCments et caractdristiques des r-dhicules tr moteur
(rCtroviseurs, essuie-glace, champ de visibilitd,-lave-glace), 
-.((iv) CertSiniomponents and char-acteristics of motor veNcles-mirrors, field of vision
wintiscreen r*'ipers, windscreen washers,)
- 
L Ia prise de courant des vChicules tr moteur.pour l'alimentation dds
dispositifs d'Cclairage et de signalisation de la- remor.que, 
- 
((v) The
eleitrical connectionl on motorl'ehicles for supplying the lighting and.
Iuminous signals of trailers,)
- 
I l'avertiiseur acoustique dcs vdhicules I motcur. ((vi) Horns for 
--
motor vehicles.) No.
c 48, I 6.4. r 969
c 48, 16.4.r969
c 48, 16.4.1.969
48, 16.4.1969
48, r6.4.I969
Consultation et avis du Comitd dconomique et social sur une proposition
{e directive du Conseil concernant le rapprochement des lCgislations des
Etats membres relatives tr la rdception -des tracteurs agricoles tr roues(Consultation and Opinion on a proposed Council directive on the
ilignment of Membei States' legislrati6n concerning the acceptance of 
--
rvh"eeled agricultural tractors) No. C
Consultation et avis du Comitd dconomique et social sur une proposition
de directive du Conseil concernant le rapprochement des ldgislalions des
Etats membres relatives I certains Cldments et caractCristi{ues des
tracteurs agricoles I roues (poids total en charge autorisd, Poids.reqor-
quable, etcJ (Consultationind Opinion on a proposed Council directive
o'n the afifnnient of Member States' legislation concerning certain
components and characteristics of wheeled agricultural tractors-
authbrized total weight under load, towing weight, etc.) No. C
THE COMMISSION
Directives, and Decisions
69/r04/cEE:
DCcision de la Commission, du 7 mars 1969, autorisant la RCpublique
francaise, en vertu de l'article ll5 alinda I du traitd, I percevoir une
taxe'compensatoire I l'importation de tcrevettesr de Ia position
6 - 1969 I0l
no ex 16.06 B du T.D.C. originaires des pays tiers et mises en libre pra-
tique d.ans les pays du Benelux (Comrfusion Decision of Z March [969
authorizing France,.in pursuatrce of Treaty Article llE (Iirst paragraph),
to levy a coulte^rvtiling gharge oa importi of shrimps or pra-wns of ectheading ex 16.05 B originating from non-member iountries and
circulating freely in the Benelux cbuntries) No.
69i r06/cEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 2l mars 1969, relative tr la fixation desprix minimjt_des fromages n€erlandais pour l'adjudication visde au
rtsglement (CEE) no 323/69 (Commission Decision 6f 2l March l960 onfixing the minimum prices for Dutch cheeses lor call for tender in
Regulation (EEC) No.-323/69) No.
6e/e6/cEE:
Ddcisiou de la Commission, du 6 mars 1969, portatrt octroi d'un contin-
geut tarifaire I la-r6publique fdddrale d'Allemagne pour certains fils de
soie (position tarifaire oo ex 60.04) (Commissibn Decision of E March
1969 gran-ting Germany a tariff quota for certain silk yarns-tariff head-
ing ex 60.04) No.
6e/97/CEE:
Ddcisioq de la Commission, du 6 mars lg6g, portant octroi d'un contin-gent tarifaire. I la rdpublique fdddrale d'Allemagne pour certains fils de
bourre de soie- (schappe) (position tarifaire tro ex 60.05) (Commission
Decision of 6 March 1069 granting Germany a tariff qrioti for certain
waste silk yarns other than noil-tariff heading ex 00.dS) No.
6e/e8/cEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 6 mars lg6g, portant octroi l la rdpublique
fCddrale d'Allemagne d'un contingent tirifaire pour les p-runea-ux(position tarifaire no 08.12 C) (Commission Decisi6n of 6 I\Iirch 196ggranting Germany a tariff quota for prunes-tariff heading 08.12 C) No.
6e/ee/cEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du ll mars 1969, relative tr la mise I iour de
la liste-des orgaqismes de droit public, prdvue I l'article l8 du r0giement
no I du Conseil concernant le Fonds social europden (Cominission
Decision of ll March 1969 on bringing up to date the list of bodies under
public law specifiedilArticle I8 oI Council Regulation No. 9 concerning
the European Social Fund) - - No.
6e/100/cEE:
DCcision de Ia Commission, du 18 mars lg6g, portant dCsignation des /
experts vdtdrinaires pouvant 6tre chargCs de l'diaboration d'ivis relatifs
aux abattoirs et ateliers de ddcoupc (Commission Decision of 18 lUarch
1909 appointing veteri-nary.expeits responsible for preparing opinions
on slaughterhouses and cutting rooms) No.
69/l0r/cEE:
DCcision de la Commission, dq 19 mars lg6g, constatant que les condi-
tions prdvues pour Ia mobilisation de froment tendre destin€ L une action
nationale d'aide alimentaire sont remplies (Commission Decision of
l0-March le69 noting that the conditions laid dbwn for mobilizing wheat
other than durum intended for national food aid have been fuHilled) No.
6ei 102/cEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du.2l-ma-rs 1069, relative tr la {ixation du prix
minimum du beurre pour l'adjudication visCe au rdglement (Cb,E)
no 413/69 (Commission Decision of 2l }Iarch lg69-on fixinL the
minimum^price of butter for the call for tender in Regulation @EC)No. al3/69) ' No. L 88, 11.4.t969
6e/r03/cEE:
L 87, I r.4.1969
L 87, r r.4.1969
L 88, I 1.4.r969
L 88, 1t.4.t969
L 88, r r.4.1969
L 88, I1.4.1969
L 88, r 1.4.1969
L 88, I 1.4.1969
I 1.4. r960
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Ddcision de la Commission, du 2l mars lg6g, relative L la fixation dur-,eclslon o u rrus$ , ll zl_ 1969 I I  prix
minimum du beurre pour l'adjudication visde au R0glement (CbE)
no.4l3/69 (Commission Decision of 2l March 1969 fixin[ the minimudprice of butter for the call for tender in Regulation (EEd) No. 4lB/09)
102
al3/09) No. L 88,
69/r07/CEE:
DCcision de la Commission, du l4 mars lg6g, portant octroi au rovaume
des Pays-Bas, porLr f 'aqn-d9 _t!Q9, dlun contingtnt tarifaire po"r te piomtbrut (position tarilaire 78.0r A) (commission Decision of i+ trrarci tg6ggranting_the Netherlands a tariff quota for tg69 for crude lead_tarifi
heading 78.01 A)
6ei r08/cEE:
DCcision de la Commission, du 14 mars 1969, portant autorisation I la
rCpublique fdddrale d'Allemagne d'introduire'un contingent tarifairepour Ie plomb brut (position tarifaire 78.01 A) (Commislion Decision
oI 14 l\Iarch 1969 authorizing^Germany to intiodirce a tariff quota for
crude ]ead-tariff heading Z8:01 A)
6e/109/cEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 14 mars lg6g, portant autorisation au
royaume de Belgique d'introduire un contingent-tarifaire pour le olombbrut (position tarifaire 78.01 A) (Commissio-n Decision of i+ Ua.cf, tg69
authorizi_n^g^Belgium to introducd a tariff quota for crude lead_tarifi
headiag 78.01 A) No. L t0B, 80.4.t969
6e/lr0/cEE:
DCcision de la Commission, du 14 mars lg6g, portant autorisation au
royaume.des Payq-pas_{'iqtroduire un continge-nt tarifaire pour le zincbrut (position tarifaire 79.01 A) (Commissioo-Decision of l4'March 196g
autlorizin_g the,N-etherlands t6 introduce a tariff quota for crude zinc_tariff heading 79.0t A) ' No.
6e/iil/cEE:
D6cision de la Commission, du 14 mars lg6g, portant autorisation I la
rdpublique {ddCrale d'Allemagne d'introduire'ur continsent tarifairegoul fe zinc Pru_t_non alliC-(poiition tarifaire ex 79.01 A) "(CommissionDecision oI 14 March lgGg.luthorizing Germany to inlroduce a taritfquota for unalloyed crude zinc-tariff f,sldi'g ei Ze.Ot e; No.
69/il2iCEE:
DCcision de la Commission, 
.du 26 mars lg6g, fixant l,acompte sur lecoDcours du F.E.O.G.A., section garantie, aux ddpenses de la R'dpublioui
{5itAC3^r9^pogl le deuxi0"re seTestre de la pdriofe de compta6itsation1967/1968 (Commission Decision of 26 [Iaich 1969 fixinefhe advantepayment of aid from the EAGGF Guarantee Sectiou- for French
expenditure in the second half oi the l961i 1968 accounting period) No.
69/lr3/CEE:
D6cision de Ia Commission,.du 26 mars 1969, fixant l,acompte sur le
concourc du F.E.O.G.A., section gar:tatie, aux d6penses de la iCoubliouefddCrale d'Allemagne pour le iieuxitme semeslre de la odfiode'degomptabilisation 1967/1968 (Commission Decision of 26 March tg69tixing the advance payment of aid from the EAGGF Guarantee Sectionfor.German expenditure in the second half of the l967/l96g accountingperiod) - No.
69/u4/CEE:
Ddcision de Ia Commission, du 20 mars lg6g, fixant l,acompte sur le
concours du F.E.O.G.A., section garantie, aux ddpenses de la R'Coublioue
ifll"31g^pogt Ie deuxi0rn_e se'lelrre de la p6ridde de comprab'ilisatibnf 967/1968 (Commission Decision of 26 Maich 1969 fixirxsihe ad.vancepayment of aid from the EAGGF Guarantee Sectioi for Italian
expenditure in the second half of the 1967/1968 accounting period) No.
69/UsiCEE:
DCcision de la Commission, du 20 mars lg6g, fixant l,acompte sur le
conconrs du F.E.O.G.A., section garaltie, aux dCpenses du rdvaume de
Belgique pour le deuxilme semeJtre de la p6riodi de comota'bilisation
1967/1968 
- 
(Cgpmisslon_Decision of 26 Maich 1969 fixingihe advancepayment of aid frgg tle EAreF Guarantee Secfion forBel-gian expendi-
ture in the second half of the 196Z/1968 accounting periodf i No.
6 - 1969
No. L 103, 30.4. l 969
No. L 103, 30.4.1969
L 103, 30.4.1969
L t03, 30.4.1969
L 103, 30.4.1969
L 103, 30.4.1969
L 103, 30.4.1969
L r03, 30.4.1960
t03
6e/r l6/CEE:
Ddcision de la Commissioi, du 26 mars 1969, fixant I'acompte sur-le
"o*orts du F.E.O.G.A., 
section garantie, aux ddpenses du royaume des
pavs-Bas pour le deuxilme semeitre de Ia pdrioile de comptabilisation
isdzltsos' (Commission Decision of 26 Maich 1969 fixing the advance
oavrirent of Lid from the EAGGF Guarantee Section for Netherlands
e;i;;diir;" in the second half of the 1967/1968 accounting period) No'
69/U7/cEE:
DCcision de Ia Commission, du 26 srars 1969, fixant l'acompte- s-ur 
-le-
"o*or.t du F.E.O.G.A., section 
garantie, aux ddpenses du grand-duchd
au ir*"-Uou.g pour le deuxilme-semestre de^la pEriode de c^omptabilisa-
iio"-fSOZtfSO8-'(Commission Decision of 26 -March 1969 fixing the
"dr.o"" 
p'aymentbf aid from the EAGGF Guarantee Section for Luxem-
U"rii"*i"iait"* in the second half of the 1967i 1968 accounting period) No.
69/il8/CEE:
DCcision de la Commission, du 26 mars 1969, modifiant diffCrentes
dd"isions de la CommissioD concernant la vente I prix rCduit de beurre
J"i-i""t prUU. tr des institutions et collectivitds sans but lucratif (Co.*-;;i;; becision of 26 March 1969 amending various Commissiou
a"ii.io"t on the sale o{ butter at reduced price from public stocks to 
--
non-profitqaking institutions and associations) No'
69/u9/cEE:
DCcision de la Commission, du 3l mars 1969, relative I la fixation dl-p$
-i"6ff du beurre pour l'adjudication -v-isCe- au- ^rBgleme-nt. (CPP)
.o 483/60 (Commissi6n Decisi-on of 31 March 1969 on fixing the
*i.i--,i- price of butter for the call for tender in Regulation (EEC) .,
No. a83/69i No'
69/r20/cEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 3l mars 1969, relative tr la fixation dqprix
-i"i-"- du beurre pour l'adjudication -v-isde au- -r-dgleme-nt (CEE)no 483/69 (Commissi6n Decisi6n of 3I March 1969 on fixing the
i"i"i--,i* prlce pf butter for the call Ior tender in Regulation (EEC) 
-.
No, +eeios) No'
69/r2llcEE:
DJcision de la Commission, du 3l mars 1969, relative b Ia fixation du prix
-i"i-u* du beurre pour l'adjudication -visde- au- r-}gleme-nt. (CPP) '
""7e3lOS (Commissi6n Decisi6n of 3l March 1969 on 
fixing- tle
,Urri--,i* price of butter for tbe call for tender in Reguletion (EEC) 
-,No. a83/69) No'
selr22lcEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 3l mars 1969. relative L la fixation des
oriiminima des fromages iialiens pour l'adjudication visde au r-dgleme-ntidiEl rr" lOrloS (Cofimission D6cision of 3l March 1969 on fixing thei"ioi.i"* priies foi Italian cheeses for the call lor tender in Regulation 
--
iEB-Cl No.'+ottesl No'
Commission proposals to the Council
Prooosition de directive du conseil relative au rapprochement des lcgisla-
iiooi a". Etats membres concernant les agents 6mulsifiants-stabilisauts,
to"iisissants et sClifiants pouvant €tre employds dans les denrdes
distinCes I l'alimintation h^umaine (Proposal for a Council directive
o" iL" 
"Ueot"ent of 
Member States' ltigislition concerning emulsifying/
stabilizing] thickening and jeling agenti for use in foodstuffs for human
"6"i"-p,fi'"rl No'
Prooosition de directive du Conseil concernant Ie rapprochement des
ldgiilations des Etats membres relatives aux dispositifs de direction des
vdhicules tr moteur et de leurs remorques (Proposal for a Council
directive on the alignment oI lllember-States' legislatioo 
"oo""*8 *o.steering gear for motbr vehicles and their trailers)
104
L r03, 30.4.1969
L 103, 30.4.r969
L r03, 30.4.1969
L 103, 30.4.1969
L 103, 30.4.1969
L 103, 30.4.1969
L r03, 30.4.1969
c 64, 28.4.1969
c 64.28.4.1969
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Propositions de directives et de rccommandations du Conseil fixant les
modalitis de la rdalisation de la libertd d'Ctablissement et de Ia libre
prestation des services pour les activitds non salarides (Proposals for
Council directives and r6com,!endations laying dorvn the iroc6dures forachieving. freedorn of establishment iri rispect of -self-employed
activities:) No. C 64, 29.4.1969
- 
du mCdecin, (a) Of doctors)
- 
du praticien de I'art dentaire 1t; Of dentists)
I. Proposition de directive du Conseil concernant la rdalisatioa de la
libertC d'Ctablissemeut et de la libre prestation de services pour les
activitCs non salarides du mddecin (I. ?roposal for a Council directive
on the achievement of {reedom of est-ablishirent and freedom to supply
services in self-employed activities of doctors)
II. Proposition de directive du Conseil visant I la reconnaissance
mutuelle des dipl6mes, certificats et autres titres de mddecin (lI. Pro-posql.for a Co-uncil directive oa the mutual recognition of diplomas,
certificates and other qualifications of doctors)
IlI. Proposition de directive du Conseil visant tr Ia coordination des
dispositions lCgislatives, rdglementaires et administratives concernant
les activitds non salariCes du mCdecin (III. Proposal for a Council
directive on the co-ordination of laws anil regulat-ions concerning the
self-employed activities of doctors)
lV. Proposition de directive du Conseil concertrant la libertd d'dtablisse-
Tent et de la libre prestation de services pour les activitCs non salarides
des praticiens de l'art dentaire (IV. Proposal for a Council directive on
freedom of establishment and freedom tb supply services for the self-
employed activities of dentists)
V. Proposition de directive du Conseil visant I la reconnaissance
mutuelle des diplOmes, certificats et autres titres du praticien de l'artdentaire (V. Proposal for a Council directive on the mutubl recogrrition
of diplomas, certificates and other qualifications of dentists)
VI. Proposition de directive du Cooseil visant L la coordination des
dispositions ldgislatives, rCglementaires et administratives concernant
les activitCs non salariCes du praticien de l'art dentaire (VI. Proposalfor a Council directive on the co-ordination of laws aud regulalions
concerning the self-employed activities of dentists)
VII. Proposition de recommandation du Conseil concernant la crdation,
el Itale, de Ia formation universitaire de praticien de l'art deutaire(VII. Proposal for a Council recommendation on the introduction in
Italy of university tu'aining for dentists)
VIIL Proposition de recommandation du Conseil concernant les
ressortissants du grand-duch6 de Luxembourg porteurs d'un diplOme
de mddecin ou de platicien de I'art dentaire dCliwC dans un Etat m6mbre(VIII. Proposal for a Council recommendation on Luxembourg
nationals hslding a medical or dental diplo-a issued io a Member State)
Proposition de rdglement (CEE) du Conseil modifiant le rEglement (CEE)
no 804/68 portant organisation commune des marchCs dans le sectdur dulait et,.desproduits laitiers (Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC)
a,mend,ing Regulation (EEC) No. 804/68 setting up a co--on organiza-
tion of the market in milk and milk products) No.
Propositions de d.irectives et de recommandation du Conseil fixant les
modalitds de la rCalisation de la libertd d'Ctablissemert et de la Iibre
prestation des services pour certaines activitds non salariCes du domaine
pharmaceutique (Proposals for Council directives and a Council
recommendation laying down the procedures for achieving freedom of
establishment and freedom to supply services in respect of certain self-
employed activities in the pharmaceutical sector) No.
6 - 1969
c 64,, 28.4.1969
28.4.r969
r05
c 64,
I. Proposition de directive du Conseil coDcenlattt la r6alisation de la
libertC-d'dtablissement et de la libre prestation de services pour les
activitCs non salarides relevaot de la fabrication des mddicaments(I. Proposal for a Council directive on the achievement of freedom of
dstablishment and freedom to supply services in respcct of self-employed
activities in drug manufacture)
II. Proposition de directive du Conseil visant L la coordination des
dispositions lCgislatives, rdglementaires et administratives concernant
les'activitds n6u salarides rllevant de la fabrication des mddicaments(II. Proposal for a Council directive 1o1 se-ordilating the- laws and
iegulatioins concerning self-employed activities in drug manufacture)
III. Prboosition de directive du Conseil concernant la rdalisation de Ia
libertd d''Ctablissement et de Ia tibre prestation de services pour les
activit6s non salariCes du commerce de gros des mCdicaments et des
intermddiaires du commerce et de l'industrie dans le domaine des
mCdicaments (Ill.Proposal for a Council directive on the achievement
of freedom of establishment and freedom to supply services in respect of
self-employed activities in the wholesale drugs trade and of inter-
mediaries in tle drugs trade and iudustry)
IV. Proposition de directive du Conseil visant I la coordination des
dispositibns ldgislatives, rdglementaires ef adminisfuatives, pour les
activitds nou salarides : (IV. Proposal for a Couucil directive for co-
ordioating the laws aad regulations in respect of self-employed activities:)
- 
du commerce de gros des m&icaoents (a) In the wholesale drugs
trade)
- 
des intermCdiaires du commerce et de l'iudustrie qui disposent pour
leurs activitCs d'un dCp6t de mddicaments (b) Of intermediaries in
trade aad industry haviag a drugs warehouse for the PurPose of their
activities)
V. Proposition de directive du Conseil visant tr Ia coordioation des
disoosifions ldEislatives. rdslementaires et adrdnishatives concernant
leslctivitds noi salari€es reievant de la vente au dCtail de mCdicaments(V. Proposal for a Council directive for co-ordinating the laws and
iegulations conceraing self-employed activities in the retail drug trade)
VI. Proposition de directive du Conseil visant I la reconnaissance
mutuelle des diplOmes, certificats et autres titres de pharmacien(VI. Proposal foi a Council directive for the mutual rec-ogaition of
diplomas, certificates and other qualifications of pharmacists)'
YII. Proposition de directive du Conseil visa^nt tr Ia cosrdinafi6a 6sg
dispositions ldgislatives, rdglementaires et administratives concernant
leslctivitds no,-n salariCis di pharmacien (VII. Proposal for a Council
directive for co-ordinating the laws and regulations concerning self-
. 
employed activities of pharoacists)
VIII. Proposition de recommandation du Conseil concernant les
ressortissants du grand-duchd de Luxembourg, Porteurs d'un diplOme
de pharmacien d6liw6 dans un Etat membre (VIII. Proposal for a
Council recommendation on Luxembourg natioaals holdiag a pharma-
cist's diploma issued in a Member State)
Consultation and Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
Consultation et avis du ComitC dconomique et social sur l'ensemblo de la
situation com.munautaire (Consultation and Opinioa of the Economic
and Social Committee on the general situation of tle Community) No. C 47,
t06
10.4.r960
6 - 1969
Memoranda
Liste des avis formulds sur les programmes d'investissements (article 64{q-qri!e C.E.C.A.) (List of Opinions on investment programmes-ECSC Treaty Articie 64) - N.o
lrogrqmmqs prdvisionnels r acier et charbon r pour le deuxiEme trimestre
ag j999. (Forward programmes for coal and sleel for the second quarter
of 1969:)
DCveloppement. de la. conjoncture gCnCrale (Development of the
general economic situation)
I 
--.Programme prCvisionnel rsidCrurgier (I. Forward programme forsteel)
II 
- 
Programme prCvisionnel rcharbonr (II. Forward programme for
coal) No.
Liste des avis formulds sur-les programmes d'investissemetrts (article 64
{u traitd C.F.C.A. (List of Opinions on investmentprogramois-ECSCTreaty Article 54) No.
Communicafion aux entreprises assujetties aux mdcanismes de pdrd-
qu-ation ds fFaileiTport6e et assimi.l6e (Memorandum to enterprises
subject to the machinery for compensation of imported scrap an-d thelike) No.
Cpmmunication de la Commission concernant les co-munications des
Etats membres relatives aux mesures d'application des directives du
Conseil en matidre de libertd d'Ctablissement et de libre prestation de
services: (Commission memorandum on the communicitioas of the
Me'l'ber States concerning measures for implementing Council directives
on freedom of establishment and freedom to supply services)
- 
Directive 65/liCEE, du 14 dCcembre 1064, fixant les modalitds de
rCalisatiou de la libre prestation de services dans les activitCs de l'agri-
culture et de l'horticulture. (a) Directive 65/UEEC of 14 Decem-ber
1064 on arrangements introducing Ireedom to supply services connected
with agriculture and horticulture)
- 
Directive 67l664lCE.E, du 24 octobre 1967, fixant les modalitCs de
rCalisation de la libertd d'dtablissement et de la libre prestatioo de
services dans les activitds non salariCes de Ia sylviculture efde l'exploita-
tion forestiEre (b) Directive 67l654lE.EC oi 24 October 1067 iaving
doul the procedures for achieving freedom of establishment and freeilom
to- provide services in respect of non-wage-earning activities io
sylviculture and forastry) - No.
CinquiEme communicatioo de la qemmissign relative aux transports
pour compte de tiers de produits C.E.C.A. effectuCs aux Pays-Bis en
trafic intdrieur routier einsi qu'en trafic international routier-et fluvial
c 42, 2.4.1969
c 44,
c 60,
c 53,
3.4.1969
21.4.1969
26.4. r969
par des eatreprises den lpgqde,transport dtablies aux Pays-Bas (navigation rhd-
aano exclue) (Fiftl Commissioo memorandum on transport-for hire or f r 
reward of ECSC products in the Netherlands in internal rbad traffic and
international road atrd waterway traffic by transport enterprises estab-
lished in the Nettrerlands exclur{;.g n-hine shippiic) R- i ping
European Development Fund
Information relative aux taux de paritC retenus pour les opCrations duF.E.D. (Erchange rates used forbDF operatiods) ' No.
Avis d'appel d'offres no 788, par consultation publique, de la rdpublique
de C6te-d'Ivoire pour un projet financd par la C.E.E. 
- 
F.E.D. (Call
for tender No. 788 by Ivory Coast for a project financed by the EEC-EDF) No.
Avis d'appel d'offres no 789, pa.r consultation publique, de Ia rCpublique
du Mali pour un projet financd par la C.E.E. 
- 
F.E.D. (Call for teniler
No. 789 by Mali for a project iinanced by the EEC-EDF) No.
6 - 1969
c 63, 28.4.r969
No. C 66, 30.4.1909
c 4r,
c 46,
c 46,
r.4.r960
6.4.1900
6.4.1060
t07
Avis d'appel d'offres no ?90 lancd par la rdpublique du Tchad pour un
projet firidncd par la C.E.E. 
- 
F.E.D. (Call for tender No. 790 by Chad 
- 
_ior a project fiianced by the EEC-EDF) No- C 45,
Avis d'appel d'offres oo 79l,-par consultation publique, de la rdpu.blique
de C6te--d'Ivoire (SocidtC d'Etat pour le dCveloppement et l'exPlojtatiotr
du palmier h huile 
- 
Sodepalm) pour un projet {inans6 par la C.E.E. 
-F.E.D. (Call for tender No. 791 by Ivory Coast (Sodepalm) for a project 
_ _
financed 6y the EEC--EDF) I No. C 45,
Avis d'appel d'offres no 792,Par con$ultation PLbqqle, de_la rdpublique
du MaIi, pbur un projet financC par la C.E.E. 
- 
F.E.D. 
_ Lcall lor tender 
-_No. 79d By Mali 'for L project financed by the EEC-EDF) No. C 45,
Avis d'adiudication no 793, lancd p4r la RCpublique rwandaise Pour un
projet fin-aac6 par la C.E.E. 
- 
F.E.D. (Call for tender No' 793 by 
_hwinda for a ploject financed by the EEC-EDF) No. C 46,
Avis d'appel d'offres no 794 lani6 par la r6publiqqe fdddrlle du
Cameroui-pour un projet {inancd par la C.E.E. 
- 
F.E.q.__(Call_for 
__
tender No. 7W ay Cim6roon for a p-ioject financed by the EEC-EDF) No. C 60,
Rectificatif L l'appel d'offres no 765 (Corrigendum to call lor tenderNo.765) ] - No. C 60,
Rectilicatif aux appels d'offres ao! 769, 770 et77L (Corrigenda to calls 
_-
for tender Nos. 76-9-, 770 and 7?l) No. C 60,
Avis d'appel d'offres tro 795, par coqsultation publique, de la rdpub_Iique
du Dahodey pour un programme fi'rancd partiellement par la C'F.E' 
-F.E.D. (Call-for tendbr No. 795 by Dahomey for a programme financed 
-ill part bi the EEo-EDF) No. C 62,
Rectificatif I l'avis d'appel d'of{res no 768 (Corrigendum to call for 
-_tender No. 768) No. C 62,
R6sultats d'appels d'offres (no! 654, 604, 618, 650, 659, 669, 680, 681
696, 706, ?09, ?10, 7t5,720,723,730,736,737,743,744,755, 758, et 760)
(Results of calls for teader Nos. 55{, 604, 6f8, 060, 659, 669, 680, 685,
tiso,200,209,210,7t6,720,723,7301736,737,743,744,755,768and760) No. c 65,
Avis d'adjudication no 796 lancd par Ia r6publique du Burundi pour un
projet financd par la C.E.E. 
-F.E.D. (C{!f9r tender No. 796 by _-Burundi for a ploject financed by the EEC-EDF) No' C 66,
6.4.1969
6.4. r969
5.4.1969
9.4. r 909
21.4. lg69
2 1.4.1969
2r.4.1969
24.1.t909
24.4.1969
30.4.1969
30.4. r969
Information
Bilan de la viande bovine destin6e ). l'industrie de transformation pour la
oerioae du le! awil au 30 iuin 1969' (Balance-sheet of beef and ieal for
irocessing for the period i eprit to,ld Jyne 1969) No. C 42, 2.4.1069
I
Avis d'adjudication du F.O.R.IU.A. pour divers lots de beurre destinds I
la transformation industrielle (Call for tender by FORMA for sundry
Iots of butter intended for industrial processing) No. C 43, 2.4.1569
Avis d'adjudication pour la ventelde beurre de la classe de qua4td
rbeurre d6 ferme allemandr, destin6 I la transformation, proveaant des
stocks de I'rEinfuhr- und Vorratsstelle fiir Fetter (Catl for tender for
butter of the "German farm buttel" grade for processing, from stocks
held by the Einfuhr- uad Vorratsstbttdtur fette) - No. C 43, 2.4.1960
I
Avis d'adjudication pour du fromige rParmigiano Reggianor italien,
achetd pai I'A.I.M.A. (Azienda di Stato per gli interventi nel mercato
agricolo) et destind I l'exportation yers certains pays tiers, adjudication
oiganisCe par I'A.I.M.A., org^nisalu d'intervention de la Rdpublique
italienne lCall for tender for Italian Parmesan/Ressiano cheese bought (Call liaJr ggi  i1a'lien ^(Call i -It lia[ s- l t
in by the AIMA and intended for 9xg9rt to certain non-member coun-export t
tries] orgaoized by the AIMA, the Itafian intervention agency) No. C 43, 2.4.1069
r08 6 - 1969
Avis d'adjudicatio[ pour la vente de beurre provenant des stocks de
l'rEinfuhr- und Vorratsstelle fiir Fettdr (Call for tender for butter
from stocks held by the Einfuhr- und Vorratsstelle ftr Fette) No. C 43,
Avis d'adjudication du F.O.R.M.A. pour divers lots de beurre (CalI for
tender by FORMA for sundry lots of butter) No. C 43,
Avis d'adjudication pour du beurre nderlandais provenaut des stocks
du Voedselvoorzieaings In- en verkoopbureau (V.I.B.) (bureau d'achat
et de vente de denrdes alinentaires) (Call for tender for Dutch butter
from VIB stocks) No. C 43,
Avis d'adjudication de l'Office belge de l'Cconomie et de l'agriculture
pour la vente de quartiers arridre de viande'bovine congelde (Call for
tender by the Office belge de l'dconomie et de l'agriculture for frozen
beef and veal hindquarters) No. C 43,
Avis d'adjudication du F.O.R.I(.A. pour la vente de quartiers arridre de
viande bovine congelde provenant des stocks de la Socidtd interprofes-
sionnelle du bdtail et des viandes (S.I.B.E.V.) (Call {or tender by
FORMA for frozen beef and veal hindquarters from SIBEV stocks) No. C 43,
Avis de concours no COM/ l0/A (chef de division) (Notice of competitive
examination No. COM/10/A-division head) No. C 45,
Avis d'adjudication du F.O.R.M.A. pour divers lots de beurre (Call for
tdnder by FORIUA for sundry lots of butter) No. C 49,
Avis d'adjudication pour la vente de beurre provenant des stocks de
l'rEinfuhr- und Vorratsstelle ftr Fetter (Call lor tender for butter
from stocks held by.the Einfuhr- und Vorratsstelle fiir Fette) No. C 49,
Avis d'adjudicatjon pour du beurre nCerlandais provenant des stocks du
Voedselvoorzienings In- en verkoopbureau (V.I.B.) (Bureau d'achat et de
vente de denrdes alimentaires) (Call for tender for Dutch butter from
VIB stocks) No. C 49, 17.4.1969
Avis d'adjudication pour du fromage tGrana Padanor italien, achetd
par I'A.I-M.A. (Azienda di Stato per gli interventi nel.mercato agricolo) et. i il  l 
destin6 I l'exportation vers certains pays tiers, adjudication organisdee a r  l Ju rcatl ru e
par I'A.I.M.A., organisme d'intervention de la Rdpublique italienne (Call
for tender for Italian Grana Padano cheese bought in by the AIMA and
intended for export to certain non-member couirtries, 6rganized by the
AIMA, the Italian intervention agency) No. C 49,
2.4'1969
2.4. I 969
2.4.1969
2.4.1969
2.4.1969
5.4.1969
r 7.4. r 969
I 7.4. r069
I 7.4.1 969
22.4.t969
26.4. I 969
30.4.1969
Avis d'adjudication pour des fromages Gouda et Cheddar nderlandais
produits en 1967/1968 provenant des stocks du tVoedselvoorzienings In-
en verkoopbureaur (V.I.B.) (Call for tender for Dutch Gouda and
Cheddar cheeses produced in f967/1968 from VIB stocks) No. C 51,
Avis d'adjudication pour la vente de fromage tGrana Padanor, achetd
par I'A.I.M.A. (Azienda di Stato per gli interventi nel mercato agricolo),
organisme d'intervention de la RCpublique italienne (Call for tender
for Grana Padano cheese bought in by the AIMA, the Italian inter-
vention agency) No. C 53,
Avis du ComitC de politique budgdtaire, du 7 mai 1968, qu Conseil et tr la
Commission, relatif I la flexibilitd des ddpenses de l'Etat (Opinion of
the Budget Policy Committee of 7 May 1968, addressed to the Council
asd Commis5ion, on the flexibility of state expenditure) No. C 65,
COURT OF JUSTICE
New cases
Alfaire ll-69 : Recours introduit le 28 fdvrier 1969 par le gouvernement
de la RCpublique frangaise contre la Commission des Communautds
europdennes (Case l1-69: Suit filed on 28 February 1969 by the French
Government against the Commission of the European Communities) No. C 42, 2.4.1960
5 - t969 109
Affaire I2-69 : Recours introduit le 5 mars lg69 par M. Gustav Wonnerth
contre Ia Commission des Communautds europCennes (Case 12-69: Suit
filed on 6 March 1969 by M. Gustav Wonnerth against the Commission
of the European Commrinities)
Affaire 13-69 : Recours introduit le l0 mars 1969, par M. August Jozef
'van Eick contre Ia Commissiou des Communautds-europCeni'es (Case
I3-69: Suit filed on l0 IVIarch 1969 by M. August Jozef van Eick against
the Commissiotr of the Eurqrean Communities)
Affaire 14-69 : Demaude de dCcision prdjudicielle prdsentde par ordon-
nance du Finanzgericht de Hambourg dans I'affaire Entreprise l\Iarkus
et Walsh, sociCtd en commandite simple, contre Hauptzollamt (bureau
principal des douanes) Hamburg-Jonas (Case l4-69: Request for
. preliminary ruling by order of the Hamburg Finanzgericht in re KG it
Firma Markus und Walsh v. Hamburg-Jonas Hauptzollamt)
Affaire 15-69 : Demande de ddcision I titre prdjudiciel prdsentde par
. ordonnance du r Bundesarbeitsgericht r dans l'affaire * Wtirttembergische
Milchverr.r'ertungr cotrtre Salvatore Ugliola (Case 16-69: Request for
preliminary ruling by order of the Bundesarbcitsgericht iz ra Wtirttem-
bergische Milcbverwertung v. Salvatore Ugliola)
Alfaire 16-69 : Recours formd le 3l mars 1969 par la Commission des
Communautds europCennes contre le gouvernement de la Rdpublique
italienne (Case 16-69: Suit filed on 3l March 1969 by the Commission
of the European Communities against the Italian Government)
Affaire 17-69 : Recours introduit Ie 8 avril 1969 par M. Charles Fonsny
contre Ia Commission des Communautds europdennes (Case 17-69:
Suit filed on 8 April 1969 by M. Charles Fonsny against the Commission
of the European Communities)
No. C 42, 2.4. I 969
No. C 42,
No. C 42,
No. C 52,
No. C 62,
No. C 62,
2.4.1969
2.4.1960
24.4.1960
24.4.t965
24.4.1969
lt0 6 - t969
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DROIT DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES (European Communlty
law). oublished under the direction of W.J. Ganshof van der Meersch, Director
of Pios'ecutions of the Cour de cassation, Professor in the Faculty of Law at Brussels.
Editorial secretary: Michel.Waelbroech, Professor in_the.Faculty_of Law at Brussels,
Director of legal iesearch of the European Studies Institute at Brussels.
One volume Lto (22.5x 29), boards in d/w, t 308 pages, 1969, in French, Larcier S.A.,
Brussels I
The following are excerpts from the preface by M.- w. J. Ganshof van der Meersch.
The three Communities are studied in this treatise.
The work differs from the textbooks, maouals and commentaries so far produced on Community
taw in its detailed studies on each subject and in the method of classificatioo and presentation.
The work is divided into five parts.
The first part, a general introduction, cotrcerns the features and problems common to thd
three Comhunitiesl
The second part deals with the institutions, both in the strict sense 
- 
Council(s), Commission(s),
Hieh Authohty, Parliament, Court 
- 
and in the broader sense, i.e. the problem of personality,
the-sources of iaw, administration, finance.
We have thoueht it best to include a separate account for the High Authority, in spite of tho
merger, rvhich-could not be foreseen whe-n the work was begun. 
_Th^is we have done Ior various
.ua.["i *ttiin atso appear, though less directlt', in the case oI the EEC and Euratom Commissions
and the three Couoclili, studied-as though they were separate institutions, whereps the merger
ireatit ai replaced them by a single Codmissidn and a single Council. 
.. 
Even though the powers
oi iU'u ftigU iuthority are'now e-xercised by the singlg Commission, they remain none the less
distinct fi6m those of the other two Commissions, both in their principle and in tbeir practical
ipplication. The experience of the High Authority furthermore rltains its historical importance
ai a first "supra-natibnal" initiative and as a precedent.
Proceeding in this way, we have finally been guidcd by the method of the.merg-er treaty itself;
far from ahending the text of the ECSC Treaty by substituting tle words "shgJe Lommrssrol"
ior tn"loras "H"igh Authority" whenever thly, appear, it cogtinlres_ to- use the old name in
ile 
"*ictes 
amcndiig the ECSi Treaty, rvhile in ihe-drticles on the single Commission it specifies
that this replaces tf,e High Authorifui and exercises_th_e ?owers. and competences devolvitrg
upon it, but'under the coiditions laid down in the ECSC ireaty itself. Th-e present situation
iidescribed in the chapter on the merger.
The third, fourth, and fifth parts concern the ECSC, the EEC, ald Euratom respectively.
The order'followed is more or'less that of the chapters in the Treaties. To be sure, it is not
the most logical orcler, but this method has pra6.tical advantages Jor ttre reader io that it
tacititaG co,"nsultation-of the texts. The final-three parts concern the substantive law pro-perir-.iln Co--o"iiy, tU" historical, general and instit-utional problems having been studied io
the first and second parts oI the work.
The treatise on European Community law appears after four years 
-of ha.rd work. It ciowns theioint efforts of more ihan sixtv speciilists in'eommunity law,-rvho have contributed the fouits of
'th;lt k";;tds;ana tlouelt] they include thirty-orie university professors and members of
""i""r.'t" l""EUi"e sta{f, iineteen sLnior officials 6f the Europeai Communities, eight contri-t*ot orilU Uotn qiaUfications and three eminent practitioners w:hose work has made them inter-
"iii""aUi famous'. Their 
joint work is also a teitimony to faith in the Communities and what
they have built up.
After ten yean; we can today discern the principal-landmarls in the development of Commu-
"itvL*. 
'Many legal probl6ms have bec&ne clariJied and interpretations removing ambiguities
cai be regarded as accepted.
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I-et us hole that with this elucidation of basic principles the authors of the treatise may alsohelp,the European Communities-to carry out a-mission which is daily becoming i ne"6r;iy
c.orollary a-nd a justilicatioa of the progiessive diminution of absolute sovereigniy within th'edivisions of human society.
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LA POLITIQUE SOCIALE DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES(The social pollcy of the European Communltles), Jacques-Jean Ribas,
Director responsible for social security and welfare in the Commission of the
European Communities, Professor at the University of Louvain.
Preface by Lionello Levi-Sandri, Vice-President of the Commission of the European
Communities.
French edition edited by P.H. Teitgen, Professor in the Faculty of Law at Paris.
One volume in boards 16x24.5;745 pages; Dalloz and Sirey, Paris.
Of the numerous works on the Common trIarket, the ECSC and'Euratom, few have discussed
the action of the Communities in the social field. This work gives a complete and objective
general view of the social policy of the three Communities, with special reference to the European
Economic Community.
The introduction reviews the institutional framework in rvhich this folicy is elaborated and
implemented. The first part is devoted to all the texts which, from free mov,ement to vocational
training, contribute to the expansion of employment. The second part describes the elforts
made in the various fields to improve the lidng and working conditions of workers and their
families.'
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The interpenetratton of social and economic affa.irs being currently a major phenomenon, part
three exauiines the social aspects of the various Community econorriic policies.- Borh the gen:eral
policies, such as the medium-term and regional policies, and the sectorial policies such ai those
for agriculture, transport and mines, are discussed.
In each of these, subjects the texts and objectives of the Treaty are examined, together witb the
results obtained and the studies undcrtaken by the Community institutions and the MemberStates. The work is u'ell documented, and concludes with an extensive bibliography of the
official texts, as well as the principal books and articles published in the Commuilty countries.
As such it will be useful to all those who, for various reasons, in their profession or for study
purPoses,.are-_conce-rned with the arduous but necessary action of the European Communitiel
in the social field, that is to say, in the service of people.
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